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ABSTRACT 

Optical interrogation techniques are particularly well-suited for imaging tissue 

morphology, biological dynamics, and disease pathogenesis by providing noninvasive 

access to subcellular-resolution diagnostic information. State-of-the-art spectral domain 

optical coherence tomography (SDOCT) systems provide real-time optical biopsies of in 

vivo tissue, and have demonstrated clinical potential, particularly for applications in 

ophthalmology.  

Recent advances in microscopy and endoscopy have led to improved resolution 

and compact optical designs, beyond those of conventional imaging systems. 

Application of encoded and multiplexed illumination and detection schemes may allow 

for the development of optical tools that surpass classical imaging limitations. 

Furthermore, complementary technologies can be combined to create multimodal 

optical imaging tools with advantages over current-generation systems.  

In this dissertation, the development of coherence-gated and resolution-

multiplexed technologies, aimed towards applications in human vitreoretinal imaging is 

described. Technology development in coherence-gated systems included increasing the 

imaging range of SDOCT by removing the complex conjugate artifact, improving 

acquisition speed using a scanning spectrometer design and a two-dimensional detector 

array, and hardware and algorithmic implementations that facilitated imaging of 

Doppler flow.  
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Structured illumination microscopy techniques were applied for resolution 

enhancement, and a spectrally encoded ophthalmic imaging system was developed for 

en face confocal fundus imaging through a single-mode fiber. These devices were 

resolution-multiplexed extensions of existing ophthalmic imaging devices, such as 

scanning laser ophthalmoscopes (SLO), which demonstrated improved resolution and 

more compact optical designs as compared to their conventional counterparts. 

Finally, several multimodal ophthalmic diagnostic tools were developed that 

combined the advantages of OCT with existing imaging devices. These included a 

combined SLO-OCT system and a vitreoretinal surgical microscope combined with 

OCT. These devices allowed for concurrent ophthalmic imaging using complementary 

modalities for improved visualization and clinical utility. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. SPECTRAL DOMAIN OPTICAL COHERENCE TOMOGRAPHY 

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) has, since its inception in the early 1990’s, 

emerged as a promising new imaging modality by allowing for cellular-resolution, 

volumetric imaging of biological systems []. Conventional OCT systems are coherence-

gated interferometers that measure the scattering properties of biological tissues. Rapid 

progress in Fourier domain OCT (FDOCT), including spectrometer-based (SDOCT) and 

swept source (SSOCT or OFDI) approaches, have dramatically altered the technological 

landscape. These approaches are based on spectral interferometry, and allow for the 

measurement of sample reflections from all depths in a single-shot.  This natively depth-

multiplexed property of SDOCT makes it well-suited for high-speed imaging, by 

providing real-time, depth-resolved, high-resolution cross-sections of biological 

structures [2,3]. The potential clinical impact of SDOCT is particularly strong in retinal 

imaging, where state-of-the-art systems enable high-resolution, motion-artifact-free 

cross-sectional imaging and rapid accumulation of volumetric macular datasets. 

The interferometric photocurrent measured in SDOCT can be written as 
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where ρ  is the responsivity of the detector, ( )S k  represents the spectral distribution of 

the illumination source as a function of wavenumber, R  is the scatterer reflectivity, and 

z is the scatterer depth. Subscripts R , and Sn and Sm  denote reference and samples, 

respectively. The first summation in the interferogram corresponds to a DC term, and 

the second is an autocorrelation term resulting from interference between discrete 

sample reflectors. The third term represents the cross-correlation between reference and 

sample reflectivities and, through the Fourier transform relationship, provides the 

depth-resolved scattering profile of the sample  
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Here, the coherence function γ ( )z  represents the Fourier transform of the source 

spectrum. Equation 1.1.1 also implies that the interference frequency is directly 

proportional to the pathlength difference, −R Snz z , between the reference and sample 

scatterers; thus, scatterers located deeper in the tissue will contribute higher spectral 

frequency fringe modulations to the detected SDOCT signal. The fundamental 

advantage of SDOCT is that sample scattering is amplified by the reference reflectivity, 

and it is this interferometric gain that allows SDOCT to image weakly scattering, 

biological tissues. 
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In SDOCT, a series of depth-resolved scattering profiles, or A-scans, may be 

laterally scanned to create a depth-slice, or B-scan. A series of transversely scanned B-

scans may be stacked to create a three-dimensional, volumetric dataset. Similar to 

microscopy, lateral resolution in OCT is limited by diffraction, and is defined as the full 

width at half maximum (FWHM) of the power of a focused spot  

 ( )
λ λ

δ
α

= =0 00.37 0.37
NAsinx . (1.1.3) 

Here, λ0  is the center wavelength, and α  is the half-angle subtended by a 

focusing objective with numerical aperture, NA. Unlike microscopy, however, lateral 

and axial resolutions in OCT are decoupled, where axial resolution is completely 

governed by the characteristics of the illumination source. The interferometric equation 

[Equation 1.1.2] illustrates that the depth-resolved scattering profile is convolved by a 

blurring point-spread function (PSF), γ ( )z . By characterizing the PSF using the FWHM 

of a Gaussian source spectrum, the axial resolution can be defined as the round-trip 

coherence length of the light source 

 
( ) ( ) λ

π λ
= =

∆ ∆

2
0

2 ln 2 2ln 2
cl k

. (1.1.4) 

∆k and λ∆  are wavenumber and wavelength representations of spectral bandwidth, 

and are defined as the half-width at 1 / e  and FWHM of the source, respectively. 
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The interferometric signal in SDOCT is wavelength dispersed through a 

diffractive element and focused onto a linear array detector. The system sensitivity is 

defined as 

 
ρ τ⋅ ⋅ ⋅

=SNR
2

SP R

e
,  (1.1.5) 

where SP  is the power incident on the sample, R  is the power reflectivity of the sample, 

ρ is the detector responsivity, τis the integration time, and e is the electron charge 

constant [4]. Since the detection spectrometer has a finite spectral resolution, which can 

be defined in wavenumber as the Gaussian FWHM, δrk , the fringe visibility of the 

interference signal decreases exponentially with depth, resulting in a proportional falloff 

in sensitivity. This falloff is characterized by a 6 dB decrease in optical signal-to-noise 

ratio (SNR) and is written as 

 
( ) ( ) λ

δ π δ λ
= =

2
0

6dB

2 ln 2 ln 2

r r

z
k

, (1.1.6) 

where δrk  and δ λr  are the FWHM spectral resolution defined in both wavenumbers 

and wavelengths, respectively [5,6].  

Finally, the maximum depth in SDOCT is defined by the Nyquist criterion. Since 

SDOCT interferograms are recorded on a finite number of spectral channels, linear in k 

by convention, the total sampled wavenumber range can be defined as δ∆ = sk M k  for M 

channels, each spaced by δsk . Thus, the sampling interval in depth can be defined as 
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( )δ π= ∆2 / 2sz k . Therefore, the Nyquist criterion limits the maximum imaging depth in 

SDOCT to 

 
λπ

δ δ λ
= =

2
0

max 2 4
s s

z
k

, (1.1.7) 

where δsk  and δ λs  are the spectral sampling interval defined in both wavenumbers and 

wavelengths, respectively [4,7]. 

 One consequence of using SDOCT to simultaneously depth-resolve an entire 

back-scattering profile is that the Fourier transform of a real-valued interferometric 

signal results in a mirror image artifact that appears on opposite sides of a depth-scan. 

This positive-negative depth ambiguity can be avoided by adjusting the reference arm 

delay such that the entire depth-profile of the sample is contained within a single depth 

half-plane. However, this limits the total accessible imaging range in SDOCT to only half 

its maximum allowable depth. Methods for the reconstruction of complex 

interferometric fields have been demonstrated and generally involve acquiring several 

phase-shifted copies of a single depth-profile, either over several repeated acquisitions 

or using multiple detectors [8-11]. However, these methods necessarily increase the total 

image acquisition time and complexity of the system. 

 The exquisite axial resolution, high sensitivity, and rapid imaging rate of SDOCT 

has made the technology a valuable clinical and research tool for the visualization of 

cellular and morphological properties of tissue [Figure 1.1.1]. Research applications of 



 

SDOCT have included visualization of cellular dynamics, quantification of tissue 

mechanics, functional imaging, phenotyping, and diagnostic evaluation 

the clinical applications of SDOC

contact, in vivo optical biopsy has also been demonstrated in cardiology, dermatology, 

gastroenterology, and oncology.

 Functional imaging using SDOCT have been focused on the detection of blood 

flow by measuring the Doppler frequency

Figure 1.1.1: Image montage

Commonpath phase image of red blood cells 

renderings of developing heart in a chicken embryo model 

Comprehensive endomicroscopy of 

epithelium, e; lamina propria, lp; muscularis mucosa, mm; submucosa, 

sm; muscularis p

a single depth-profile [22

multiple acquisitions at a single position
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SDOCT have included visualization of cellular dynamics, quantification of tissue 

mechanics, functional imaging, phenotyping, and diagnostic evaluation 

the clinical applications of SDOCT have primarily been focused on ophthalmology, non

biopsy has also been demonstrated in cardiology, dermatology, 

gastroenterology, and oncology. 

Functional imaging using SDOCT have been focused on the detection of blood 

easuring the Doppler frequency-shift associated with moving scatterers within 

Image montage illustrating versatility of SDOCT. (a) 

path phase image of red blood cells [27]. (b) Volumetric 

renderings of developing heart in a chicken embryo model 

Comprehensive endomicroscopy of in vivo porcine esophagus showing 

epithelium, e; lamina propria, lp; muscularis mucosa, mm; submucosa, 

sm; muscularis propria, mp [31].  

22,32-34]. Similar to Doppler ultrasound, these methods require 

multiple acquisitions at a single position, and a frequency-shift can be calculated by 

SDOCT have included visualization of cellular dynamics, quantification of tissue 

mechanics, functional imaging, phenotyping, and diagnostic evaluation [11-29]. While 

T have primarily been focused on ophthalmology, non-

biopsy has also been demonstrated in cardiology, dermatology, 

Functional imaging using SDOCT have been focused on the detection of blood 

shift associated with moving scatterers within  

 

ersatility of SDOCT. (a) 

. (b) Volumetric 

renderings of developing heart in a chicken embryo model [30]. (c) 

porcine esophagus showing 

epithelium, e; lamina propria, lp; muscularis mucosa, mm; submucosa, 

. Similar to Doppler ultrasound, these methods require 

shift can be calculated by 
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comparing the relative phases of sequential A-scans. The Fourier transform of each real-

valued SDOCT interferogram yields a complex-valued depth-profile, the magnitude of 

which corresponds to the scattering reflectivity. The phase at each depth-resolved 

coherence volume is calculated simultaneously, and can be used to calculate a Doppler 

frequency shift corresponding to the velocity of moving scatterers,  

 
( )

( ) ( ) ( )
φ

π π

+
=

 
 ⋅   ∆   = =

∑ *

1
1

1
arg

2 2

N

jT j T
j

D

f z f z
Nz

f
T T

 . (1.1.8) 

Here, N  is the number of depth-profiles used for averaging and T is the delay time 

between sequential A-scans. The utility of Doppler OCT (DOCT), as a method of 

visualizing and quantifying retinal perfusion, has been demonstrated and shown to be 

of diagnostic value for the identification of glaucoma, diabetic retinopathy, and age-

related macular degeneration [13,35-39]. 
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1.2. RESOLUTION ENHANCEMENT IN MICROSCOPY 

Resolution in microscopy has historically been defined by the diffraction limit 

proposed by Abbe in 1873 [40]. This limit fundamentally constrains the resolving power 

of any microscope to approximately half of the illumination wavelength. In the last 

decade, techniques have been developed that surpass the diffraction limit, and super-

resolution imaging down to tens of nanometers has been demonstrated. Either by taking 

advantage of the stochastic and nonlinear behavior of fluorescent contrast agents [41-44], 

or by multiplexing information across the degrees of freedom of optical fields [45-48], 

these nanoscopy methods have boosted the resolving power of conventional microscopy 

down to single molecule scales. Here, a brief description of current resolution-enhanced 

microscopy techniques is presented. 

Stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy is a fluorescence-based super-

resolution technique. In general, fluorophores in the excited state spontaneously return 

to the ground state through the emission of fluorescence. However, if a second, ring-

shaped pulse is used to induce stimulated emission, all fluorophores within this ring are 

forced to return to the ground state immediately, leaving only a remaining region of 

fluorescence at the center of the ring [Figure 1.2.1(a)]. In STED microscopy, a focused 

excitation pulse is immediately followed by a ring-shaped depletion pulse. This 

combination of excitation and depletion pulses, however, is still individually diffraction 

limited. To break the resolution limit, the fluorophores at the periphery of the ring pulse 



 

need to be saturated so that all of the excited molecules return to the ground state. By 

gradually increasing the intensity of the depletion pulse, the effective fluorescence 

center progressively shrinks, and can potentially be reduced down to the size of a single 

fluorophore. Using this technique, resolutions down to < 20 nm have been achieved and 

demonstrated in the imaging of subcellular structures [

resolution of STED microscopy is limited by the sensitivity of the microscope and its 

ability to detect single molecule fluorescence 

Figure 1.2.1: Super

PSFs for the excitation, STED, and effectively s

spots [49]. (b) Resolution improvement of STED over confocal 

microscopy for imaging of mitochondrial membranes 
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ted so that all of the excited molecules return to the ground state. By 

gradually increasing the intensity of the depletion pulse, the effective fluorescence 

center progressively shrinks, and can potentially be reduced down to the size of a single 

ore. Using this technique, resolutions down to < 20 nm have been achieved and 

demonstrated in the imaging of subcellular structures [Figure 1.2.1(b)]. Ultimately, the 

resolution of STED microscopy is limited by the sensitivity of the microscope and its 

ability to detect single molecule fluorescence [49-52]. 

: Super-resolution imaging using STED microscopy. (a) 

PSFs for the excitation, STED, and effectively super-resolved focal 

. (b) Resolution improvement of STED over confocal 

microscopy for imaging of mitochondrial membranes [53]. 
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gradually increasing the intensity of the depletion pulse, the effective fluorescence 

center progressively shrinks, and can potentially be reduced down to the size of a single 

ore. Using this technique, resolutions down to < 20 nm have been achieved and 

(b)]. Ultimately, the 

resolution of STED microscopy is limited by the sensitivity of the microscope and its 
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resolved focal 

. (b) Resolution improvement of STED over confocal 



 

Super-resolution microscopy can also be achieved using a set of techniques based 

on single molecule switching. These methods include photoactivated localization 

microscopy (PALM) and stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM). Here, 

low excitation intensity is used so that only a single molecule is “switched” to the 

excited state at a time. The resulting fluorescence signal is measured and the spatial 

position of the single molecule is computationally “localized.” This process is then 

repeated until a full-field imaging is assembled temporally 

Figure 1.2.2: Super

microscopy. (a) Generation of Moiré fringes using structured 

illumination (b) down

resolvable resolution range into the collection NA of the microscope 

[54]. (c) Resolution improvement of (d) structured illumination over (e) 

conventional microscopy for imaging of paired chromosomes during 

meiosis [55]. 
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resolution microscopy can also be achieved using a set of techniques based 

on single molecule switching. These methods include photoactivated localization 

microscopy (PALM) and stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM). Here, 

n intensity is used so that only a single molecule is “switched” to the 

excited state at a time. The resulting fluorescence signal is measured and the spatial 

position of the single molecule is computationally “localized.” This process is then 

field imaging is assembled temporally [41-44].   

: Super-resolution imaging using structured illumination 

microscopy. (a) Generation of Moiré fringes using structured 

illumination (b) down-shifts spatial frequencies outside of the 

resolvable resolution range into the collection NA of the microscope 

. (c) Resolution improvement of (d) structured illumination over (e) 

conventional microscopy for imaging of paired chromosomes during 

resolution microscopy can also be achieved using a set of techniques based 

on single molecule switching. These methods include photoactivated localization 

microscopy (PALM) and stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM). Here, 

n intensity is used so that only a single molecule is “switched” to the 

excited state at a time. The resulting fluorescence signal is measured and the spatial 

position of the single molecule is computationally “localized.” This process is then 
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Spatial multiplexing of resolution is yet another alternative for achieving 

resolution-enhancement in microscopy. Structured illumination microscopy uses a 

sinusoidally varying grating intensity pattern to illuminate the sample. The resulting 

back-scattered light is spatially heterodyned the fundamental frequency of the 

illumination pattern, creating a series of Moiré fringes [Figure 1.2.2(a)]. The measured 

signal in structured illumination contains frequency components associated with spatial 

resolution outside of the detection bandwidth of the microscope. These high frequency 

components, now down-shifted to within the detection NA of the microscope, only 

contain super-resolved information along the axis of the structured illumination, and the 

illumination pattern must be rotated over a series of angles to uniformly sample all of 

spatial frequency space [Figure 1.2.2(b)]. The resulting set of images is then 

demodulated by the heterodyne illumination frequency, and a super-resolved image is 

reconstructed. The technique has been used as a method of doubling the spatial 

resolution of conventional wide-field microscopes and has been demonstrated for 

biological imaging [Figure 1.2.2(c)]. Additionally, nonlinear fluorescence structured 

illumination has been shown to have theoretically unlimited resolution, limited only by 

the detection sensitivity of the system [45,46,54-56]. 
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1.3. CLINICAL APPLICATIONS OF OPHTHALMIC IMAGING 

The ocular fundus refers to the concave interior of the eye, and consists of retinal 

tissue, surrounding blood vessels, choroidal vasculature, the sclera, and the optic nerve 

[Figure 1.3.1]. Imaging these structures may provide critical insight into visual function 

and diagnostic information regarding the health of the tissue and progression of disease. 

Current ophthalmic imaging technology has evolved dramatically since the invention of 

the first ophthalmoscope in the 1840s [57], but still follows similar principles and is 

limited by the same physical constraints. The main limitation in ophthalmic imaging is 

that ocular aberrations, even in eyes corrected for astigmatism and defocus, can severely 

blur fundus images to the extent that fine retinal structures, such as photoreceptors, are 

no longer visible. The fundus is also a highly scattering and absorbing tissue that 

severely attenuates any incident light, which greatly compromises the ability to detect 

any back-scattered light [58,59]. Additionally, photo-toxicity considerations restrict 

imaging using high-powered illumination sources to enhance back-scattered light [60], 

and microsaccadic eye movements prohibit prolonged detector exposure times.  

Standard clinical observations of the retina are performed using fundus 

photography. The fundus is illuminated using a flash illumination source and the retinal 

reflection is recorded across a two-dimensional detector array. The resulting color 

fundus image can be used to visualize the structural landmarks of the fundus, such as 

the fovea, optic nerve, and retinal vasculature, as well as indicators of diseases, such as 
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age related macular degeneration, diabetic retinopathy, and geographic atrophy [Figure 

1.3.2]. Finally, conventional fundus photography may be used in conjunction with 

adaptive optics to provide aberration-free visualization of the retina, down to individual 

photoreceptors [61]. Unfortunately, these adaptive optics fundus cameras are not yet 

commercially available and are limited only to research systems. 

 

Figure 1.3.1: Anatomy of the eye. Incoming light is apertured by the 

iris, relayed through the pupil, and focused by the lens and cornea onto 

the macula. The retinal layers then convert an optical signal into an 

electrochemical signal that is then relayed to the central nervous system 

via the optic nerve. (National Eye Institute, National Institutes of 

Health Reference NEA09). 

Advanced fundus imaging techniques have also made their way into the clinic 

and provide advantages over conventional fundus photography such as tissue-specific  



 

Figure 1.3.2: Color fundus photography of the retina

normal human retina,

and surrounding vasculature. Images of diseased retina with (b) age 

related macular degeneration and (c) geographic atrophy. (National Eye 

Institute, National Institutes of Health References NEA03, EDA22, 

EDA23). 

contrast, improved detection sensitivity and contrast, and depth

advanced techniques include fluorescein angiography (FA), indocyanine green (ICG) 

angiography, scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (SLO), and OCT. FA uses fluorescein dye 

as a fluorescent contrast agent for the visualization of retinal vasculature 

Similarly, ICG uses indocyanine green dye as a fluorescent marker for enhanced 

visualization of the chorodial vasculature
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Color fundus photography of the retina. (a) Image of 

normal human retina, centered at the fovea, showing the optic nerve 

and surrounding vasculature. Images of diseased retina with (b) age 

related macular degeneration and (c) geographic atrophy. (National Eye 

Institute, National Institutes of Health References NEA03, EDA22, 

contrast, improved detection sensitivity and contrast, and depth-resolution. These 

advanced techniques include fluorescein angiography (FA), indocyanine green (ICG) 

angiography, scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (SLO), and OCT. FA uses fluorescein dye 

orescent contrast agent for the visualization of retinal vasculature 

ICG uses indocyanine green dye as a fluorescent marker for enhanced 

visualization of the chorodial vasculature [64,65]. Both contrast agents can be used either 
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and surrounding vasculature. Images of diseased retina with (b) age 

related macular degeneration and (c) geographic atrophy. (National Eye 

Institute, National Institutes of Health References NEA03, EDA22, 

resolution. These 

advanced techniques include fluorescein angiography (FA), indocyanine green (ICG) 

angiography, scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (SLO), and OCT. FA uses fluorescein dye 

orescent contrast agent for the visualization of retinal vasculature [62,63]. 

ICG uses indocyanine green dye as a fluorescent marker for enhanced 

. Both contrast agents can be used either 



 

with conventional fundus photography or SLO and a corresponding excitation source 

and emission filter. 

Figure 1.3.3: Ultra

fovea in vivo. Major retinal layers are identified and compared to those 

visible in histology. Circles indicate cross

vessels. 

Scanning laser ophthalm

laser microscopy, which uses a raster scanned focused illumination beam as opposed to 

the full-field illumination source used in fundus photography 

light in SLO is detected on a single pixel detector, such as a photodiode or 

photomultiplier tube (PMT), and an entire fundus image is generated as the illumination 

beam is scanned across the retina. Confocal SLO uses a field aperture, conjugate to the 

focal plane of the illumination beam, to reject any out

embodiments of SLO have improved contrast, reduced illumination power, and axial

sectioning advantages over conventional fundus photography. Similar to SLO, OCT 

illuminates the retina with a raste
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with conventional fundus photography or SLO and a corresponding excitation source 

Ultra-high-resolution SDOCT cross-section of human 

Major retinal layers are identified and compared to those 

visible in histology. Circles indicate cross-sections of retinal blood 

Scanning laser ophthalmoscopy is the an ophthalmic application of scanning 

laser microscopy, which uses a raster scanned focused illumination beam as opposed to 

field illumination source used in fundus photography [66,67]. The back

tected on a single pixel detector, such as a photodiode or 

photomultiplier tube (PMT), and an entire fundus image is generated as the illumination 

beam is scanned across the retina. Confocal SLO uses a field aperture, conjugate to the 

lumination beam, to reject any out-of-focus light; and both 

embodiments of SLO have improved contrast, reduced illumination power, and axial

sectioning advantages over conventional fundus photography. Similar to SLO, OCT 

illuminates the retina with a raster scanned focused spot. However, as discussed in 

with conventional fundus photography or SLO and a corresponding excitation source 

 

section of human 

Major retinal layers are identified and compared to those 

sections of retinal blood 

oscopy is the an ophthalmic application of scanning 

laser microscopy, which uses a raster scanned focused illumination beam as opposed to 

. The back-scattered 

tected on a single pixel detector, such as a photodiode or 

photomultiplier tube (PMT), and an entire fundus image is generated as the illumination 

beam is scanned across the retina. Confocal SLO uses a field aperture, conjugate to the 

focus light; and both 

embodiments of SLO have improved contrast, reduced illumination power, and axial-

sectioning advantages over conventional fundus photography. Similar to SLO, OCT 

r scanned focused spot. However, as discussed in 
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Chapter 1.1, OCT also allows for coherence-gated imaging of tissue layers down to 

several microns of axial resolution. This ability to optically depth-section and resolve 

different histologically relevant tissue layers in vivo [Figure 1.3.3] has made OCT a 

valuable clinical tool in ophthalmology [26,68-71]. In addition to providing information 

regarding morphological properties, such as tissue layer thickness and composition, 

OCT has also been demonstrated as a means of providing functional information 

regarding blood flow [69,72-75], which is of clinical diagnostic relevance [13,22,33,34]. 

Lastly, next-generation systems, such as adaptive optics SLO and OCT and multimodal 

SLO-OCT, have been demonstrated as methods of overcoming many of the obstacles 

associated with visualizing the fundus and could potentially revolutionize ophthalmic 

imaging. 
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1.4. RESEARCH AIMS 

Optical imaging techniques are particularly attractive for the visualization of 

tissue morphology, biological dynamics, and disease pathogenesis because they allow 

for noninvasive access to subcellular-resolution diagnostic information. Optical 

coherence tomography (OCT) is a relatively new imaging modality that allows for fast, 

noncontact, high-resolution volumetric imaging of weakly scattering tissue by means of 

coherence-gating and interferometric detection. State-of-the-art spectral domain OCT 

(SDOCT) systems provide real-time, depth-sectioned optical biopsies of in vivo tissue, 

and have demonstrated clinical potential, particularly for applications in 

ophthalmology. While these systems suffer from limited penetration depths, a problem 

common to all optical imaging techniques, conventional SDOCT systems are also 

confined to half their potential imaging depth by signal processing properties inherent 

to the modality. Furthermore, development of functional imaging methods in SDOCT 

has lagged behind advances aimed toward improved resolution and increased imaging 

speeds.  

Implementation of practical schemes for imaging biological dynamics, such as 

blood flow, would have broad implications in systems biology and clinical diagnostics. 

Recent advances in microscopy and endoscopy have paved the way for hardware 

implementations of optical tools which combine elements of both imaging and sampling 

theory. These techniques, such as structured illumination microscopy and spectrally 
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encoded endoscopy, have demonstrated improved resolution and compact optical 

designs beyond those of conventional systems. Application of these encoded and 

multiplexed imaging schemes may allow for the development of optical tools that 

surpass classical limitations.  

Both the development of coherence-gated and resolution-multiplexed 

technologies will be aimed towards applications in human vitreoretinal imaging. The 

retina was chosen as a model system both because it lends itself to easy access by optical 

imaging techniques and because the potential clinical impact would significantly 

improve disease diagnosis and treatment monitoring over the current standard of care.  
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1.4.1. DEVELOPMENT OF COHERENCE-GATED IMAGING SYSTEMS 

Advance current SDOCT technology for improved imaging depth and speed, 

and to incorporate functional blood flow imaging schemes. These experiments are aimed 

at improving the current state of SDOCT system design and post-processing algorithms.  

1.4.2. DEVELOPMENT OF RESOLUTION-MULTIPLEXED IMAGING SYSTEMS 

Application of resolution-multiplex techniques to imaging systems. These 

experiments will use techniques from structured illumination microscopy and spectrally 

encoded endoscopy to improve the optical design and functionality of conventional 

clinical scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (SLO). 

1.4.3. APPLICATIONS IN VITREORETINAL IMAGING 

Incorporation of technological and algorithmic advances from aims 1.4.1 and 

1.4.2 into clinical ophthalmic imaging devices. This aim will combine advanced and 

current-generation devices into multimodal optical imaging tools for clinical 

applications in the diagnosis, treatment, and monitoring of vitreoretinal pathologies. 

Specifically, implementation of blood flow imaging schemes in a clinical SDOCT system, 

a combined SDOCT-SLO system for improved handheld aiming, and a surgical 

microscope mounted SDOCT system for intrasurgical OCT will be implemented. 
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2. DEVELOPMENT OF COHERENCE-GATED IMAGING 

SYSTEMS 

2.1. HIGH-SPEED COMPLEX CONJUGATE RESOLVED RETINAL SPECTRAL 

DOMAIN OPTICAL COHERENCE TOMOGRAPHY USING SINUSOIDAL 

PHASE MODULATION 

Summary 

We demonstrate high-speed complex conjugate artifact (CCA) resolved imaging 

of human retina in vivo using spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SDOCT). 

This technique utilizes sinusoidal reference mirror modulation to implement high-speed 

integrating buckets acquisition, and a quadrature projection reconstruction algorithm in 

post-processing. The acquired spectral interferometric signals are phase-shifted as a 

function of the amplitude and phase offset of the sinusoidal PZT driving signal. This 

method is illustrated experimentally using sets of four integrating bucket phase scans, 

acquired at 52 kHz, for DC suppression of 73 dB and complex conjugate suppression of 

35 dB. Densely sampled (3000 A-scans/image, acquired at 4.3 images/sec) full-depth in 

vivo images of optic nerve head show CCA suppression for most image reflections to the 

noise floor. 

 

Developments in Fourier domain OCT (FDOCT) have shown strong clinical 

potential, particularly in retinal imaging, where current generation spectral domain OCT 
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(SDOCT) systems enable high-resolution, motion-artifact free cross-sectional imaging 

and rapid volume dataset acquisition. FDOCT, however, suffers from complex conjugate 

or mirror image artifacts, in which positive and negative distances relative to the 

reference pathlength cannot be uniquely resolved. Current practice avoids this artifact 

by limiting the sample position to one side of the reference pathlength, utilizing only 

half of the total potential imaging depth. Such practices are sufficient when imaging 

normal retina and pathologies that fit within the ~1 - 2 mm imaging depth of current 

SDOCT systems, however conjugate artifacts complicate images acquired from patients 

with poor fixation or head control. Also, imaging of extended pathologies (such as 

vitreous strands, deep optic nerve head cups, and choroidal structures) is limited by the 

characteristic roll-off in sensitivity associated with the finite spectral resolution of 

SDOCT systems. 

Several techniques have been demonstrated for complex conjugate artifact (CCA) 

removal in SDOCT, many of which borrow from established techniques of phase-shift 

interferometry for acquiring phase encoded interferometric signals. These methods 

include discretely stepped reference phase-shifting using PZT-mounted reference 

reflectors [76], electro-optic [77] or acousto-optic modulators [78], instantaneous phase-

separated spectral interferogram acquisition using 3 x 3 interferometers [79] or 

polarization encoding [80], harmonic lock-in detection of phase modulation [81,82], and 

Hilbert transformation [83]. Only a few of these methods have been demonstrated the 
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ability for high-speed imaging (> 20 kHz A-scan rate), and of that subset all require 

expensive or cumbersome components (electro-optic or acousto-optic modulators, 

multiple spectrometers). Discretely phase stepped PZT-mounted reflectors are limited 

by the response time of the PZT to a step function driving signal, frequency shifting 

techniques are primarily suitable for swept-source OCT, and harmonic lock-in detection 

requires several seconds of acquisition per interferogram. In this letter we present a 

method for modulating the PZT-mounted reference reflector using a continuous 

sinusoidal driving signal. When combined with integrating-bucket acquisition 

algorithms, we demonstrate that the bandwidth limitations on discrete phase-shift 

techniques are mitigated, enabling simple and inexpensive reference mirror modulation 

for high-speed, in vivo, acquisition of complex conjugate resolved images of human 

retina. 

The spectral interferometric signal from a summation of m discrete sample 

reflectors for an SDOCT system containing a sinusoidally vibrating reference arm mirror 

is given by: 

   ( )ψ ω θ
=

 = ∆ + + ∑
1

( , ) cos 2 sin
M

m m
m

s k t A k z t .    (2.1.1)  

Here, the reflectivity and position of each reflector is given by mA  and∆ mz , and ψ  and 

θ  are the amplitude and phase of the vibrating mirror, respectively. The interferometric 
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intensity signal measured for this time-modulated signal measured by the CCD is the 

“integrating bucket” acquired over the integration time of the camera, τ [84,85]: 
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τ τ
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= = 

 
∫
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I k s k t dt p N . (2.1.2) 

Here, τ∆  is the time delay of the CCD between sequential A-scans (read-out time), and 

( )ω π τ τ = +∆ 2 / N  represents the frequency of the sinusoidal modulating signal for N  

phase steps. The integration in Equation 2.1.2 can be carried out by taking the Fourier 

decomposition of Equation 2.1.1 using Bessel functions of the first kind (a single reflector 

is shown for simplicity): 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ψ θ ψ θ = ∆ − ∆ ( ) cos 2 , sin 2 ,p m m p m pI k A k z G k z H .  (2.1.3)  

Here, ( )ψ θ,pG  and ( )ψ θ,pH  are the time-averaged values of the modulating signal 

during a single integrating bucket [86]: 
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  (2.1.5) 

By setting the constraints ( ) ( )ψ θ φ=, cosp pG A  and ( ) ( )ψ θ φ=, sinp pH A , Equation 2.1.3 

reduces to a measured interferometric signal with constant phase-shift, φp
, 

θ = ∆ + ( ) cos 2p m m pI k A A k z  for each thp  step by sum of cosines, where A  is the 

washout factor. Values for ψ  and θ  can then be derived to satisfy these constraints, 

however given the sinusoidal nature of Bessel functions, these values are redundant and 

amplitude and phase offset pairs can be chosen to satisfy additional constraints to 

reduce fringe washout due to axial motion during each A-scan [87]. The phase-shifts, φp
, 

are only optimized for the central wavenumber of the source spectrum and additional 

processing is required to compensate for this chromaticity and any phase variations 

between integrating bucket acquisitions. However, we have recently introduced a 

quadrature projection algorithm [79] for CCA removal which is insensitive to chromatic 

or phase variations, and may be applied directly. 



 

Figure 2.1.1: SDOCT retinal system for integrating bucket acquisition. 

The PZT-mounted reference mirror was driven using the sinusoidal 

output of a function generator triggered by the CCD.

Sinusoidal reference phase modulation was implemented on a high

SDOCT retinal imaging system 

bandwidth of 52 nm. The sample arm was a modified slit

galvanometers and relay optics for convenient patient imaging. The reference arm was 

dispersion matched and terminated by a mirror mounted on a PZT stack with a 

displacement range of 17.4±2.0

were captured using a 1024

performed real-time data acquisition, processing, archiving, and display. Data was 

acquired at 1024 pixels/A

delay of ~1 μs per A-scan (52
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: SDOCT retinal system for integrating bucket acquisition. 

mounted reference mirror was driven using the sinusoidal 

output of a function generator triggered by the CCD. 

Sinusoidal reference phase modulation was implemented on a high

etinal imaging system [Figure 2.1.1] with central wavelength at 841

nm. The sample arm was a modified slit-lamp equipped with scanning 

galvanometers and relay optics for convenient patient imaging. The reference arm was 

dispersion matched and terminated by a mirror mounted on a PZT stack with a 

displacement range of 17.4±2.0 μm (150 V, Cinternal=1.40±0.28 μF). Interferometric signals 

captured using a 1024 pixel line-scan CCD. Custom software (Bioptigen, Inc.) 

time data acquisition, processing, archiving, and display. Data was 

acquired at 1024 pixels/A-scan with an integration time of 18 μs and a read

scan (52 kHz A-scan rate). The integrating bucket acquisition 

 

: SDOCT retinal system for integrating bucket acquisition. 

mounted reference mirror was driven using the sinusoidal 

Sinusoidal reference phase modulation was implemented on a high-speed 

with central wavelength at 841 nm and a 

lamp equipped with scanning 

galvanometers and relay optics for convenient patient imaging. The reference arm was 

dispersion matched and terminated by a mirror mounted on a PZT stack with a 

μF). Interferometric signals 

scan CCD. Custom software (Bioptigen, Inc.) 

time data acquisition, processing, archiving, and display. Data was 

μs and a read-out time 

scan rate). The integrating bucket acquisition 



 

algorithm was solved for four quadrature steps, and the galvanometers were 

programmed to acquire all four sequential, phase

reducing the A-scan rate to 13

projection [79] was computed during post

Figure 2.1.2: M-mode A

in sample arm. (a) Phase

four integrating bucket steps show reduced amplitudes as a result of 

fringe washout. 

determined by the parameters of the driving signal (

o341θθθθ ==== ) for four quadrature steps. 

and resolved A-scans with DC and complex conjugate suppression of 

72.5 dB and 34.7 dB, respectively and fringe washout of 3.2

The reference and sample arms of the re

phase noise. The galvanometers were aligned such that incident light was coincident 

with the pivot of each mirror to reduce vibrational noise. The PZT stack was then 
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algorithm was solved for four quadrature steps, and the galvanometers were 

programmed to acquire all four sequential, phase-shifted, A-scans per lateral position, 

rate to 13 kHz . Complex conjugate suppression using quadrature 

was computed during post-processing in Matlab (MathWorks, Inc.).

 

mode A-scan acquired from a -60 dB calibrated reflector 

a) Phase-shifted spectral interferograms acquired using 

four integrating bucket steps show reduced amplitudes as a result of 

fringe washout. (b) Each integrating bucket is shifted by a value 

determined by the parameters of the driving signal (ψψψψ ====

) for four quadrature steps. (c) Complex conjugate corrupted 

scans with DC and complex conjugate suppression of 

dB, respectively and fringe washout of 3.2 dB. 

The reference and sample arms of the retinal system were optimized to reduce 

phase noise. The galvanometers were aligned such that incident light was coincident 

with the pivot of each mirror to reduce vibrational noise. The PZT stack was then 

algorithm was solved for four quadrature steps, and the galvanometers were 

scans per lateral position, 

kHz . Complex conjugate suppression using quadrature 

processing in Matlab (MathWorks, Inc.). 

dB calibrated reflector 

erograms acquired using 

four integrating bucket steps show reduced amplitudes as a result of 

b) Each integrating bucket is shifted by a value 

pp22.3V==== , 

omplex conjugate corrupted 

scans with DC and complex conjugate suppression of 

  

tinal system were optimized to reduce 

phase noise. The galvanometers were aligned such that incident light was coincident 

with the pivot of each mirror to reduce vibrational noise. The PZT stack was then 
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calibrated by solving  ( )ψ θ,pG  and ( )ψ θ,pH  for = 4N  such that phase steps between 

integrating buckets corresponded to quadrature steps [Figure 2.1.2(b)]. To solve for ψ  

and θ , meshes for φ φ π− −− =3 2 2 1 2 , φ φ π− −+ =3 2 4 3 2 , and φ φ− −+ =4 3 2 1 0  were plotted to 

determine values where all constraints were satisfied for ψ  and θ . Acquired 

integrating bucket spectral interferograms showed decreased fringe amplitude as 

compared to acquisition with a stationary reference mirror, due to fringe washout 

[Figure 2.1.2]. Phase steps 1-2 and 3-4 yielded amplitude decreases of 1.2 dB while steps 

2-3 and 1-4 showed decreases of 6.7 dB. These phase steps corresponded to phase-shifts 

of φ π= 2  and φ π= , respectively, where more significant washout corresponded to 

larger phase-shifts [87] during which the integrating bucket was acquiring over the 

high-velocity linear portions of the driving sinusoid. Smaller phase steps corresponded 

to integrating periods over the lower-velocity peak and troughs of the driving signal.  

Maximum complex conjugate suppression was measured using a -60 dB 

calibrated reflector in the sample arm. Complex conjugate corrupted and resolved A-

scans are presented in Figure 2.1.2(c). Integrating bucket interferograms acquired at the 

full A-scan rate of 52 kHz produced DC and complex conjugate suppression of 72.5 dB 

and 34.7 dB, respectively. Fully resolved A-scan peak amplitudes showed overall 

amplitude washout of 3.2 dB, which is less than the maximum washout for the φ π=  

phase steps, illustrating the SNR improvement through averaging effects inherent in the 

quadrature projection algorithm [79].  
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Figure 2.1.3: Complex conjugate (a),(c) corrupted and (b),(d) resolved in 

vivo fovea and optic nerve head images with 1024 pixels and 3000 

lines/frame resolved using four integrating bucket steps (4.3 

images/sec). In the complex conjugate resolved images, note that the 

maximal image brightness occurs at the axial center of the image (i.e., at 

DC), the doubled image depth, and the additional image depth 

required for nerve head imaging.  

Complex conjugate unresolved and resolved images of fovea and optic nerve 

head are presented in Figure 2.1.3, illustrating DC and CCA suppression in in vivo 

images of normal human retina. These images were densely sampled at 3000 lines/frame 

and complex conjugate resolved using four quadrature integrating bucket steps, 

corresponding to an imaging rate of 4.3 images/sec. All image intensities were 

normalized to 36 dB dynamic range and for most regions in the images, the complex 
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conjugate artifact was suppressed to the noise floor, although some artifact remains in 

strongly reflecting regions of the fovea and optic nerve head [Figure 2.1.3(b),(d)]. 

In summary, we have demonstrated in vivo high-speed acquisition of complex 

conjugate resolved retinal SDOCT imaging using an inexpensive, sinusoidally-driven 

PZT reference arm modulator. This method, combined with integrating bucket 

acquisition and quadrature projection reconstruction enables rapid acquisition of phase-

shifted interferograms not limited by the capacitive response time of the PZT modulator. 

The integrating bucket algorithm provides the flexibility to calculate sinusoidal driving 

function parameters for different number of phase steps to maximize complex conjugate 

suppression while minimizing fringe washout due to axial motion of the reference 

reflector. By using sinusoidal driving signals that are minimally susceptible to the 

response time constraints of PZT stacks, we have shown the potential for much higher 

acquisition frequencies than demonstrated to further reduce the effects of patient motion 

on artifact removal. 
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2.2. SCANNING SPECTROMETER BASED SDOCT FOR ULTRA-HIGH-SPEED 

IMAGING AT 500 KHZ A-SCAN RATE 

Summary 

The temporal imaging resolution of spectral domain optical coherence 

tomography (SDOCT) systems has thus far been limited by line acquisition rates of 

linear CCD arrays. Conventional SDOCT systems acquire A-scans at rates up to 20 kHz, 

which allows for video rate acquisition of B-scans and volume dataset acquisition in 

several seconds. While suitable for most structural imaging, detection of fast biological 

events and ultra-high resolution imaging are still limited by slow imaging rates and the 

motion artifacts associated with it. Recent laser technology developments have increased 

the speed of swept source OCT (SSOCT) to > 300 kHz A-scan rate, allowing for 4D 

imaging of biological samples. We demonstrate the use of a scanning spectrometer 

based SDOCT system, which increases SDOCT A-scan acquisition speeds up to 500 kHz 

(2 μs integration time). By scanning a spectrally dispersed interference signal across a 2D 

CMOS array and collecting spectral information in the direction orthogonal to the 

spectral data, an entire B-scan was collected for every frame of data acquired by the 

array. A-scan acquisition rates were increased by an order of magnitude, and 

quantitative measurements of the scanning spectrometer yielded a maximum SNR of 

88.4 dB for A-scans acquired at 500 kHz. Ultra-high-speed SDOCT allows the use of 

readily available broadband sources and conventional spectrometer designs for high 

temporal resolution imaging. 
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Recent developments in Fourier domain OCT (FDOCT), including spectrometer-

based (SDOCT) and swept source (SSOCT or OFDI) approaches, have dramatically 

increased acquisition speeds compared to traditional time domain systems. Current 

generation FDOCT systems operating at ~20 kHz A-scan rate enable high-resolution, 

motion-artifact-free cross-sectional imaging. However, imaging of rapid biological 

motions, such as cardiac dynamics in embryonic models, would benefit from even 

higher speed imaging. In addition, accumulation of volumetric datasets with current-

generation systems still requires several seconds, and typically requires post-processing 

to correct for subject motion between B-scans. Finally, as the resolution of OCT systems 

is improved in all dimensions with adaptive optics, extended-focus, and ultra-broad-

bandwidth source technologies, the temporal threshold for motion artifact corruption of 

FDOCT images is decreased, and thus increased temporal resolution is required. 

 Several approaches have been developed to overcome the temporal limits of 

previous and current-generation OCT systems. These include temporal gating for 

imaging cyclic biological events such as cardiac flow and cell dynamics [88,89]; image 

registration in post-processing [90]; and combination of SDOCT with retinal tracking 

[91]. Most of these techniques require complicated optical systems and computationally 

intense algorithms. Developments in swept source technology have pushed the imaging 

speed of SSOCT systems well beyond those previously demonstrated with 
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spectrometer-based systems. Very high-speed swept-source lasers based on fast 

intracavity tuning of semiconductor lasers [92]and frequency-domain-mode-locking 

(FDML) have allowed for 15.7 kHz  and  > 300 kHz A-scan rate [93], respectively, 

allowing for rapid catheter-based volumetric imaging and 4D imaging of cardiac 

dynamics without gating [94]. However, ultra-high speed SSOCT depends upon 

advanced lasers which are not yet widely available. In addition, SSOCT systems 

demonstrated previously have suffered from decreased phase stability as compared to 

SDOCT systems, which reduces their potential for phase dependent measurements such 

as spectral domain phase microscope (SDPM) and Doppler velocimetry.  

In this work, we demonstrate an SDOCT system with A-scan acquisition rates up 

to 500 kHz, constructed with commercially available components. The system utilizes a 

high frame-rate 2D CMOS array, instead of a line-scan CCD used in conventional 

SDOCT systems. SDOCT spectral interferograms are dispersed across the horizontal 

dimension of the CMOS array, and rapidly scanned through the vertical dimension 

using a polygonal scanning mirror. The vertical scan is synchronized with the CMOS 

readout electronics which read each horizontal line out in sequence, and also with the 

lateral scan of the sample arm such that one B-scan is acquired for each vertical scan of 

the spectrum across the array. However, since the dwell time of the spectrum on each 

horizontal line of the camera is much shorter (~2 μs) than the inverse frame rate of the 

camera (~2 ms), this approach has negligible sensitivity to motion artifact. This is in 



 

contrast to previous 2D CCD array

spectral and spatial dimensions across orthogonal directions of array simultaneously 

[95,96], thus requiring interferometric stability of the sample during the whole 2D array 

integration time. 

Figure 2.2.1: Optical schematic of the scanning spectrometer based 

SDOCT system. A spectrally dispersed SDOCT spectrum, 

corresponding to a single A

dispersion using a polygonal scanner to accumulate an entire B

over a single frame acquisition of the 2D CMOS array. The polygonal 

scanner is also used as the fast

microscope to synchronize sample scanning and spectrometer 

acquisition. CMOS, 2D CMOS array; f, focal length of collimating, 

relay, and focusing elements; G, galvanometer; M, mirror; VPHG, 

grating. B-scans are acquired with 1792 x 500 pixels at 400 kHz line

Illumination power = 40 mW.

We constructed a scanning SDOCT

and an area-scan CMOS array [

Ti:Sapphire laser source centered at 790 

interference signal was collimated and dispersed through a 1200 lines/mm grating and 
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contrast to previous 2D CCD array-based SDOCT implementations which imaged both 

spectral and spatial dimensions across orthogonal directions of array simultaneously 

, thus requiring interferometric stability of the sample during the whole 2D array 

: Optical schematic of the scanning spectrometer based 

SDOCT system. A spectrally dispersed SDOCT spectrum, 

corresponding to a single A-scan, is scanned orthogonal to the axis of 

using a polygonal scanner to accumulate an entire B

over a single frame acquisition of the 2D CMOS array. The polygonal 

scanner is also used as the fast-axis scanner of the sample arm 

microscope to synchronize sample scanning and spectrometer 

CMOS, 2D CMOS array; f, focal length of collimating, 

relay, and focusing elements; G, galvanometer; M, mirror; VPHG, 

scans are acquired with 1792 x 500 pixels at 400 kHz line

Illumination power = 40 mW. 

We constructed a scanning SDOCT system using a polygonal scanning mirror 

scan CMOS array [Figure 2.2.1] illuminated with a Kerr-lens mode

Ti:Sapphire laser source centered at 790 nm and a bandwidth of 100 nm. The 

interference signal was collimated and dispersed through a 1200 lines/mm grating and 

based SDOCT implementations which imaged both 

spectral and spatial dimensions across orthogonal directions of array simultaneously 

, thus requiring interferometric stability of the sample during the whole 2D array 

 

: Optical schematic of the scanning spectrometer based 

SDOCT system. A spectrally dispersed SDOCT spectrum, 

scan, is scanned orthogonal to the axis of 

using a polygonal scanner to accumulate an entire B-scan 

over a single frame acquisition of the 2D CMOS array. The polygonal 

axis scanner of the sample arm 

microscope to synchronize sample scanning and spectrometer 

CMOS, 2D CMOS array; f, focal length of collimating, 

relay, and focusing elements; G, galvanometer; M, mirror; VPHG, 

scans are acquired with 1792 x 500 pixels at 400 kHz line-rate. 

system using a polygonal scanning mirror 

lens mode-locked 

nm and a bandwidth of 100 nm. The 

interference signal was collimated and dispersed through a 1200 lines/mm grating and 



 

scanned in a direction orthogonal to spectral dispersion by a polygonal scanning mirror 

(Lincoln Laser, Inc.). This scanned interference 

500 pixel subset of a 2352 x 1728 pixel 2D array (FastVision, LLC) with an equivalent line 

period of 2 μs (500 kHz A

The polygonal scanner was also used as the fast

microscope to synchronize sample scanning and spectrometer acquisition. The slow

was scanned using a galvonometer scanner, synchronized with a frame trigger 

generated by the polygonal scanner.  Sample and reference arms were illuminated wi

40 mW and 24 mW, respectively. Interferometric signals were acquired, processed, 

displayed, and archived using Labview (National Instruments, Inc.).

Figure 2.2.2: Custom polygonal scanner worksheet. 

parameters (i.e. scan angle, length of scan, beam diameter), the number 

of facets and size of the optimal polygonal mirror may be calculated 

[Lincoln Laser, Inc. (2002)].

The ideal duty cycle in the scanning SDOCT spectrometer was limited by t

read-out time for each frame. Here, the optimal duty cycle was 75% for a maximum 
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scanned in a direction orthogonal to spectral dispersion by a polygonal scanning mirror 

(Lincoln Laser, Inc.). This scanned interference spectrum was then focused onto a 1792 x 

500 pixel subset of a 2352 x 1728 pixel 2D array (FastVision, LLC) with an equivalent line 

period of 2 μs (500 kHz A-scan rate).  

The polygonal scanner was also used as the fast-axis scanner of 

microscope to synchronize sample scanning and spectrometer acquisition. The slow

was scanned using a galvonometer scanner, synchronized with a frame trigger 

generated by the polygonal scanner.  Sample and reference arms were illuminated wi

40 mW and 24 mW, respectively. Interferometric signals were acquired, processed, 

displayed, and archived using Labview (National Instruments, Inc.). 

: Custom polygonal scanner worksheet. Given design 

parameters (i.e. scan angle, length of scan, beam diameter), the number 

of facets and size of the optimal polygonal mirror may be calculated 

[Lincoln Laser, Inc. (2002)]. 

The ideal duty cycle in the scanning SDOCT spectrometer was limited by t

out time for each frame. Here, the optimal duty cycle was 75% for a maximum 

scanned in a direction orthogonal to spectral dispersion by a polygonal scanning mirror 

spectrum was then focused onto a 1792 x 

500 pixel subset of a 2352 x 1728 pixel 2D array (FastVision, LLC) with an equivalent line 

axis scanner of a sample arm 

microscope to synchronize sample scanning and spectrometer acquisition. The slow-axis 

was scanned using a galvonometer scanner, synchronized with a frame trigger 

generated by the polygonal scanner.  Sample and reference arms were illuminated with 

40 mW and 24 mW, respectively. Interferometric signals were acquired, processed, 

 

Given design 

parameters (i.e. scan angle, length of scan, beam diameter), the number 

of facets and size of the optimal polygonal mirror may be calculated 

The ideal duty cycle in the scanning SDOCT spectrometer was limited by the 

out time for each frame. Here, the optimal duty cycle was 75% for a maximum 



 

frame-rate of 500 Hz at a resolution of 1792 x 500 pixels. As a proof of concept, a stock 

polygonal mirror was used. Given the physical parameters of the mirror, the scanne

had a measured duty cycle of 13.3% [

CMOS array was varied to synchronize each frame acquisition with the active ti

the scanner, thus reducing the effective line

custom polygonal mirrors may be designed [

the system, up to 500 kHz line

Table 2.2.1: Optimal and experimental parameters for the polygonal 

scanning mirror. Optimal values were calculated using the worksheet 

in Figure 2.2.2. Experimental values reflect measured values from the 

stock scanning mirror used

A critical limitation to using a 2D detector array in SDOCT detection is the 

potential for increased cross

spectrometers are designed 

size of each resolvable spectral point, any light outside of the diffraction limited spot still 

contributes to the overall cross

SDOCT spectrometers, this noise effectively confocally rejected by a slit
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rate of 500 Hz at a resolution of 1792 x 500 pixels. As a proof of concept, a stock 

polygonal mirror was used. Given the physical parameters of the mirror, the scanne

had a measured duty cycle of 13.3% [Table 2.2.1]. The inter-frame delay time of the 2D 

CMOS array was varied to synchronize each frame acquisition with the active ti

the scanner, thus reducing the effective line-rate of the system to 400 kHz.  However, 

custom polygonal mirrors may be designed [Figure 2.2.2] to improve the per

the system, up to 500 kHz line-rate. 

: Optimal and experimental parameters for the polygonal 

scanning mirror. Optimal values were calculated using the worksheet 

. Experimental values reflect measured values from the 

stock scanning mirror used (Lincoln Laser, Inc.). 

A critical limitation to using a 2D detector array in SDOCT detection is the 

potential for increased cross-talk between sequential lines of the frame. While SDOCT 

spectrometers are designed for detector pixel sizes that match the FWHM focused spot

each resolvable spectral point, any light outside of the diffraction limited spot still 

contributes to the overall cross-talk noise. In linear detector arrays used in conventional 

SDOCT spectrometers, this noise effectively confocally rejected by a slit

rate of 500 Hz at a resolution of 1792 x 500 pixels. As a proof of concept, a stock 

polygonal mirror was used. Given the physical parameters of the mirror, the scanner 

frame delay time of the 2D 

CMOS array was varied to synchronize each frame acquisition with the active time of 

rate of the system to 400 kHz.  However, 

] to improve the performance of 

: Optimal and experimental parameters for the polygonal 

scanning mirror. Optimal values were calculated using the worksheet 

. Experimental values reflect measured values from the 

 

A critical limitation to using a 2D detector array in SDOCT detection is the 

talk between sequential lines of the frame. While SDOCT 

detector pixel sizes that match the FWHM focused spot-

each resolvable spectral point, any light outside of the diffraction limited spot still 

talk noise. In linear detector arrays used in conventional 

SDOCT spectrometers, this noise effectively confocally rejected by a slit-aperture 



 

corresponding to the size of the detector face. For a 2D detector array, the detected 

signal is no longer apertured, potentially resulting in a substantial increase in cross

Here, a 2D CMOS array (FastVision, LLC) with an electronic rolling sh

chosen to reduce cross-talk between sequential lines of the detector. The ERS reads out 

and resets each row of the detector individually, effectively allowing for a single 

photoactive row to electronically “scan

interferometric signal scanning down the face of the detector is synchronized to the scan 

rate of the ERS, thus creating an effective slit

SDOCT spectrometers. 

Figure 2.2.3: Scanning SDOCT SNR and falloff measurements.

are acquired with 1792 pixels at 500 kHz line

40 mW. 

Quantitative measurements of system performance were taken using a calibrated 

-40 dB attenuator in the sample arm. System SNR at 200 μm from DC was measured to 

be 88.4 dB for an A-scan integration time of 2 μs and 40

compared favorably with a theoretical SNR of 96.8 dB. System falloff measurements 
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corresponding to the size of the detector face. For a 2D detector array, the detected 

signal is no longer apertured, potentially resulting in a substantial increase in cross

Here, a 2D CMOS array (FastVision, LLC) with an electronic rolling sh

talk between sequential lines of the detector. The ERS reads out 

and resets each row of the detector individually, effectively allowing for a single 

photoactive row to electronically “scanned” down the face of the detector. The SDOCT 

interferometric signal scanning down the face of the detector is synchronized to the scan 

rate of the ERS, thus creating an effective slit-aperture, identical to that in conventional 

: Scanning SDOCT SNR and falloff measurements.

are acquired with 1792 pixels at 500 kHz line-rate. Illumination power = 

Quantitative measurements of system performance were taken using a calibrated 

r in the sample arm. System SNR at 200 μm from DC was measured to 

scan integration time of 2 μs and 40 mW on the sample, which 

compared favorably with a theoretical SNR of 96.8 dB. System falloff measurements 

corresponding to the size of the detector face. For a 2D detector array, the detected 

signal is no longer apertured, potentially resulting in a substantial increase in cross-talk. 

Here, a 2D CMOS array (FastVision, LLC) with an electronic rolling shutter (ERS) was 

talk between sequential lines of the detector. The ERS reads out 

and resets each row of the detector individually, effectively allowing for a single 

ector. The SDOCT 

interferometric signal scanning down the face of the detector is synchronized to the scan 

aperture, identical to that in conventional 

 

: Scanning SDOCT SNR and falloff measurements. A-scans 

rate. Illumination power = 

Quantitative measurements of system performance were taken using a calibrated 

r in the sample arm. System SNR at 200 μm from DC was measured to 

mW on the sample, which 

compared favorably with a theoretical SNR of 96.8 dB. System falloff measurements 



 

were then taken at incremen

mm from DC was measured

Real-time volumetric acquisition using the scanning SDOC

using a USAF 1951 test chart, positioned in the focal plane of a telocentric scanning 

microscope [Figure 2.2.4]. B

rate of 400 kHz, were centered over a 1 x 1 mm region of the test chart to demonstrate 

axial and lateral resolution down to  < 20 μm [

Figure 2.2.4: Excerpt from movie of real

the scanning SDOCT. (a) Sample arm of 

slow-axis scanner and focusing objective while scanning (b) a 1 x 1 mm 

region of a USAF 1951 test

pixels at 400 kHz line

We have demonstrated, to our knowledge, the fir

system using a scanning spectrometer, allowing for record A
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were then taken at increments of 200 μm [Figure 2.2.3], and a 6 dB SNR reduction

measured (1.58 mm theoretical).  

time volumetric acquisition using the scanning SDOCT was demonstrated 

using a USAF 1951 test chart, positioned in the focal plane of a telocentric scanning 

]. B-scans, acquired with 1792 x 500 pixels at a continuous line

rate of 400 kHz, were centered over a 1 x 1 mm region of the test chart to demonstrate 

axial and lateral resolution down to  < 20 μm [Figure 2.2.5]. 

: Excerpt from movie of real-time volumetric imaging using 

scanning SDOCT. (a) Sample arm of the scanning SDOCT,

axis scanner and focusing objective while scanning (b) a 1 x 1 mm 

region of a USAF 1951 test chart. B-scans were acquired with 1792 x 500 

pixels at 400 kHz line-rate. Illumination power = 40 mW. 

We have demonstrated, to our knowledge, the first ultra-high

system using a scanning spectrometer, allowing for record A-scan acquisition rates at 

SNR reduction at 1.45 

T was demonstrated 

using a USAF 1951 test chart, positioned in the focal plane of a telocentric scanning 

ixels at a continuous line-

rate of 400 kHz, were centered over a 1 x 1 mm region of the test chart to demonstrate 

 

time volumetric imaging using 

, showing 

axis scanner and focusing objective while scanning (b) a 1 x 1 mm 

acquired with 1792 x 500 

high-speed SDOCT 

scan acquisition rates at 



 

500 kHz. Further system calibration and characterization will need to be performed to 

increase system SNR to the theoretical limit for improved 

power illuminating the sample. The reduced SNR may be primarily attributed to 

synchronization between the ERS and polygonal scanner. Since the focused spot

the spectrometer was matched to the pixel size of the detector

relative scan rates between the ERS and polygon would result in substantial losses in 

Figure 2.2.5: Scanning SDOCT imaging of a USAF 1951 test

1 x 1 mm region of the 

and lateral resolution of the scanning SDOCT.

SNR. Furthermore, high-

multiple B-scan frames acquired at full speed 

feasible.  
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500 kHz. Further system calibration and characterization will need to be performed to 

increase system SNR to the theoretical limit for improved imaging sensitivity

power illuminating the sample. The reduced SNR may be primarily attributed to 

synchronization between the ERS and polygonal scanner. Since the focused spot

the spectrometer was matched to the pixel size of the detector, any small drifts in the 

relative scan rates between the ERS and polygon would result in substantial losses in 

: Scanning SDOCT imaging of a USAF 1951 test chart. (a) A 

1 x 1 mm region of the test chart was imaged to illustrate (b) the axial 

and lateral resolution of the scanning SDOCT. 

-speed data archiving software needs to be implemented to store 

scan frames acquired at full speed before imaging of biological

500 kHz. Further system calibration and characterization will need to be performed to 

sensitivity with less 

power illuminating the sample. The reduced SNR may be primarily attributed to 

synchronization between the ERS and polygonal scanner. Since the focused spot-size of 

, any small drifts in the 

relative scan rates between the ERS and polygon would result in substantial losses in  

 

chart. (a) A 

test chart was imaged to illustrate (b) the axial 

speed data archiving software needs to be implemented to store 

before imaging of biological samples is 
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2.3. SINGLE-PASS VOLUMETRIC BIDIRECTIONAL BLOOD FLOW IMAGING 

SPECTRAL DOMAIN OPTICAL COHERENCE TOMOGRAPHY USING A 

MODIFIED HILBERT TRANSFORM 

Summary 

We demonstrate in vivo volumetric bidirectional blood flow imaging in animal 

models using single-pass flow imaging spectral domain optical coherence tomography. 

This technique uses a modified Hilbert transform algorithm to separate moving and 

non-moving scatterers within a depth. The resulting reconstructed image maps the 

components of moving scatterers flowing into and out of the imaging axis onto opposite 

image half-planes, enabling volumetric bidirectional flow mapping without manual 

segmentation. 

 

Spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SDOCT), including both 

spectrometer-based and swept-source systems,  has demonstrated clinical potential for 

in vivo high-resolution and high-speed imaging of biological structures [2,3]. Advances 

in Doppler SDOCT have demonstrated several image acquisition schemes that enabled 

real-time, high-resolution, volumetric display of blood flow maps [97-102]. These 

techniques, while able to provide 3D flow maps and velocimetry data, are inherently 

oversampled, and therefore have reduced imaging speed and are more susceptible to 

sample motion. 
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Current generation Doppler SDOCT techniques [97-102] use phase differences 

between sequential A-scans acquired at a single lateral position to calculate the velocity 

of moving scatterers through depth. These techniques relate the phase differences 

between sequential interferograms to a Doppler frequency-shift which, in turn, is related 

to the velocity of the moving scatterers. Recently, advances in Doppler SDOCT have led 

to a joint spectral and time domain acquisition scheme (STdOCT) which allows for near 

phase-noise limited velocity resolution in low signal conditions [103]. This technique is a 

variation of conventional Doppler, which functions by determining the velocity of 

moving scatterers using their temporal frequency shifts rather than the phase differences 

between sequential A-scans at a single lateral scan position. By taking a 2D Fourier 

transform of interference fringes temporally oversampled at the same A-scan position 

20-40 times, STdOCT directly maps wavenumber to depth and time to Doppler 

frequency, thus creating a depth-resolved Doppler velocity map. This technique, while 

able to provide depth-resolved flow images and velocimetry data, is several times more 

oversampled than conventional Doppler, making it more susceptible to motion artifacts. 

Other techniques for identifying vessels involve injections of contrast agents such as FA 

[104] and ICGA [105], and/or manual segmentation of vessels. 

Spatial frequency modulations across lateral scans have been introduced as a 

method for full range complex conjugate resolved imaging [83,106-110]. Similar to 

previously described complex conjugate resolving techniques using electro-optic phase 
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modulators [77,111] and acousto-optic frequency shifters [78,112,113], the spatial 

frequency modulation technique separates real and complex conjugate reflectivities by 

imposing a spatial carrier frequency laterally across a B-scan. The carrier frequency is 

generated by adding a phase delay to each A-scan using a moving reference arm or an 

off-pivot scanning beam. Similarly, a 3D optical angiography technique [114] has been 

demonstrated by using a modulated reference arm delay and by detecting scatterers not 

modulated at the carrier frequency as a result of flow-induced Doppler frequency-shifts. 

Resonant Doppler flow imaging [115] also uses reference arm modulations to detect 

flow, but instead of using a moving reference arm mirror, resonant Doppler uses an 

electro-optic modulator, driven at a flow detection frequency, to phase-match the 

reference signal to that of the moving scatterer. These techniques rely on precise 

synchronization of reference arm modulation and B-scan acquisition, require expensive 

or cumbersome modulators, and are unable to detect bidirectional flow in a single B-

scan pass. Here we demonstrate an improvement on 3D optical angiography. Single-

pass volumetric bidirectional blood flow imaging (SPFI) SDOCT detects moving 

scatterers using a modified Hilbert transform without the use of spatial frequency 

modulation. Since no frequency modulations are required and SPFI processing is 

applied to the spatial frequency content across a single B-scan, SPFI is applicable for 

both spectrometer-based and swept-source OCT systems, provided they have 

comparable B-scan acquisition rates. Unlike previously described techniques [114,115], 
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which require two separate B-scans to detect positive and negative flow, each with 

modulations tuned to the desired flow direction, SPFI is able to resolve bidirectional 

flow in a single B-scan pass across the sample.    

 

Figure 2.3.1: Flowchart of SDOCT spectral datacube processing. (a) 

Spectral inverse Fourier transform of B-scan yields (b),(c) conventional 

SDOCT depth-resolved reflectivity map and lateral Fourier transform 

yields (d),(e) sample spatial frequency information.  

The depth-encoded complex spectral interferometric signal from M  discrete 

sample reflectors for an SDOCT system can be written as 

   ( )θ θ
=

      = ∆ + +      ∑
1

, exp 2

M

m m h m
m

s k x A i nk z x x   (2.3.1)  

where k  is the wavenumber and mA , ∆ mz , and n  represent the reflectivity, depth, 

and refractive index of each reflector, respectively. θm  is a spatially-varying phase term 

related to the Doppler frequency-shift of the axial component of scatterer motion 

measured relative to the first lateral A-scan across each scatterer [100]. θ   h x  represents 
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the sum of phases arising from an optically heterogeneous sample and can be 

represented as a random variable with a mean of zero and a standard deviation, σ   h x , 

that is related to the sampling spot-size. Previous work has demonstrated in vivo 3D 

blood flow mapping by imposing a known axial phase component across a lateral 

scanning dimension (B-scan) using a moving reference arm [114]. Similarly, modulation 

of this phase component has also been used for full range complex conjugate resolved 

SDOCT reconstruction [83,107]. SPFI-SDOCT is a modification of these previous 

techniques where scatterers moving above a threshold velocity are imaged without the 

use of a modulation frequency. 

The recorded interferometric signal represents the real-part of a summation of 

signals from M  discrete reflectors [Equation 2.3.1] in a coherence volume (i.e. spot-size 

x coherence-length) and thus the phase term, θ   m x , can be represented as  

   θ
  

  = Π − − +   
   

0
2

02
2

w
m

m
x

v wdL dL
x nk x x

D v D
 (2.3.2)  

where mv  and xv  are the axial components of scatterer velocities and lateral scan 

speed, respectively. Π  is the boxcar function defined by 

     Π − = − + − − −     0 2 0 02 2w x dL D H x dL D w H x dL D w  and restricts the 

measured phase to moving scatterers within the spot-size, 0w . d  represents the A-scan 

location of the moving scatterer across a lateral scan of length L , sampled with a 

density of D  A-scans. Combining Equations 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, the sampled interferometric 
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signal can be represented as the conventional SDOCT signal with a velocity-associated 

phase modulation 
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 (2.3.3)  

where [ ]g x  and [ ]h x  are the interferometric components associated with the optical 

heterogeneity and moving scatterers, respectively. 

The recorded spectral datacube,   , ,I k x y , in SDOCT is comprised of the real-

parts of the interferometric signals  [Equation 2.3.3] accumulated during a 2D raster scan 

and can be separated into a series of B-scan,   ,I k x , data slices [Figure 2.3.1(a)].  The 

inverse Fourier transform in the spectral dimension, −
→       = +      
1 , , ,k zFT I k x R z x R z x , 

represents the depth-resolved reflectivity map in conventional SDOCT [Figure 

2.3.1(b),(c)]. Fourier transforming the lateral dimension (B-scan) yields the spatial 

frequency content 

  →
=

            = ∆ ⊗ ⊗            ∑
1

, cos 2 Re Re

M

x u m m
m

FT I k x A nk z G u H u . (2.3.4)  

  H u  is the spatial frequency content of the phase associated with moving scatterers 

integrated across a spot size 
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where κ  is a constant scaling factor. Equation 2.3.4 can be represented in the form of 

→ ± ± ± ±         = + + + + −          , ,, ' , ' , , ,x u D DFT I k x R u k R u k V k u f V k u f . Here both 

moving, ± ± + ,, DV k u f , and non-moving,   ' ,R u k , scatterers in the sample are imaged 

[Figure 2.3.1(d),(e)], where ±,Df  represents the Doppler frequency shift associated with 

the axial components of positive and negative scatterer motion. Note that all scatterer 

motion and associated flow refer to the axial components of motion (e.g. negative flow 

refers to the axial component of velocity for scatterers moving away from the sample 

beam). The Doppler frequency shift is related to Equations 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 by

π= /D mf nkv  and can be considered a sum of frequency shifts, representing all moving 

scatterers within a coherence volume, convolved with their respective reflectivities, in 

the spatial Fourier domain. Non-moving scatterers, in this case, are centered around DC 

[Figure 2.3.1(d),(e)].  The spatial frequency bandwidths of both moving and non-moving 

scatterers across a B-scan are related to the spatial frequency standard deviation of the 
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heterogeneity term,   G u , where the standard deviation results from a summation of 

independent random variables [4] 

     σ σ
=

   =   ∑ 2

1

L

h h
x

u x   (2.3.6)  

and is representative of the spatial correlation between sequentially sampled A-scans 

with a high correlation lower limit associated with the optical heterogeneity of scatterers 

within a coherence volume, θ   h x , and a Nyquist sampling upper limit. 

 

Figure 2.3.2: Flowchart of SPFI-SDOCT processing. (a) Lateral Fourier 

transform of B-scan yields (b) spatial frequency of sample centered 

around DC and spatial frequency of moving scatterers shifted by their 

respective Doppler frequencies. (c) Applying a frequency-shifted 

Heaviside step function and inverse Fourier transform of spatial 

frequencies recreates (d) the analytic interferometric signal (modified 

Hilbert transform). (e) Spectral inverse Fourier transform of the analytic 

interferometric signal maps depth-solved reflectivities of 

bidirectionally moving scatterers on opposite image half-planes which 

can then be (f) overlaid for vessel identification.  
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Since the recorded spectral datacube is real-valued, the previously described 

spatial Fourier transforms include both real and complex conjugate peaks. Previous 

works [83,107,108,110,114] have shown that by imposing a constant phase-shift between 

A-scans along a single lateral scan direction, a carrier frequency can be added to the 

phase term and thus isolating real and complex conjugate peaks to opposite spatial 

frequency spaces. Windowing out the conjugate peaks, inverse transforming back to k-

space (Hilbert transform), and then applying conventional spectral Fourier transforms 

on the data allowed for separation of moving (flow) and non-moving (structure) 

scatterers to opposite image half-planes. Imaging of bidirectional flow required applying 

positive and negative carrier frequencies and processing each datacube separately. In 

SPFI-SDOCT, we recognize that without the use of carrier frequencies, the spatial 

frequencies of moving and non-moving scatterers do not overlap at spatial frequencies 

above the non-moving scatterer bandwidth [Figure 2.3.2(b)]. An analytic signal for the 

spectral interferogram can be obtained by applying a Heaviside function ( ) − TH u f , 

frequency-shifted outside of the structural bandwidth [Figure 2.3.2(c)], and then inverse 

Fourier transforming the result [Figure 2.3.2(d)]. Application of this modified Hilbert 

transform ( )*H T  enables bidirectional flow imaging by windowing Equation 2.3.4 to 

yield 

  ( )α
 −  

→ + + − −      → = + + −      , ,, , ,TH u f
x u D DFT I k x V k u f V k u f  (2.3.7)  
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where α  represents the fractional portion of bidirectional flow with Doppler 

frequencies outside of the spatial frequency bandwidth of non-moving scatterers [Figure 

2.3.2(c)]. This threshold frequency ( )Tf  defines the minimum detectable velocity in 

SPFI-SDOCT and is related to the spatial correlation of sequential A-scans. Therefore, 

lateral oversampling of A-scans allows for a reduced threshold frequency and thus, 

slower minimum detectable velocities. All spatial frequencies above Tf  can be detected 

given that their associated accumulated phases are above the system phase-noise floor.  

Spatial oversampling and velocity resolution can be related by combing the 

velocity-related Doppler frequency shift with the spatial frequency resolution, which can 

be represented as  

     
λ

τ θ
= 0

2 coso D

L
dv

nD w
 (2.3.8)  

where λ0  is the center wavelength, τ  is the integration time, and θD  is the Doppler 

angle between the scanning beam and the direction of scatterer motion. n  is the index 

of refraction, L  is the lateral scan length, D  is the number of A-scans acquired across 

the lateral scan, and ow  is the scanning beam spot size. Equation 2.3.8 shows that 

velocity resolution in SPFI increases and the maximum detectable velocity decreases 

linearly with increased spatial oversampling.  

Since the resulting complex interferometric signal is a sum of positive moving 

scatterers and the conjugate of negative moving scatterers, application of conventional 
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SDOCT processing yields a flow image where bidirectional flow is imaged to opposite 

sides of DC [Figure 2.3.2(e)]. Finally, application of the Heaviside function to isolate 

moving scatterers also acts to reduce the overall noise of the velocity map. In a similar 

analysis for complex conjugate removal [110], it was demonstrated that spatial 

frequency windowing provides an SNR gain related to the window function. Similarly 

in SPFI, the resulting vessel map should benefit from a signal gain as a result of rejection 

of noise components outside of the velocity detection band. 

 

Figure 2.3.3: SPFI-SDOCT microscope. 2D scanning was implemented 

using a galvanometer scanning pair and f/8.5 microscope optics were 

optimized for a 9 μm spot-size. The reference arm was blocked to allow 

for commonpath imaging.  

 

SPFI-SDOCT was implemented on a high-speed SDOCT microscope [Figure 

2.3.3] with the central wavelength at 859 nm and a FWHM bandwidth of 99 nm. The 

sample arm was a custom-built f/8.5 microscope equipped with scanning galvanometers 
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and imaging optics optimized for a 9 μm spot-size. SPFI data was demonstrated using 

both conventional and commonpath SDOCT configurations by blocking the reference 

arm of a typical SDOCT interferometer to implement a self-referenced [116] imaging 

scheme to reduce phase-noise such that Tf  is dominated by lateral sampling. Phase-

noise between sequential A-scans in a homogeneous phantom was measured to be 127 

mrad and 4.2 mrad in conventional and commonpath configurations, respectively. Since 

the lower limit of the resolving power in SPFI is proportional to the phase-noise, the 

commonpath configuration was used for animal model imaging.   Interferometric 

signals were captured using a 2048 pixel line-scan camera (e2v, Ltd.). Custom software 

(Bioptigen, Inc.) performed real-time data acquisition, processing, archiving, and 

display. Using a 1.3 mW sample beam, the SNR measured near DC was 108 dB with an 

axial resolution of 3.29 μm in tissue and a 6 dB falloff at 0.8 mm. DC removal, k-space 

resampling, and flow imaging using the modified Hilbert transform algorithm 

[83,108,114] were computed during post-processing using Matlab (MathWorks, Inc.). 

Vessel and structure were visualized using Amira (Visage Imaging, Inc.). 

Bidirectional flow imaging was demonstrated on a flow phantom using the 

conventional SDOCT configuration. Two glass micro-capillary tubes (1.5 mm outer 

diameter, 0.6 mm inner diameter) were connected using silastic tubing and pumped 

with 1% liposyn at 0.01 mL/min (Harvard Apparatus). The micro-capillaries were then 

positioned adjacent to each other on an angled stage such that fluid in the tubes flowed 
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in opposite directions in a B-scan cross-section [Figure 2.3.4(a)], simulating bidirectional 

flow.  

Vessel imaging was demonstrated on chicken embryo and mouse tumor window 

chamber models [Figure 2.3.4(b),(c)]. Fertilized Hubert Ross chicken eggs were 

incubated at 38oC and 97% humidity in a forced-draft incubation chamber [117]. At 

Hamburger-Hamilton (HH)-stages 23 - 25 [118], a window was created through the 

outer shell and the chorionic membrane was removed. Peripheral yolk vasculature 

[Figure 2.3.4(b)] was then imaged using the commonpath configuration with the top 

amnion surface as the reference reflector. Vessels away from the embryo were imaged to 

avoid pulsatile flow as a result of heart beat. Embryo temperatures were maintained 

using a heat-lamp during the course of imaging. 

Mouse in vivo experiments were conducted under protocols approved by the 

Duke University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Mouse tumor models 

were prepared by surgically implanting a titanium window chamber on the back of 

anthymic (nu/nu) nude mice under anesthesia (ketamine 100 mg/kg and xylazine 10 

mg/kg intraperitoneal). 4T1 metastatic mouse mammary adenocarcinoma cells were 

used. During window implantation, 10 μL of a cell suspension of × 35 10  cells was 

injected into the dorsal skin flap and covered with a 12 mm diameter #2 round glass 

coverslip over the exposed skin [Figure 2.3.4(c)] [119]. Animals were housed in an 

environmental chamber with free access to food and water and standard 12 hr light and 



 

dark cycles. Mice tumors were imaged two weeks after implantation using the window 

chamber surface as a reference reflector. The mice were anesthetized during imaging 

using isoflurane (1.5 - 2.5%) in medical air. Mice were imaged using the

configuration, self-referenced using the surface of the window chamber as the reference 

reflector. 

Figure 2.3.4: Phantom and 

capillaries were connected and oriented such that fluid flowed in 

opposite directions in a B

orientation). (b) Chicken embryo preparation showing live embryo and 

peripheral vessels on bo

window chamber preparation showing skin fold vasculature and 

tumor. 
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dark cycles. Mice tumors were imaged two weeks after implantation using the window 

chamber surface as a reference reflector. The mice were anesthetized during imaging 

2.5%) in medical air. Mice were imaged using the

referenced using the surface of the window chamber as the reference 

Phantom and in vivo flow models. (a) Two micro

capillaries were connected and oriented such that fluid flowed in 

opposite directions in a B-scan cross-section (line indicates B

orientation). (b) Chicken embryo preparation showing live embryo and 

peripheral vessels on both amnion and yolk surfaces (arrow). (c) Mouse 

window chamber preparation showing skin fold vasculature and 

dark cycles. Mice tumors were imaged two weeks after implantation using the window 

chamber surface as a reference reflector. The mice were anesthetized during imaging 

2.5%) in medical air. Mice were imaged using the commonpath 

referenced using the surface of the window chamber as the reference 

 

flow models. (a) Two micro-

capillaries were connected and oriented such that fluid flowed in 

section (line indicates B-scan 

orientation). (b) Chicken embryo preparation showing live embryo and 

th amnion and yolk surfaces (arrow). (c) Mouse 

window chamber preparation showing skin fold vasculature and 
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Figure 2.3.5: Flow phantom imaging showing (a) conventional SDOCT 

depth image with complex conjugate mirror image, (b) SPFI processed 

flow image showing bidirectional flow, and (c) overlaid flow and 

structure image. Negative flow (blue), positive flow (red), and non-

moving structure (orange) are identified. 

Bidirectional flow imaging was demonstrated on a liposyn-pumped flow 

phantom [Figure 2.3.5]. The phantom was angled such that components of flow were 

oriented in the axis of the imaging beam to enable SPFI detection. We assume a standard 

minimum B-scan size of 1000 A-scans/frame for a 3 mm lateral scan at an integration 

time of 50 μs. Faster lateral scan velocities result in galvanometer jitter, and therefore 

poor image quality and phase stability. Spatial oversampling for SPFI is defined based 
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on these scan parameters in the following. A 3 mm B-scan was acquired with 1800 A-

scans/frame with an A-scan integration period of 50 μs, a factor of 1.8 increase in lateral 

oversampling. Conventional SDOCT processing [Figure 2.3.5(a)] showed depth-ranged 

reflectivity of scatterers including structure, flow, and their complex conjugate mirror 

images. The directionality of flow in each tube is not readily discernable using 

conventional processing steps [Figure 2.3.5(a) – red/blue arrows]. After applying the 

modified Hilbert transform algorithm [Figure 2.3.5(b)], all non-moving scatterer 

reflectivities (structure) and mirror images of flow are resolved leaving only positive 

and negative flow on opposite image half-planes. The phantom structural heterogeneity 

was bandlimited as a result of lateral oversampling, allowing the frequency-shifted 

Heaviside function to window out only moving scatterers [Equation 2.3.6]. Similarly, the  

mirror images of moving scatterers were also eliminated by application of the modified 

Hilbert transform, leaving only the real-valued positive flow and complex conjugate 

negative flow, which are imaged to opposite sides of DC [Figure 2.3.5(b)]. Using the 

SPFI processed image, positive and negative flow are separated and overlaid onto the 

structural image for visualization [Figure 2.3.5(c)]. Given the oversampling parameters 

and the threshold frequency determined experimentally from the phantom data, the 

magnitude of the detectable positive and negative flow velocities was 0.39 - 1.12 mm/s. 

In vivo volumetric blood flow imaging was demonstrated on Hubert Ross 

chicken embryos and mice window chamber models. A 3 x 3 mm volume mosaic was  
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Figure 2.3.6: 3D reconstruction of bidirectional volumetric flow 

magnitude in chicken embryo model. 3 x 3 mm volume is comprised of 

nine 1 x 1 mm volumes sampled with 1 ms integration time. Vessel 

sizes of 40 μm (purple) to 270 μm (orange) were within detection limits. 

Amionic vessel (blue), amionic vessel branch point (green), and motion 

artifact (red) are identified. 

created by acquiring nine 1 x 1 mm volumes imaged with 1800 A-scans/frame and 100 

frames/volume, a factor of 5.4 increase in lateral oversampling. Each SPFI-SDOCT 

reconstructed frame was separated into two halves and combined to create bidirectional 

flow maps with intensities corresponding to the reflectivity of scatterers moving into or 

out of the A-scan axis. 
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Figure 2.3.7: 3D reconstruction of bidirectional volumetric flow 

magnitude in mouse window chamber model. 3 x 3 mm volume is 

comprised of nine 1 x 1 mm volumes sampled with 2 ms integration 

time. Vessel sizes of 20 μm (purple) to 110 μm (green) were within 

detection limits. Tumor region vasculature (blue) and motion artifact 

(red) are indicated. 

The peripheral yolk vascular network [Figure 2.3.6] is clearly visible in the 

chicken embryo model. SPFI-SDOCT imaged vessels are tubular, as expected, and 

appear to be confined to a 500 μm layer. The large and partially imaged vessel across the 

volume mosaic [Figure 2.3.6 – blue arrow] is a shadow artifact arising from imaging 

through a large vessel in the amionic (reference reflector) layer. The well-defined portion 
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of this vessel [Figure 2.3.6 – green arrow] represents areas where the vessel branches 

from the yolk surface up towards the surface of the amnion. The faded regions [Figure 

2.3.6 – blue arrow] are areas where the vessel is on top of the amnion surface and out of 

the imaging depth range. Yolk surface vessels follow the curvature of the yolk sac and 

are shown gradually descending away from the reference surface. Detected vessel sizes 

ranged from 40 μm [Figure 2.3.6 – purple arrow] to 270 μm [Figure 2.3.6 – orange 

arrow]. “Hazy” sections [Figure 2.3.6 – red arrow] are indicative of sample bulk motion 

which resulted in non-moving structural scatterers being resolved along with flow. 

Chicken embryo volumes were acquired using 1ms A-scan integration time in order to 

detect small vessels with minimal flow velocities. The magnitude of the detectable 

positive and negative flow velocities for the embryo model was 65.6 - 168.6 μm/s. 

Normal and tumor vasculature [Figure 2.3.7] were imaged in the mouse window 

chamber model. Tumor regions were identified prior to imaging [Figure 2.3.7 – blue 

arrow] and show highly tortuous vessels indicative of neoplastic angiogenesis. 

Surrounding vasculature indicate normal skin fold vessels. Detected vessel sizes ranged 

from 20 μm [Figure 2.3.7 – purple arrow], which approaches the sampling limit of the 

microscope, to 110 μm [Figure 2.3.7 – green arrow]. The volumes were acquired using 2 

ms A-scan integration time in order to detect small vessels however these volumes were 

more sensitive to bulk motion artifacts [Figure 2.3.7 – red arrow]. The magnitude of the 

detectable positive and negative flow velocities for the mouse tumor model was 32.8 - 



 

84.3 μm/s. Small noise signals throughout the volumes indicate areas of reference 

reflector saturation due to small optical reflectivity heterogeneities across 

window chamber surface.

Figure 2.3.8: 2D projection of volumetric flow in the cranial window of 

a mouse tumor model

volumes sampled with 2

260 μm were within detection limits. 

observed at the tumor site (red arrow)

Lastly, normal and tumor vasculature were imaged

and over the entire field of a 
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μm/s. Small noise signals throughout the volumes indicate areas of reference 

reflector saturation due to small optical reflectivity heterogeneities across 

window chamber surface. 

projection of volumetric flow in the cranial window of 

mouse tumor model. 3 x 3 mm volume is comprised of nine 1

volumes sampled with 250 μs integration time. Vessel sizes of 

μm were within detection limits. An avascular necrotic region is 

observed at the tumor site (red arrow). 

ormal and tumor vasculature were imaged both in a cranial window 

and over the entire field of a dorsal window chamber in mouse tumor model

μm/s. Small noise signals throughout the volumes indicate areas of reference 

reflector saturation due to small optical reflectivity heterogeneities across the reference 

 

projection of volumetric flow in the cranial window of 

mm volume is comprised of nine 1 x 1 mm 

ntegration time. Vessel sizes of 30 μm to 

An avascular necrotic region is 

a cranial window 

models. A 3 x 3  



 

 

Figure 2.3.9: 2D projection of volumetric flow in the 

mouse tumor model

volumes sampled with 

230 μm were within detection limits. 

tumor site (red arrow)

mm mosaic of the cranial window was created using nine 1 x 1 mm volumes sampled 

with an A-scan integratio

the volume mosaic shows the cerebral vasculature as well as an avascular necrotic 

region at the tumor site (red arrow). Here, detected vessels ranged between

260 μm. A 6 x 5 mm mosaic of the dorsal
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projection of volumetric flow in the dorsal window of a

mouse tumor model. 6 x 5 mm volume is comprised of thirty 

pled with 1 ms integration time. Vessel sizes of 

μm were within detection limits. Angiogenesis is observed at the

tumor site (red arrow). 

mm mosaic of the cranial window was created using nine 1 x 1 mm volumes sampled 

scan integration time of 250 μs [Figure 2.3.8]. A two-dimensional projection of 

the volume mosaic shows the cerebral vasculature as well as an avascular necrotic 

region at the tumor site (red arrow). Here, detected vessels ranged between

. A 6 x 5 mm mosaic of the dorsal window chamber was created using thirty 1 x 1 

 

window of a 

 1 x 1 mm 

s integration time. Vessel sizes of 15 μm to 

Angiogenesis is observed at the 

mm mosaic of the cranial window was created using nine 1 x 1 mm volumes sampled 

dimensional projection of 

the volume mosaic shows the cerebral vasculature as well as an avascular necrotic 

region at the tumor site (red arrow). Here, detected vessels ranged between 30 μm and 

was created using thirty 1 x 1 
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mm volumes sampled with an A-scan integration time of 1 ms [Figure 2.3.9]. The 

projection of the volume shows the vascular network surrounding the window and a 

region of angiogenesis at the tumor site (red arrow). Here, detected vessels ranged 

between 15 μm and 230 μm.  

We have demonstrated a new noninvasive in vivo volumetric bidirectional flow 

imaging technique. SPFI-SDOCT allows for flow imaging without acquiring multiple A-

scans at a single lateral position. Using a modified Hilbert transform algorithm, 

reflectivities of the components of moving scatterers flowing into and out of the axis of 

each A-scan are mapped to opposite sides of the image plane, thus allowing for 

volumetric visualization of flow without the need for manual segmentation. 
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3. DEVELOPMENT OF RESOLUTION-MULTIPLEXED 

IMAGING SYSTEMS 

3.1. HIGH-RESOLUTION IMAGING USING STRUCTURED ILLUMINATION 

LINE-SCANNING LASER OPHTHALMOSCOPY 

Summary 

Cellular-resolution imaging of the scattering properties of human retinal tissue 

are essential to diagnosing retinal health. Correction of wavefronts aberrated by the 

human eye using adaptive optics (AO) has allowed cone photoreceptor imaging with 1 - 

2 μm resolution. AO systems, such as AO flood illumination, AO scanning laser 

ophthalmoscopy, and AO optical coherence tomography, while able to provide high-

resolution retinal images, involve complicated and expensive optical components and 

have a limited field of view (FOV). Here, we combined structured illumination 

microscopy techniques with a simple line-scanning laser ophthalmoscope (LSLO) 

imaging system to improve lateral resolution without the limitations of AO. Structured 

illumination images a grating pattern onto the sample such that the illumination pattern 

and spatial frequencies of the sample mix. This up-shifts the detectable range of spatial 

frequencies, thus allowing us to surpass the resolution limit set by the optical transfer 

function of the imaging system.  Resolution improvements of the structured 

illumination LSLO system can be applied directly to retinal imaging, potentially 

allowing for simple, inexpensive, large FOV imaging of retinal cone photoreceptors. 
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Wavefront corrected imaging has shown clinical potential in cellular-level 

imaging of the scattering properties of human retinal tissue. Advances in adaptive optics 

(AO) have allowed for the compensation of aberrations introduced by the human eye, 

enabling imaging through larger pupil sizes with a lateral resolution of 1 - 2 μm [120-

124]. Several wavefront correction paradigms have been developed which allow for 

imaging of cone photoreceptors including AO flood illumination [120,121], AO scanning 

laser ophthalmoscopy (AOSLO) [91,122-126], and AO optical coherence tomography 

(AOOCT) [127-131]. 

Flood illumination systems, while able to provide high-resolution images of cone 

photoreceptors, are unable to depth-section and lack the selectively to reject light 

scattered from outside of the focal plane. AOSLO and AOOCT, while intrinsically 

depth-resolved, are limited by the complicated and expensive optical components 

common to all AO systems such as wavefront sensors, a large optical footprint, and 

deformable mirrors. Furthermore, AO systems have a limited field of view (FOV), which 

restricts retinal imaging to < 1 mm, necessitating image montaging, registration, and 

tracking [91,126,132].  

Recently, advances in structured illumination have demonstrated lateral 

resolution doubling for applications in fluorescence microscopy [133-138]. These 

techniques modulate the wide-field illumination such that the high spatial frequency 

components of the sample mix with the illumination frequency and up-shifts the 
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detectable range of spatial frequencies. Since the bandwidth of the optical transfer 

function (OTF) of the imaging system remains constant, several images must be 

acquired to reconstruct spatial frequency components outside of the detectable 

bandwidth, resulting in an image that overcomes the imaging resolution limit set by the 

OTF of the system. Here, we demonstrate a structured illumination line-scanning laser 

ophthalmoscope (SILSLO), which combines the improved imaging resolution of 

structured illumination systems with the depth-selectivity and contrast improvement of 

a quasi-confocal line-scanning laser ophthalmoscope (LSLO) [139]. The SILSLO does not 

require AO to improve lateral resolution and is, therefore, not limited to the restricted 

FOV of current generation AO systems, potentially allowing for simple, inexpensive, 

large FOV imaging of retinal cone photoreceptors.  

SILSLO was implemented on a custom-built LSLO with an SLD illumination 

source centered at 841 nm with a FWHM bandwidth of 52 nm [Figure 3.1.1]. A low 

coherence source was used to reduce speckle and ensure structured illumination 

modulation only at the focal plane. The structured illumination pattern was created by 

separating the illumination beam into two paths, by using the ±1 orders of a 

transmission grating, and interfering them at the focal plane for each scan-line. Scanning 

in the direction orthogonal to the spatial interference creates an illumination intensity 

grating at the focal plane. A pupil stop was positioned conjugate to the pupil plane to 

block out any spurious corneal reflections. Phase-shifts were imposed on the structured 



 

illumination pattern by mounting a glass coverslip onto a galvonometer and placing it, 

after the grating, in the beam path

synchronized with image

across several frames, and a stationary coverslip was placed in the complementary 

diffracted path to match the optical path of both orders. 

Figure 3.1.1: Optical s

linear CCD array;

collimating, relay, and focusing elements; 

stop; PS, phase-shifter.

SILSLO images were captured using a 2048 pixel line

operating at 20 kHz line

data acquisition, processing, archiving, and display. Structured illumination algorithms 

for frequency component separation

during post-processing using Matlab (MathWorks, Inc.).

human fundus were acquired using LSLO to demonstrate image quality and resolution. 
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llumination pattern by mounting a glass coverslip onto a galvonometer and placing it, 

beam path of one of the diffracted orders. The phase

image acquisition to shift the illumination pattern by an ent

and a stationary coverslip was placed in the complementary 

diffracted path to match the optical path of both orders.  

Optical schematic of the SILSLO. BB, beam block; 

linear CCD array; CL, cylindrical lens; DG, grating; f, focal length of 

collimating, relay, and focusing elements; G, galvonometer; P, pupil 

shifter.  

SILSLO images were captured using a 2048 pixel line-scan camera (e2v

kHz line-rate. Custom software (Bioptigen, Inc.) performed real

data acquisition, processing, archiving, and display. Structured illumination algorithms 

for frequency component separation, demodulation, and reconstruction were 

processing using Matlab (MathWorks, Inc.). In vivo images of normal 

human fundus were acquired using LSLO to demonstrate image quality and resolution. 

llumination pattern by mounting a glass coverslip onto a galvonometer and placing it, 

of one of the diffracted orders. The phase-shifter was 

by an entire period 

and a stationary coverslip was placed in the complementary 

 

BB, beam block; CCD, 

f, focal length of 

G, galvonometer; P, pupil 

scan camera (e2v, Ltd.) 

rate. Custom software (Bioptigen, Inc.) performed real-time 

data acquisition, processing, archiving, and display. Structured illumination algorithms 

and reconstruction were computed 

images of normal 

human fundus were acquired using LSLO to demonstrate image quality and resolution.  



 

Figure 3.1.2: In vivo

large FOV image of the macula and optically magnified 2 x 2 mm 

regions of the (b) fovea and (c) optic nerve were acquired using the 

SILSLO with the grating and beam block

LSLO operation to demonstrate image quality and resolution

were acquired with 1024 x 1024 pixels at a line

Illumination power = 

The diffraction grating and beam block from the SILSLO were removed to 

operate the system in LSLO mode, and i

illumination power at the pupil. A 

3.1.2(a)], and optically magnified 2 x 2 mm reg
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In vivo human fundus imaging using LSLO. (a) 6 x 4 mm 

large FOV image of the macula and optically magnified 2 x 2 mm 

regions of the (b) fovea and (c) optic nerve were acquired using the 

SILSLO with the grating and beam block removed for conventional 

n to demonstrate image quality and resolution

were acquired with 1024 x 1024 pixels at a line-rate of 

Illumination power = 600 μW. 

The diffraction grating and beam block from the SILSLO were removed to 

operate the system in LSLO mode, and imaging was performed using 600 

illumination power at the pupil. A 6 x 4 mm large FOV image of the macula 

and optically magnified 2 x 2 mm regions of the fovea [Figure 

 

human fundus imaging using LSLO. (a) 6 x 4 mm 

large FOV image of the macula and optically magnified 2 x 2 mm 

regions of the (b) fovea and (c) optic nerve were acquired using the 

removed for conventional 

n to demonstrate image quality and resolution. Images 

rate of 20 kHz. 

The diffraction grating and beam block from the SILSLO were removed to 

maging was performed using 600 μW of 

6 x 4 mm large FOV image of the macula [Figure 

Figure 3.1.2(b)] and 



 

optic nerve [Figure 3.1.2

kHz. Human images were acquired in accordance with a protocol approved by the Duke 

University Institutional Review Board.

Figure 3.1.3: 

reconstruction. (a) The spatial frequency content of an image acquired 

using structured illumination may be separated into its heterodyned 

and baseband components (b) 

Frequency demodulating and recombining these components results in 

(f) an image with high spatial frequency content and improved 

resolution (red arrows) over (e) standard imaging.
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2(c)] were acquired with 1024 x 1024 pixels at a line

kHz. Human images were acquired in accordance with a protocol approved by the Duke 

University Institutional Review Board. 

: Flowchart describing structured illumination 

reconstruction. (a) The spatial frequency content of an image acquired 

using structured illumination may be separated into its heterodyned 

and baseband components (b) (((( ))))oF k k−−−− , (c) (((( ))))F k , and (d) F k k

Frequency demodulating and recombining these components results in 

(f) an image with high spatial frequency content and improved 

resolution (red arrows) over (e) standard imaging.  

with 1024 x 1024 pixels at a line-rate of 20 

kHz. Human images were acquired in accordance with a protocol approved by the Duke 

 

describing structured illumination 

reconstruction. (a) The spatial frequency content of an image acquired 

using structured illumination may be separated into its heterodyned 

(((( ))))oF k k++++ . 

Frequency demodulating and recombining these components results in 

(f) an image with high spatial frequency content and improved 
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Structured illumination processing may be generalized into three steps, spatial 

frequency content separation [Figure 3.1.3(a)], demodulation [Figure 3.1.3(b)-(d)], and 

reconstruction [Figure 3.1.3(f)]. The detected signal in structured illumination may be 

represented as  

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )φ = + + 0, , , cos nf x y i x y f x y A B k x .  (3.1.1) 

( ),f x y  denotes the object and ( ) ( )φ= + +0, cos ni x y A B k x  denotes the structured 

illumination pattern that is sinusoidal along the x  dimension. Here, A , B , 0k , φn  

represent the offset, amplitude, frequency, and phase-shift of the illumination pattern. 

By taking the spatial Fourier transform of Equation 3.1.1,  
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  (3.1.2) 

it becomes clear that the sinusoidally illuminated image of the object is a superposition 

of the baseband ( )( )F k  and heterodyned ( )( )± 0F k k  spatial frequency components. 

These components are frequency-shifted by the frequency of the illumination pattern 

( )0k , and contain spatial frequency content outside of the bandlimit of the detection 

system. To separate the baseband and heterodyned spatial frequencies, three 

structurally illuminated images with phase-shifts corresponding to φ1 , φ2 , and φ3  need 

to be acquired, and Equation 3.1.2 can be rearranged into the following set of linear 

equations: 
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With this set of linear equations, the frequency components corresponding to the 

baseband and heterodyned frequencies may be separated by inverting the coefficient 

matrix in Equation 3.1.3:  
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The resulting heterodyned frequency components can be frequency demodulated by 

their carrier frequency, 0k , and combined with the baseband frequency content to yield 

the frequency content of an image [Figure 3.1.3(f)] with resolution improvement over 

conventional imaging [Figure 3.1.3(e)]. 

The resolution improvement of SILSLO was experimentally quantified by 

imaging a USAF 1951 test chart positioned at the focal plane of a model eye. Three 

frames with illumination patterns phase-shifted by 0o, 120o, and 240o were used to 

reconstruct each high-resolution frame. Group 5 of a USAF 1951 test chart [Figure 3.1.4] 

shows a horizontal resolution limit of 15.63 μm, when imaged using LSLO [Figure 

3.1.4(c) – orange box], and 9.84μm, when imaged using SILSLO [Figure 3.1.4(d) – blue 

box]. An intensity cross-section along the y-axis of Group 5 Element 5 [Figure 3.1.4(e)],  



 

Figure 3.1.4: 5 x 5

without structured illumination to illustrate resolution improvement. 

Magnified views of Groups 4 and higher (green box) show a horizontal 

resolution limit of 15.63

(d) SILSLO (blue box). (e) Intensity cross

is shown for both LSLO (red) and SILSLO (blue), illustrating three 

contrast peaks at the resolution limit 

noise for standard LSLO. Images were acquir

at a line-rate of 20

which is at the resolution limit of the SILSLO, shows contrast peaks for the 

SILSLO image but not for the standard LSLO image, illustrating a
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5 mm image of a USAF 1951 test chart (a) with and (b) 

without structured illumination to illustrate resolution improvement. 

Magnified views of Groups 4 and higher (green box) show a horizontal 

resolution limit of 15.63 μm for (c) LSLO (orange box) and 9.84

(d) SILSLO (blue box). (e) Intensity cross-section of Group 5 Element 5 

is shown for both LSLO (red) and SILSLO (blue), illustrating three 

contrast peaks at the resolution limit of the SILSLO and background 

noise for standard LSLO. Images were acquired with 1024 x 10

rate of 20 kHz (50 ms image acquisition time).  

the resolution limit of the SILSLO, shows contrast peaks for the 

SILSLO image but not for the standard LSLO image, illustrating a

 

USAF 1951 test chart (a) with and (b) 

without structured illumination to illustrate resolution improvement. 

Magnified views of Groups 4 and higher (green box) show a horizontal 

μm for (c) LSLO (orange box) and 9.84 μm for 

section of Group 5 Element 5 

is shown for both LSLO (red) and SILSLO (blue), illustrating three 

SILSLO and background 

1024 pixels 

the resolution limit of the SILSLO, shows contrast peaks for the reconstructed 

SILSLO image but not for the standard LSLO image, illustrating a resolution 



 

improvement by a factor of

measurements were acquired using SILSLO and LSLO to compare the resolution 

improvement along the x

y-axes were then calculated using the normalized contrast for each resolvable element of 

the test chart. These OTF plots [

improvement factors of 1.42 and 1.83 in the x

illumination reconstruction. The anisotropic resolution improvement in these 

measurements was a result of focal misalignments when physically rotating the test 

chart in the sample plane. 

Figure 3.1.5: Resolution improvement of LSLO using structured 

illumination. (a) OTF

improvements between LSLO (red) and SILSLO (blue) by a factor of 

1.42 and 1.83 for the x

Since structured illumination was implemented on a LSLO designed for retinal 

imaging, the resolution impr

resolution improvement factor of ~1.5

to the resolution of cone photoreceptors. 
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ovement by a factor of 1.83. The test chart was then rotated and similar 

measurements were acquired using SILSLO and LSLO to compare the resolution 

improvement along the x-axis. The optical transfer functions (OTFs) for both the x

lculated using the normalized contrast for each resolvable element of 

the test chart. These OTF plots [Figure 3.1.5] experimentally verified resolution 

tors of 1.42 and 1.83 in the x- and y-axes as a result of structured 

illumination reconstruction. The anisotropic resolution improvement in these 

measurements was a result of focal misalignments when physically rotating the test 

chart in the sample plane.  

Resolution improvement of LSLO using structured 

illumination. (a) OTFx and (b) OTFy illustrating lateral resolution 

improvements between LSLO (red) and SILSLO (blue) by a factor of 

1.42 and 1.83 for the x- and y-axes, respectively.   

Since structured illumination was implemented on a LSLO designed for retinal 

resolution improvement can be directly applied to fundus imaging

resolution improvement factor of ~1.5 would potentially allow for retinal imaging 

to the resolution of cone photoreceptors. However, structured illumination 

The test chart was then rotated and similar 

measurements were acquired using SILSLO and LSLO to compare the resolution  

axis. The optical transfer functions (OTFs) for both the x- and 

lculated using the normalized contrast for each resolvable element of 

] experimentally verified resolution 

axes as a result of structured 

illumination reconstruction. The anisotropic resolution improvement in these 

measurements was a result of focal misalignments when physically rotating the test 

 

Resolution improvement of LSLO using structured 

illustrating lateral resolution 

improvements between LSLO (red) and SILSLO (blue) by a factor of 

Since structured illumination was implemented on a LSLO designed for retinal 

ovement can be directly applied to fundus imaging. The 

would potentially allow for retinal imaging down 

However, structured illumination  



 

Figure 3.1.6: Images of a USAF 1951 test chart imaged using SILSLO to 

illustrated aberrations associated with structured illumination

raw SILSLO image acquired with a heterodyne frequency along the x

axis and three phase

using structured illumination algorithms. (b) Wavefront aberrations in 

the optical path and (c) beat frequencies may dominate the 

reconstructed image as a result of inaccurate detection of illumination 

fringe frequency and

reconstruction is particularly sensitive to several aberrations [

wavefront errors that may distort the sinusoidal illumination pattern are also 

reconstructed and appear as intensity nonuniformities in the resulting image [

3.1.6(b)]. Second, structured illumination reconstruction requires precise measurements 

of both the fringe frequency and phase
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Images of a USAF 1951 test chart imaged using SILSLO to 

illustrated aberrations associated with structured illumination

raw SILSLO image acquired with a heterodyne frequency along the x

axis and three phase-shifts is demodulated and recombined (b),(c) 

using structured illumination algorithms. (b) Wavefront aberrations in 

the optical path and (c) beat frequencies may dominate the 

reconstructed image as a result of inaccurate detection of illumination 

fringe frequency and phase-shifts. 

reconstruction is particularly sensitive to several aberrations [Figure 

wavefront errors that may distort the sinusoidal illumination pattern are also 

reconstructed and appear as intensity nonuniformities in the resulting image [

(b)]. Second, structured illumination reconstruction requires precise measurements 

of both the fringe frequency and phase-shifts. Small estimation errors for these 

 

Images of a USAF 1951 test chart imaged using SILSLO to 

illustrated aberrations associated with structured illumination. (a) A 

raw SILSLO image acquired with a heterodyne frequency along the x-

emodulated and recombined (b),(c) 

using structured illumination algorithms. (b) Wavefront aberrations in 

the optical path and (c) beat frequencies may dominate the 

reconstructed image as a result of inaccurate detection of illumination 

Figure 3.1.6]. First, any 

wavefront errors that may distort the sinusoidal illumination pattern are also 

reconstructed and appear as intensity nonuniformities in the resulting image [Figure 

(b)]. Second, structured illumination reconstruction requires precise measurements 

shifts. Small estimation errors for these 
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parameters result in an intensity beat frequency which dominates the reconstructed 

image [Figure 3.1.6(c)]. Unfortunately these values may not be measured a priori in in 

vivo human retinal imaging since the magnification power can vary significantly 

between individuals. Furthermore, these values cannot be accurately measured in post-

processing because of the poor fringe visibility of the sinusoidal pattern when 

illuminating weakly scattering samples such as retinal tissue. Finally, isotropic 

resolution improvement using SILSLO requires the sample to be structurally illuminated 

over several unique rotational angles. Since each set of three phase-shifted structurally 

illuminated images only yields extended frequency information along a single axis 

[Figure 3.1.3], the frequency content along multiple structurally illuminated axes must 

be combined to isotropically extend all spatial frequencies. However, conventional 

methods for image rotation, such as rotating dove prisms, cannot be used in SILSLO 

because the use of a cylindrical lens to create a linear illumination beam necessarily 

results in an astigmatic imaging system in which the focal plane shifts axially as a 

function of rotation angle. 

Alternatively, a sideband demodulation method, based on quadrature projection 

[79], which does not require precise a priori knowledge of illumination frequency and 

phase-shifts can be used. For a set of three two-dimensional structurally illuminated 

images, each phase-shifted by some φn  [Figure 3.1.7(a)], the frequency domain of the  



 

Figure 3.1.7: Schematic representation of side

quadrature projection and three phase

frames. (a) Intensity of slice

across three frames, each phase

distribution of three phase

to remove the initial phase offset of the 0

onto the real and imaginary axes. (d) Combination of different real and 

imaginary projections with scaling factor

sidebands. (e) Center and side

single real-valued frequency distribution and (f) coordinate rotated 

back with the phase map of the 0

may be reconstructed by inverse Fourier 

signals can be represented by 

normalized to the phase of the first

the first frame are real-valued 
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chematic representation of sideband deconvolution 

quadrature projection and three phase-shifted structured illuminated 

frames. (a) Intensity of slices orthogonal to structured illumination 

across three frames, each phase-shifted by 1200. (b) Frequency 

distribution of three phase-shifted frames that is (c) coordinate rotated 

to remove the initial phase offset of the 00 frame and then projected 

onto the real and imaginary axes. (d) Combination of different real and 

imaginary projections with scaling factor, A, to isolate the center and 

enter and sidebands are shifted and combined 

valued frequency distribution and (f) coordinate rotated 

back with the phase map of the 00 frame so that a high-resolution image 

may be reconstructed by inverse Fourier transformation. 

can be represented by Figure 3.1.7(b). The frequency domain images can be 

normalized to the phase of the first frame, such that all spatial frequency components of 

valued [Figure 3.1.7(c)]. The subsequent frames are then projected 

 

band deconvolution using 

shifted structured illuminated 

orthogonal to structured illumination 

. (b) Frequency 

is (c) coordinate rotated 

frame and then projected 

onto the real and imaginary axes. (d) Combination of different real and 

, to isolate the center and 

bands are shifted and combined into a 

valued frequency distribution and (f) coordinate rotated 

resolution image 

(b). The frequency domain images can be 

frame, such that all spatial frequency components of 

. The subsequent frames are then projected 
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onto the real and imaginary axes and combined with scaling factor A to isolate the 

center and sidebands [Figure 3.1.7(d)]. The subsequent frequency bands are then 

frequency shifted and coordinate rotated back by the initial phase offset map to 

reconstruct a complex frequency space distribution of enhanced spatial resolution. The 

high resolution image can then be reconstructed by inverse Fourier transformation. 

Since no precise phase-shift or illumination frequency values are required, as with 

conventional structured illumination reconstruction algorithms, this method is relatively 

robust for low contrast imaging conditions where the structured illumination fringes 

may not be clearly visible across all frames. Furthermore, the quadrature projection 

reconstruction algorithm only requires optimization of a single parameter, the scaling 

factor A, to minimize reconstruction artifacts, making it less computationally expensive. 

Quadrature projection demodulation for structured illumination reconstruction 

was modeled computationally and compared with results from iterative reconstruction 

[Figure 3.1.8]. Here, a blurred image [Figure 3.1.8(a)] was resolution-enhanced with 

structured illumination and reconstructed using both the quadrature projection [Figure 

3.1.8(b)] and iterative [Figure 3.1.8(c)] algorithms. Both reconstructed images show 

resolution improvement over the original image, and quadrature projection 

demonstrates comparable image quality to that of the iterative method. However, there 

are some reconstruction artifacts (streaks) in the quadrature projection method [Figure 

3.1.8(b)]. These may be attributed to errors in estimating the scaling factor, A, which can  



 

Figure 3.1.8: Simulation of structured illumination reconstruction using 

quadrature projection and iterative algorithms. (a) Blurred image prior 

to resolution enhancement using structured illumination. (b) 

Structured illumination reconstruction using quadrature projection, 

showing resolution improvement. (c) Structured illumination 

reconstruction using iterative reconstruction showing resolution 

improvement comparable to that of quadrature projection

magnifications of area inside of the red box.

be improved with more sophisticated optimization algorithms. Further hardware and 

algorithmic improvements to SILSLO are required before the system can be applied for 

resolution improvement in ophthalmic imaging.
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Simulation of structured illumination reconstruction using 

projection and iterative algorithms. (a) Blurred image prior 

to resolution enhancement using structured illumination. (b) 

Structured illumination reconstruction using quadrature projection, 

showing resolution improvement. (c) Structured illumination 

truction using iterative reconstruction showing resolution 

improvement comparable to that of quadrature projection. Insets are 

magnifications of area inside of the red box. 

be improved with more sophisticated optimization algorithms. Further hardware and 

lgorithmic improvements to SILSLO are required before the system can be applied for 

resolution improvement in ophthalmic imaging. 

 

 

Simulation of structured illumination reconstruction using 

projection and iterative algorithms. (a) Blurred image prior 

to resolution enhancement using structured illumination. (b) 

Structured illumination reconstruction using quadrature projection, 

showing resolution improvement. (c) Structured illumination 

truction using iterative reconstruction showing resolution 

. Insets are 

be improved with more sophisticated optimization algorithms. Further hardware and 

lgorithmic improvements to SILSLO are required before the system can be applied for 
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3.2. SPECTRALLY ENCODED CONFOCAL SCANNING LASER 

OPHTHALMOSCOPY 

Summary 

We present in vivo human fundus imaging using a fiber-based confocal scanning 

laser ophthalmoscope (SLO). Spectrally encoded confocal scanning laser 

ophthalmoscopy (SECSLO) utilizes a spectral encoding technique in one dimension, 

combined with single-axis lateral scanning, to create video-rate reflectivity maps of the 

fundus. This novel implementation of the SLO allows for high contrast, high resolution 

in vivo human retinal imaging through a single-mode optical fiber. We experimentally 

quantify the full confocality of SECSLO in both the spectrally encoded and laterally 

scanned dimensions, and demonstrate 50 Hz frame-rate fundus imaging. 

 

Fundus imaging has become an essential clinical diagnostic tool in 

ophthalmology by allowing for noninvasive visualization of retinal structures. Scanning 

laser ophthalmoscopes (SLO) [140-142] can acquire video-rate fundus images by raster 

scanning an illumination beam and detecting the back-scattered light. These techniques 

offer a clear advantage over conventional fundus photography and indirect 

ophthalmoscopy in terms of light efficiency and image contrast. As a result of its ability 

to provide rapid, continuous imaging of retinal structures and versatility in 

accommodating a variety of illumination wavelengths, allowing for imaging of both 
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endogenous and exogenous fluorescent contrast agents, SLO has become a powerful tool 

for the characterization of retinal pathologies.  

Scanning laser ophthalmoscopes are most commonly implemented in a confocal 

arrangement (CSLO) [141], making them insensitive to scattering outside of the focal 

plane. Recently, a quasi-confocal implementation of the SLO was introduced, which 

scans a focused line, instead of a spot, across the retina [139]. This line-scanning laser 

ophthalmoscope (LSLO) offers imaging speeds and contrast comparable to CSLO, but 

with a simpler and more portable design. However, these designs all require free-space 

bulk-optics to accommodate rejection of out-of-focus light in CSLO, and to 

accommodate imaging in the slit dimension in LSLO. Although there have been several 

research, and at least one commercial, combinations of CLSO with spectral domain 

optical coherence tomography (SDOCT) as a means of image tracking [143,144], these 

systems are complex and cumbersome.  

Spectral encoding of spatial information has been shown to be an effective 

alternative to scanning confocal imaging systems in microscopy and endoscopy [145-

148]. As first implemented by Tearney et al., this method disperses an illumination beam 

in one dimension using a diffractive element, optionally scans the dispersed line in the 

orthogonal dimension, and focuses the scanning line on a sample. Light back-scattered 

from the sample is de-scanned in the orthogonal dimension by the same scanner, and 

resolved in the first dimension by interferometric or diffractive spectroscopic detection, 
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which can be done remotely. The technique reduces, to one, the number of physical 

scanners required in close proximity to the sample, thus simplifying construction of 

compact imaging probes flexibly tethered by a single-mode fiber to a remote base unit 

containing the light source and spectroscopy hardware. The system also maintains fully 

confocal imaging, as demonstrated in detail below.  

The advantages of spectrally encoded imaging are particularly germane to 

ophthalmic imaging, where a lightweight, compact, and flexible CSLO would greatly 

expand the utility of this technique compared to current table-top versions. Here, we 

demonstrate a fiber-based spectrally encoded confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope 

(SECSLO) for fundus imaging. This system combines the full-confocality of conventional 

CSLO with a simple fiber-based design. Furthermore, our design could readily be 

incorporated into conventional ophthalmic implementations of SDOCT and uniquely 

extended to unconventional implementations such as hand-held, catheter, or endoscopic 

SDOCT. 

SECSLO was implemented on a modified slit-lamp base for human fundus 

imaging [Figure 3.2.1(a)]. A superluminescent diode, with a center wavelength of 840 

nm and bandwidth of 49 nm, was used as the illumination source. The source was input 

into a single-mode fiber-optic circulator and the output was collimated and relayed 

through the slit-lamp mounted optics. These optics consisted of an 80% diffraction 

efficiency volume phase grating (Wasatch Photonics, 1200 lines/mm), single-axis 
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galvanometer scanner arranged orthogonal to the dispersion axis, relay lens, and 40D 

aspheric ophthalmic lens. The back-reflected signal, after de-scanning and transmission  

 

Figure 3.2.1: Optical schematic and image quality of the SECSLO. (a) 

Fiber-based spectrally encoded ophthalmoscope. CCD, linear CCD 

array; f, focal length of collimating, relay, and focusing elements; G, 

galvanometer; VPHG, grating. (b) 2.5 x 2.5 mm image of USAF 1951 test 

chart. Spatial resolution was determined to be 16 μm in both lateral 

directions . (c) 7 x 5 mm (lateral x spectral) image of an average of 5 

registered frames of in vivo human fundus. All images are acquired 

with 1024 x 1024 pixels at 52 kHz line-rate. Illumination power = 700 

μW, scale bar = 5 deg. 
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back through the single-mode fiber-optic circulator, was detected using a custom 

spectrometer consisting of a collimating lens, 80% diffraction efficiency transmission 

grating (Wasatch Photonics, 1800 lines/mm), focusing objective, and 1024 pixel line-scan 

CCD array (e2v, Ltd.) operating at 52 kHz line-rate. Custom software (Bioptigen, Inc.) 

performed real-time data acquisition, processing, archiving, and display. 

The SECSLO grating was optimized for the first transmission order and arranged 

at an input angle of 30o. The number of resolvable points, rN , in the spectrally encoded 

dimension ( )y  was calculated as ( )λ λ θ= ∆ 0/ cosr dN fD , where λ∆  is the source 

bandwidth, f  is the grating frequency, D  is the spot-size, λ0  is the center wavelength, 

and θd  is the diffraction angle. The SECSLO was limited to 1131 resolvable points in the 

spectral dimension and for a 5 mm field-of-view (FOV) on the retina, as determined by 

the magnification of the relay optics in the slit-lamp, the system was theoretically limited 

to a spatial resolution of 4.21 μm in the spectral dimension. This theoretical resolution 

limit, however, will ultimately be dominated by the confocal focused spot-size and 

aberrations present in the eye, which determines the spatial resolution in both the 

spectrally encoded and laterally scanned dimensions. The FOV in the lateral scanning 

dimension was limited by aperturing at the pupil, and the pivot of the scanning mirror 

was optically relayed to the pupil plane to facilitate lateral scanning across the entire 

macula. Images of a USAF 1951 test chart, positioned at the focal plane of a model eye, 

were used to demonstrate field flatness and image quality [Figure 3.2.1(b)]. For an 
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illumination spot-size of 2.5 mm at the pupil, the spatial resolution of the SECSLO was 

determined to be 16 μm in both the spectrally encoded and laterally scanned 

dimensions. In vivo imaging of a normal human fundus was performed with 700 μW 

illumination power at the pupil to demonstrate image quality over an 7 x 5 mm (lateral x 

spectral) FOV [Figure 3.2.1(c)]. Intensity nonuniformity in fundus images may be 

attributed to non-telecentricity and vignetting associated with axial motion of the 

subject. Human images were acquired in accordance with a protocol approved by the 

Duke University Institutional Review Board. All images were acquired with 1024 x 1024 

pixels at 52 kHz line-rate for continuous imaging at 50 Hz frame-rate. Images could then 

be co-registered and averaged for improved SNR and speckle reduction in post-

processing. 

The SECSLO is a fully confocal imaging system, where the aperture size of the 

confocal pinhole is determined by the mode-field diameter of the single-mode 

illumination and collection fiber. The confocality of the SECSLO was evaluated 

quantitatively by measuring the optical transfer function (OTF) and subsequently 

calculating the point spread function (PSF) for both the lateral ( )x  and spectral ( )y  axes. 

The OTF was measured experimentally by acquiring a series of images of a USAF 1951 

test chart while axially translating the sample into and out of the focal plane of a model 

eye. Axial OTF cross-sections for both axes [Figure 3.2.2(a)] were then calculated using 

the normalized contrast of each group of elements. Axial PSF cross-sections for both the  
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Figure 3.2.2: Resolution of SECSLO. (a) Lateral (((( ))))x  and spectral (((( ))))y  

OTF cross-sections as a function of z . (b) PSF cross-sections calculated 

from the Fourier transform of the OTF cross-sections. (c) Axial and 

lateral PSF cross-sections for both lateral and spectral axes compared 

with theoretical values for confocal and wide-field imaging systems. 

lateral and spectral axes [Figure 3.2.2(b)] were calculated from the Fourier transform of 

the respective OTFs. Finally, axial and lateral cross-sections of the measured lateral and 
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spectral PSF functions were compared with theoretical values for confocal and wide-

field imaging systems [Figure 3.2.2(c)]. These PSFs show measured FWHM axial, lateral 

x (spatial), and lateral y (spectral) resolutions of 155 , 16, and 16 μm, respectively. The  

theoretical axial and lateral PSFs for confocal systems are described by 

( ) ( ) =  
4

sinc / 4I u u  and ( ) ( ) =  
4

12J /I v v v , respectively [149]. Here, 

( ) ( )π λ α= 28 / sin / 2u z  and ( ) ( )π λ α= 2 / sinv r , where z  is the axial position, r is the 

radial position, and α  is the half-angle subtended by the objective. The measured axial 

PSF showed a longer axial falloff as compared to theoretical PSFs for confocal systems, 

which may be attributed to distortions of the effective pupil function as a result of 

propagating the pinhole across the relay optics of the SECSLO [150]. The lateral PSF 

cross-sections were, however, well correlated with theoretical values and with each 

other, indicating no loss of resolution as a result of cross-talk between spectral channels. 

Both measured axial and lateral PSFs demonstrated a confocal resolution improvement 

when compared with theoretical PSF cross-sections for wide-field imaging. 

In vivo human fundus was imaged at 10 kHz line-rate with 700 μW illumination 

power at the pupil. Since each spectrally encoded resolution area is essentially 

monochromatic, SECSLO suffers from speckle noise; thus, ten sequentially acquired 

macula images were then co-registered and averaged for improved SNR and speckle 

reduction [Figure 3.2.3(a)]. The overall magnification of the slit-lamp optics was then 

reduced from a 5 x 5 mm to 1.5 x 1.5 mm FOV to demonstrate high resolution SECSLO 
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fundus imaging over a smaller region. Densely sampled images of both the fovea 

[Figure 3.2.3(b)] and optic nerve [Figure 3.2.3(c)] were acquired with 1024 x 1024 pixels 

to demonstrate improved resolution with higher spatial sampling. Here, the structure 

and vasculature around the optic nerve is visualized with high contrast; furthermore, 

the magnified regions of optic nerve show striations, indicative of nerve fiber bundles, 

radially distributed around the nerve head (arrow).  

 

Figure 3.2.3: Average of 10 registered images of in vivo human macula. 

(a) Large FOV image with optically magnified images (red boxes) of (b) 

fovea and (c) optic nerve. Images were acquired with 1024 x 1024 pixels 

at a line-rate of 10 kHz. Illumination power = 700 μW, scale bar = 3 deg. 

We have demonstrated SECSLO as a novel method for video-rate in vivo human 

fundus imaging. The confocal nature of the system allows for high resolution, high 

contrast vitreoretinal imaging. Since laterally imaged points in SECSLO are encoded 

spectrally, back-scattered information can be transmitted through single-mode fiber-
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optics without loss of resolution, obviating the need for a free-space bulk-optics design. 

Furthermore, since the SECSLO signal is detected using a spectrometer identical to those 

used for SDOCT, and the sample arm only differs from a conventional SDOCT scan 

head by the addition of the diffractive element, a joint SECSLO-SDOCT scanning system 

could readily be implemented for dual acquisition of depth-resolved and en face images 

of human retina.  
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3.3. INTERFEROMETRIC SPECTRALLY ENCODED CONFOCAL SCANNING 

LASER OPHTHALMOSCOPY USING TRANSVERSE HILBERT TRANSFORM 

SPATIAL HETERODYNING 

Summary 

We demonstrate interferometric detection of spectrally encoded confocal 

scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (SECSLO) for in vivo human fundus imaging. 

Interferometric SECSLO (ISECSLO) utilizes spatial heterodyne detection and a modified 

transverse Hilbert transform demodulation method to overcome the noise associated 

with direct detection in conventional SECSLO. ISECSLO combines the advantages of the 

SECSLO with the interferometric advantage of spectral domain optical coherence 

tomography to provide a theoretically shot noise limited imaging modality. We 

analytically and experimentally quantify the SNR improvement of interferometric over 

direct detection SECSLO and demonstrate en face human fundus imaging at 25 Hz 

frame-rate. 

 

Scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (SLO) has become a powerful clinical diagnostic 

technique for the characterization of retinal pathologies by allowing for high-contrast 

noninvasive visualization of retinal structures at video-rates. Traditional 

implementations of SLO [140-142] acquire en face fundus images by confocally detecting 

the back-scattered light from a raster scanned focused illumination spot. A quasi-

confocal SLO design has also been introduced, which scans a focused illumination line 
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across the retina [139]. This line-scanning laser ophthalmoscope (LSLO) allows for 

comparable imaging speeds and contrast to that of traditional SLO, but trades full 

confocality for a more simplistic and portable design. However, all of these conventional 

realizations of SLO require free-space bulk optics, which necessarily increase the 

complexity and hinder the versatility of these systems. 

Recently, spectrally encoded confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (SECSLO) 

was introduced as a method of acquiring fully confocal fundus images through a simple 

fiber-based system [151]. SECSLO utilizes spectral multiplexing of spatial information, 

which has been previously demonstrated as an effective alternative to scanning confocal 

imaging systems in microscopy and endoscopy [145-147]. This method laterally 

disperses the illumination beam using a diffractive element, spectrally encodes each 

spatial position, recombines the back-scattered light back through the diffractive 

element, confocally apertures out-of-focus light using a single-mode fiber, and decodes 

the information either interferometrically or spectroscopically.  

The contrast and sensitivity of spectrally encoded imaging are fundamentally 

limited by speckle and detector noise. Speckle occurs as a result of the coherent addition 

of light, back-scattered from each of the essentially monochromatically illuminated focal 

regions, along the spectrally encoded dimension. Averaging of sequential images [151] 

and using spatially incoherent detection [152,153]  have been demonstrated as methods 

for mitigating the effects of speckle noise. Furthermore, interferometric techniques have 



 

been demonstrated as a means of providing depth

enhancement in spectrally encoded endoscopy 

based interferometric spectrally encoded confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope 

(ISECSLO) for ophthalmic imaging. This system combines the full

simple fiber-based design of the SECSLO w

domain optical coherence tomography (SDOCT) to provide a theoretically shot noise 

limited confocal imaging modality. 

Figure 3.3.1: Flowchart describing ISECSLO

(a) A spatial heterodyne frequency is imposed on the ISECSLO image 

by modulating the spectral interference signal with a linear phase 

across the lateral scanning dimension, 

frequency used to emphasize modulation pattern). The image is 

demodulated by (b) Fourier transforming along the lateral dimension, 

(c) applying a modified Hilbert window (dashed box), 

inverse transforming back to the spatial domain. Alternatively, a single 

modified Hilbert transform, 

means of heterodyne demodulation
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been demonstrated as a means of providing depth-resolution and signal

enhancement in spectrally encoded endoscopy [154-156]. Here, we demonstrate a fiber

based interferometric spectrally encoded confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope 

(ISECSLO) for ophthalmic imaging. This system combines the full

based design of the SECSLO with the interferometric advantage of spectral 

domain optical coherence tomography (SDOCT) to provide a theoretically shot noise 

limited confocal imaging modality.  

Flowchart describing ISECSLO heterodyne demodulation. 

(a) A spatial heterodyne frequency is imposed on the ISECSLO image 

by modulating the spectral interference signal with a linear phase 

across the lateral scanning dimension, x  (exaggerated carrier 

frequency used to emphasize modulation pattern). The image is 

demodulated by (b) Fourier transforming along the lateral dimension, 

(c) applying a modified Hilbert window (dashed box), (((( ))))uΠΠΠΠ

orming back to the spatial domain. Alternatively, a single 

modified Hilbert transform, (((( ))))H T' x , may be applied as an identical 

means of heterodyne demodulation. 

resolution and signal-to-noise (SNR) 

. Here, we demonstrate a fiber-

based interferometric spectrally encoded confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope 

(ISECSLO) for ophthalmic imaging. This system combines the full-confocality and 

ith the interferometric advantage of spectral 

domain optical coherence tomography (SDOCT) to provide a theoretically shot noise 

 

heterodyne demodulation. 

(a) A spatial heterodyne frequency is imposed on the ISECSLO image 

by modulating the spectral interference signal with a linear phase 

(exaggerated carrier 

frequency used to emphasize modulation pattern). The image is 

demodulated by (b) Fourier transforming along the lateral dimension, 

u , and (d) 

orming back to the spatial domain. Alternatively, a single 

, may be applied as an identical 
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The spectrally encoded interferometric signal detected in ISECSLO is closely 

related to the interference signal in SDOCT, and can be written as 

( ) ( ) ( )( )λ λ π θ λ = ∆ + , cos 4 /s x A i n z x , where λ  denotes each spectrally encoded 

position and A , n , and ∆z  represent the sample reflectivity, refractive index, and 

path-length mismatch between the reference and sample arms, respectively. Here, ( )θ x

is a phase term that varies linearly as a function of lateral scan position. While 

interferometric detection provides the sensitivity advantage of being shot noise limited, 

the reflectivity at each spectrally encoded position is modulated by a spectral 

interference signal. A modified Hilbert demodulation scheme [Figure 3.3.1] can be 

employed to remove strong background and autocorrelation terms that contribute to the 

overall noise of the system and to recover the visibility of the detected signal, which is 

simply the desired reflectivity map of the sample [83,107]. 

Modified Hilbert demodulation bandpass filters a heterodyne shifted version of 

the desired image in the spatial frequency domain. This technique requires that the 

image be bandlimited to less than the Nyquist bandwidth to ensure no loss of resolution, 

and thus requires oversampling in the laterally scanned dimension. Since the detected 

interferometric signal is sinusoidal in the spectrally encoded dimension, a carrier 

frequency can easily be imposed in the orthogonal, or lateral scanning dimension, by 

adding a linear phase, ( )θ x , across each image [Figure 3.3.1(a)]. Fourier transforming in 

the lateral scanning dimension yields spatial frequencies that are modulated at both the 
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positive and negative carrier frequencies [Figure 3.3.1(b)]. By picking a carrier frequency 

such that the bandlimited signal is modulated between the autocorrelation bandwidth 

and Nyquist limit, all of the spatial frequency content of the desired image can be 

isolated by applying a modified Hilbert window (dashed box), ( )∏ u  [Figure 3.3.1(c)]. 

Inverse transforming the result yields a background subtracted, analytic representation 

of the signal, the magnitude of which is the desired demodulated image [Figure 

3.3.1(d)]. Alternatively, a single modified Hilbert transform, ( )HT' x , may be applied as 

an identical means of heterodyne demodulation. 

ISECSLO was implemented on a modified slit lamp for human fundus imaging 

[Figure 3.3.2]. A superluminescent diode, with a center wavelength of 840 nm and 

bandwidth of 49 nm, was used as the illumination source. The source was input into a 

single-mode balanced fiber-optic coupler and the output was collimated and relayed 

through the slit lamp optics. The slit lamp consisted of an 80% diffraction efficiency 

volume phase grating (Wasatch Photonics, 1200 lines/mm), single-axis galvanometer  

scanner arranged orthogonal to the dispersion axis, relay lens, and 40D aspheric 

ophthalmic lens. The scanning mirror was aligned such that the incident light was off-

shifted from the center of the scan-axis, resulting in a quarter wavelength per line linear 

phase delay across each frame. The back-reflected signal was detected using a 

conventional SDOCT spectrometer engine, which consisted of a collimating lens, 

transmission grating (Wasatch Photonics, 1800 lines/mm), focusing objective, and 1024 



 

pixel line-scan CCD array (e2v, Ltd.) operating at 5

back-reflections were mitigated by coupling the reference and sample arm fibers to an 

oblique optical surface using index

Inc.) performed real-time data acquisition, proc

Hilbert transform demodulation was computed using Matlab (MathWorks, Inc

image processing, registration, and averaging were computed using ImageJ (

Institutes of Health). 

Figure 3.3.2: Optical schematic of the ISECSLO. The illumination 

source is split across a balanced coupler, and the sample arm light is 

laterally dispersed and scanned across the retina. The back

sample arm light is then inter

detected using a custom spectrometer. CCD, linear CCD array; f, focal 

length of collimating, relay, and focusing elements; G, galvanometer; 

IMF, index-matching fluid; M, mirror; VPHG, volume phase 

holographic gratin
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scan CCD array (e2v, Ltd.) operating at 52 kHz line-rate. Spurious fiber

reflections were mitigated by coupling the reference and sample arm fibers to an 

oblique optical surface using index-matching fluid (IMF). Custom software (Bioptigen, 

time data acquisition, processing, archiving, and display. Modified 

Hilbert transform demodulation was computed using Matlab (MathWorks, Inc

image processing, registration, and averaging were computed using ImageJ (

Optical schematic of the ISECSLO. The illumination 

source is split across a balanced coupler, and the sample arm light is 

laterally dispersed and scanned across the retina. The back-

sample arm light is then interfered with that of the reference arm and 

detected using a custom spectrometer. CCD, linear CCD array; f, focal 

length of collimating, relay, and focusing elements; G, galvanometer; 

matching fluid; M, mirror; VPHG, volume phase 

holographic grating. 

rate. Spurious fiber-end 

reflections were mitigated by coupling the reference and sample arm fibers to an 

matching fluid (IMF). Custom software (Bioptigen, 

essing, archiving, and display. Modified 

Hilbert transform demodulation was computed using Matlab (MathWorks, Inc.) and 

image processing, registration, and averaging were computed using ImageJ (National 

 

Optical schematic of the ISECSLO. The illumination 

source is split across a balanced coupler, and the sample arm light is 

-reflected 

fered with that of the reference arm and 

detected using a custom spectrometer. CCD, linear CCD array; f, focal 

length of collimating, relay, and focusing elements; G, galvanometer; 

matching fluid; M, mirror; VPHG, volume phase 
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The interferometric advantage of ISECSLO over conventional direct detection 

SECSLO may be calculated analytically by considering the shot noise of the detection 

system. In our spectrometer-based ISECSLO, assuming shot noise limited detection, 

expressions for the sensitivity of SDOCT [157] may be applied to describe the spectrally 

encoded case as λρ τ=SECSLOSNR / 2SSR eN  [156]. Here, ρ , S , SR  , τ , e, and λN  

denote the detector responsivity, sample illumination power, sample reflectivity, 

detector integration time, electron charge constant, and number of spectrally encoded 

points, respectively. This term is analogous to the SNR expression in SDOCT for an 

illumination power of λ/S N  on the sample. Note that the total shot noise in the system 

remains constant while each spectrally encoded position on the sample is only illumined 

by a small fraction of the total incident power, proportional to the fractional bandwidth 

of the source at each resolvable spot. The sensitivity advantage of ISECSLO was 

experimentally quantified by measuring the SNR of a -40 dB calibrated reflector 

positioned at the focal plane of a model eye. The sensitivity of ISECSLO was compared 

to that of two direct-detection SECSLO systems, one with illumination and sample 

signal transmitted through a single-mode optical circulator and the other with signals 

transmitted through a balanced coupler. Compared to direct detection through a 

circulator, direct detection through a balanced coupler showed an SNR reduction of 

approximately 5.4 dB, which results from a 3 dB loss of signal at the coupler and 

increased noise associated with the addition of a reference arm. ISECSLO imaging 



 

demonstrated drastic SNR improvements over bot

improvements of 6.4 dB and 11.8 dB over the circulator and coupler systems, 

respectively. The experimentally measured SNR value of 72.9 dB in ISECSLO was also 

well-correlated with the theoretical value of 76 dB for 700 μ

pupil and a line-rate of 52 kHz. The aforementioned sensitivity differences were also 

demonstrated using a scattering index card phantom, positioned at the focal plane of a 

model eye. Images corresponding to direct detection thr

detection through a balanced coupler, and interferometric detection are shown in 

3.3.3. All images were acquired over a 6 x 6 mm field

pixels (spectral x lateral) at a line

illumination power at the pupil. Here, the lateral dimension was oversampled by a 

factor of 2.5 to ensure no loss of resolution after h

Figure 3.3.3: Sensitivity advantage of ISECSLO. 6 x 6 mm image of an 

index card phantom acquired with (a) direct detection using 

conventional SECSLO, in which illumination and back

is transmitted through an optical circulator. (b) Direct detection 

SECSLO through a balanced

the coupler. (c) ISECSLO image illustrating interferometric advantage. 

All images were acquired with 1024

Illumination power = 700 μW, scale bar = 6 deg.
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demonstrated drastic SNR improvements over both direct-detection schemes with SNR 

improvements of 6.4 dB and 11.8 dB over the circulator and coupler systems, 

respectively. The experimentally measured SNR value of 72.9 dB in ISECSLO was also 

correlated with the theoretical value of 76 dB for 700 μW illumination power at the 

rate of 52 kHz. The aforementioned sensitivity differences were also 

demonstrated using a scattering index card phantom, positioned at the focal plane of a 

model eye. Images corresponding to direct detection through a circulator, direct 

detection through a balanced coupler, and interferometric detection are shown in 

. All images were acquired over a 6 x 6 mm field of view (FOV) with 1024 x 2048 

pixels (spectral x lateral) at a line-rate of 52 kHz and an illumination power of 700 μW 

illumination power at the pupil. Here, the lateral dimension was oversampled by a 

factor of 2.5 to ensure no loss of resolution after heterodyne demodulation. 

Sensitivity advantage of ISECSLO. 6 x 6 mm image of an 

index card phantom acquired with (a) direct detection using 

conventional SECSLO, in which illumination and back-reflected light 

is transmitted through an optical circulator. (b) Direct detection 

SECSLO through a balanced-coupler, demonstrating signal-loss across 

the coupler. (c) ISECSLO image illustrating interferometric advantage. 

All images were acquired with 1024 x 2048 pixels at 52 kHz line

Illumination power = 700 μW, scale bar = 6 deg. 

detection schemes with SNR 

improvements of 6.4 dB and 11.8 dB over the circulator and coupler systems, 

respectively. The experimentally measured SNR value of 72.9 dB in ISECSLO was also 

W illumination power at the 

rate of 52 kHz. The aforementioned sensitivity differences were also 

demonstrated using a scattering index card phantom, positioned at the focal plane of a 

ough a circulator, direct 

detection through a balanced coupler, and interferometric detection are shown in Figure 

of view (FOV) with 1024 x 2048 

rate of 52 kHz and an illumination power of 700 μW 

illumination power at the pupil. Here, the lateral dimension was oversampled by a 

eterodyne demodulation.  

 

Sensitivity advantage of ISECSLO. 6 x 6 mm image of an 

index card phantom acquired with (a) direct detection using 

reflected light 

is transmitted through an optical circulator. (b) Direct detection 

loss across 

the coupler. (c) ISECSLO image illustrating interferometric advantage. 

x 2048 pixels at 52 kHz line-rate, 



 

ISECSLO images of normal human fundus were acquired in accordance with a 

protocol approved by the Duke University Institutional Review Board. 

retina, centered at the optic nerve, was imaged with 1024 x 2048 pixels (spectral x lateral) 

at a line-rate of 52 kHz and an effective frame

[Figure 3.3.4(a)] were demodulated [

images were co-registered and averaged for speckle reduction in post

3.3.4(c)]. These images demonstrate the ability of ISECSLO to provide high

visualization of the structure and vasculature around the optic nerve. 

Figure 3.3.4: In vivo

ISECSLO image of normal human retina centered at the optic nerve. (b) 

The raw ISECSLO image was demodulated using a modified Hilbert 

transform, and (c) ten demodulated images were co

averaged for speckle reduction. All images were acquired with 1024 x 

2048 pixels at 52 kHz line

6 deg. 

SECSLO has previously been demonstrated as a novel 

vivo human fundus imaging. Here, we presented a method for combining the full

confocality and simple fiber

advantage of SDOCT. Furthermore, we demonstrated a simple method for tra
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ISECSLO images of normal human fundus were acquired in accordance with a 

protocol approved by the Duke University Institutional Review Board. 

at the optic nerve, was imaged with 1024 x 2048 pixels (spectral x lateral) 

rate of 52 kHz and an effective frame-rate 25 Hz. The individual raw images 

(a)] were demodulated [Figure 3.3.4(b)] and ten sequentially acquired 

registered and averaged for speckle reduction in post-processing [

c)]. These images demonstrate the ability of ISECSLO to provide high

visualization of the structure and vasculature around the optic nerve.  

In vivo human fundus imaging using ISECSLO. (a) Raw 

ISECSLO image of normal human retina centered at the optic nerve. (b) 

The raw ISECSLO image was demodulated using a modified Hilbert 

and (c) ten demodulated images were co-registered and 

averaged for speckle reduction. All images were acquired with 1024 x 

2048 pixels at 52 kHz line-rate, Illumination power = 700 μW, scale bar = 

SECSLO has previously been demonstrated as a novel method for video

human fundus imaging. Here, we presented a method for combining the full

confocality and simple fiber-based design of the SECSLO with the interferometric 

advantage of SDOCT. Furthermore, we demonstrated a simple method for tra

ISECSLO images of normal human fundus were acquired in accordance with a 

protocol approved by the Duke University Institutional Review Board. In vivo human 

at the optic nerve, was imaged with 1024 x 2048 pixels (spectral x lateral) 

rate 25 Hz. The individual raw images 

(b)] and ten sequentially acquired 

processing [Figure 

c)]. These images demonstrate the ability of ISECSLO to provide high-contrast 

 

human fundus imaging using ISECSLO. (a) Raw 

ISECSLO image of normal human retina centered at the optic nerve. (b) 

The raw ISECSLO image was demodulated using a modified Hilbert 

registered and 

averaged for speckle reduction. All images were acquired with 1024 x 

rate, Illumination power = 700 μW, scale bar = 

method for video-rate in 

human fundus imaging. Here, we presented a method for combining the full-

based design of the SECSLO with the interferometric 

advantage of SDOCT. Furthermore, we demonstrated a simple method for transverse 
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heterodyning and novel applications of modified Hilbert transform demodulation. 

Finally, ISECSLO was demonstrated as a theoretically shot noise limited confocal 

imaging system that can be implemented for en face visualization of human retina.  

This research was partially supported by grant EY-014743 from the National 

Institutes of Health and The Hartwell Foundation. 
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4. APPLICATIONS IN VITREORETINAL IMAGING 

4.1. VELOCITY-RESOLVED 3D RETINAL MICROVESSEL IMAGING USING 

SINGLE-PASS FLOW IMAGING SPECTRAL DOMAIN OPTICAL COHERENCE 

TOMOGRAPHY 

Summary 

We demonstrate in vivo velocity-resolved, volumetric bidirectional blood flow 

imaging in human retina using single-pass flow imaging spectral domain optical 

coherence tomography (SPFI-SDOCT). This technique uses previously described 

methods for separating moving and non-moving scatterers within a depth by using a 

modified Hilbert transform. Additionally, a moving spatial frequency window is 

applied, creating a stack of depth-resolved images of moving scatterers, each 

representing a finite velocity range. The resulting velocity reconstruction is validated 

with and strongly correlated to velocities measured with conventional Doppler OCT in 

flow phantoms. In vivo velocity-resolved flow mapping is acquired in healthy human 

retina and demonstrate the measurement of vessel size, peak velocity, and total foveal 

blood flow with OCT. 

 

Spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SDOCT)  has demonstrated 

clinical potential for in vivo high-resolution and high-speed imaging of biological 

structures [2,3]. Advances in Doppler SDOCT (DOCT) have demonstrated several image 

acquisition schemes that enable real-time, high-resolution, volumetric display of blood 
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flow maps [97-102]. Recently, several methods have been introduced which focus on 

utilizing spatial frequency modulations across lateral scans to resolve moving scatterers 

within a B-scan [114,158-160]. Techniques have also been presented which use reference 

delay modulations to specify a velocity measurement range [115]; or uses temporal 

frequency shifts to improve velocity resolution in low signal conditions [103]. The 

theoretical bases behind these techniques are closely related to those used in complex 

conjugate resolved imaging [78,83,106-112]. A subset of these techniques [114,158,160] 

have demonstrated improved flow detection over conventional DOCT, resolving in vivo 

microvascular networks. Compared with DOCT, however, this subset of techniques has 

sacrificed velocity resolution for improved flow sensitivity, providing only flow 

direction without speed. 

Spatial frequency flow detection techniques [114,158,160] can be considered 

optical analogs to power Doppler (PD) ultrasonography [161-163]. Developed as a 

method of improving the sensitivity of Doppler ultrasound, the analog to DOCT, PD 

reports the power of the Doppler signal within specified frequency windows instead of 

the mean frequency shift. The advantage arises from the representation of the power 

spectrum of random phase noise. Since the noise in the power spectrum is uniformly 

low, random phase variations can be filtered out by raising the sensitivity threshold 

above the noise floor. The Doppler signal in PD is represented as an integral of the 

power spectrum, which improves the sensitivity and detection range of moving 
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scatterers at the expense of eliminating velocity information. PD is relatively insensitive 

to Doppler angle and phase wrapping since these factors only modify the distribution of 

the Doppler power spectrum, but the total integrated power remains constant. The 

Doppler signal in PD is separated from non-moving components by filtering out all 

power spectrum components without Doppler shifts, thus only imaging moving 

scatterers. The resulting PD signal is related to the number of moving scatterers 

producing the corresponding Doppler shifts. Algorithmically, PD is equivalent to the 

single-pass flow imaging SDOCT (SPFI-SDOCT) technique we recently demonstrated 

[160]. 

Spatial frequency filtering techniques [114,158,160], while able to provide 3D 

flow maps with improved acquisition speed and sensitivity compared with DOCT, lack 

velocity-resolved blood flow information provided by techniques such as DOCT [98] 

and laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) [164]. In ophthalmology, noninvasive 

quantification of blood circulation in tissues can facilitate the description of retinal 

vascular changes prior to and during ocular and systemic disease. Here, we demonstrate 

an improvement to SPFI-SDOCT which allows for velocity-resolved flow mapping using 

a similar modified Hilbert transform algorithm. The spatial frequencies of moving 

scatterers detected by SPFI are windowed such that only a small spatial frequency range, 

corresponding to a finite velocity range, is reconstructed. The window is then scanned 

across all spatial frequencies, forming a stack of B-scans each corresponding to a 
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different velocity. The stack can then be summed across the entire velocity range to 

reconstruct a single velocity-resolved B-scan. OCT volume datasets can be processed to 

yield three-dimensional, velocity-resolved flow maps featuring the flow detection 

sensitivity improvement of SPFI, and the velocity resolution of conventional DOCT. 

Flow velocities calculated using this technique is validated against measurements taken 

with DOCT in flow phantoms. Velocity-resolved SPFI is then used to reconstruct flow 

maps of in vivo human retina estimating, for the first time to our knowledge, total foveal 

blood flow using OCT.  

The theoretical basis for SPFI-SDOCT [160], and similar techniques 

[83,114,115,158], have been developed previously. Briefly, for a recorded interferometric 

B-scan,   ,I k x , the spatial Fourier transform along the lateral scan dimension [Figure 

4.1.1(a)] yields the spatial frequency content 

 → ± ± ± ±         = + + + + −          , ,, ' , ' , , ,x u D DFT I k x R k u R k u V k u f V k u f .  (4.1.1) 

Here, both moving, ± ± + ,, DV k u f , and non-moving,   ' ,R u k , scatterers in the sample 

are imaged [Figure 4.1.1(b)], where ±,Df  represents the Doppler frequency shift 

associated with the axial components of scatterer motion. All scatterer motion and 

associated flow refer to the axial components of motion. 

In SPFI-SDOCT, we recognize that the spatial frequencies of moving and non-

moving scatterers do not overlap at spatial frequencies above the non-moving scatterer  
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Figure 4.1.1: Flowchart of velocity-resolved SPFI-SDOCT signal 

processing. (a) Lateral Fourier transform of raw SDOCT spectral 

interferogram B-scan yields (b) spatial frequency of stationary 

scatterers centered around DC, and spatial frequency of moving 

scatterers shifted by their respective Doppler frequencies. (c) Applying 

a frequency-shifted Heaviside step function, spatial frequency 

windowing, and inverse Fourier transforming each frequency range 

recreates (d) the analytic interferometric signal. (e) Spectral inverse 

Fourier transform of the analytic interferometric signal maps depth-

solved reflectivities of moving scatterers for each corresponding 

velocity range into a datacube for each B-scan. Bidirectional flow is 

mapped onto opposite image half-planes. Summing the datacube 

across all velocity ranges creates velocity- and depth-resolved B-scans. 

bandwidth [Figure 4.1.1(b)]. An analytic signal for the spectral interferogram can be 

obtained by applying a Heaviside function ( ) − TH u f , frequency-shifted outside of 

the structural bandwidth [Figure 4.1.1(c)], and then inverse Fourier transforming the 

result [Figure 4.1.1(d)]. Application of this modified Hilbert transform ( )*HT  enables 

bidirectional flow imaging by windowing Equation 4.1.1 to yield 

FT
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 ( )α
 −  

→ + + − −      → = + + −      , ,, , ,TH u f
x u D DFT I k x V k u f V k u f   (4.1.2) 

where α  represents the fractional portion of bidirectional flow with Doppler frequencies 

outside of the spatial frequency bandwidth of non-moving scatterers [Figure 4.1.1(d)]. 

This threshold frequency ( )Tf  defines the minimum detectable velocity in SPFI-SDOCT 

and is related to the spatial correlation of sequential A-scans [160]. The spatial 

oversampling and velocity resolution can be related by combining the velocity-related 

Doppler frequency shift with the spatial frequency resolution, thus yielding a velocity 

resolution   

 
λ

τ θ
= 0

2 coso D

L
dv

nD w
  (4.1.3) 

where λ0  is the center wavelength, τ  is the integration time, and θD  is the Doppler 

angle between the scanning beam and the direction of scatterer motion. n  is the index of 

refraction, L  is the lateral scan length, D  is the number of A-scans acquired across the 

lateral scan, and ow  is the scanning beam spot size. Equation 4.1.3 shows that velocity 

resolution in SPFI increases and the maximum detectable velocity decreases linearly 

with increased spatial oversampling.  

 Since velocity depends linearly on frequency, application of a spatial frequency 

window will necessarily filter out all velocities not traveling at velocities described by  

 
λ

τ θ

  ∆ = 0

cos D

L W u
v

nD
.  (4.1.4) 
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Here,   W u  represents the spatial frequency FWHM bandwidth of the Gaussian 

window. There is, however, a tradeoff between the spatial frequency window width and 

the resulting spatial resolution of the velocity-resolved intensity image. For a Gaussian 

window in frequency-space, the resulting spatially resolved vessel map will be 

convolved with a Gaussian in the B-scan dimension with FWHM bandwidth 

( )π   =   4ln 2 /W x W u .  Thus, to avoid loss of lateral resolution in the velocity-

resolved vessel maps, the spatial frequency window bandwidth,   W u , needs to be 

constrained such that the associated lateral blurring function,   W x , does not exceed 

the scanning beam spot size, ow . The velocity window limit can be represented as the 

bandwidth ( )π  ≥  4 ln 2 / oW u w . Given the discrete sampling parameters of SPFI-

SDOCT, the minimum   W u  before loss of resolution is a factor of π8 ln 2 /  greater than 

the spatial frequency sampling rate. Combining this result with Equation 4.1.3 gives the 

minimum resolvable velocity resolution as  

 
λ

π τ θ
= 04 ln 2

coso D

L
dv

nD w
.  (4.1.5) 

Finally, a datacube,   , ,I x z v , for each B-scan can be formed by shifting the 

spatial frequency window across the bandwidth of moving scatterers [Figure 4.1.1(c)], 

inverse transforming the result back to functions of   ,I k x  [Figure 4.1.1(d)], and then 

performing a spectral inverse Fourier transform [Figure 4.1.1(e)]. Each v -slice represents 
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a velocity range given by Equation 4.1.4, and the datacube can be summed across the v -

dimension to create a single velocity-resolved B-scan. Similar to conventional DOCT, 

velocity wrapping occurs as the spatial frequency content of moving scatterers wraps 

across the Nyquist sampling upper limit. In this case, the scatterers are mapped to the 

opposite image half-plane and are therefore represented as moving in the opposite 

direction. Phase unwrapping techniques, similar to those used for DOCT [165], can be 

applied for a singly wrapped velocity profile. Higher spatial frequencies that wrap 

across Nyquist and have components greater than the threshold frequency, Tf ,will 

necessarily lose their velocity components due to SPFI windowing. This fundamentally 

limits the resolvable spatial frequency range to twice the Nyquist frequency. 

 

Figure 4.1.2: Velocity-resolved SPFI-SDOCT retinal system. The sample 

arm is a modified slit lamp equipped with scanning galvanometers and 

relay optics for convenient patient retinal imaging. SPFI windowing 

and velocity-map reconstruction were calculated in post-processing. 
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Velocity-resolved SPFI-SDOCT was implemented on a high-speed SDOCT 

retinal imaging system [Figure 4.1.2] employing a light source with a central wavelength 

of 859 nm and a FWHM bandwidth of 99 nm (Superlum, Ltd.). The sample arm was a 

modified slit lamp equipped with scanning galvanometers and relay optics for retinal 

imaging of subjects. The retinal scanner optics were designed for a 15 – 20 μm transverse 

resolution, as limited by the optics of the eye, across a 12 x 12 mm field. The reference 

arm was dispersion compensated using a water cell and matched optics, and 

interferometric signals were captured using a 2048 pixel line-scan camera (e2v, Ltd.). 

Custom software (Bioptigen, Inc.) performed data acquisition, archiving, and real-time 

processing and display of image magnitude. Using a 700 μW sample beam, the SNR 

measured near DC was 110 dB with an axial resolution of 4.72 μm in tissue and a 6 dB 

falloff at 0.8 mm. DC removal, k-space resampling, and flow imaging using the modified 

Hilbert transform algorithm [160] were computed during post-processing using Matlab 

(MathWorks, Inc.). Vessels and structure were visualized using Amira (Visage Imaging, 

Inc.) and VolViewOSA (Kitware, Inc.). 

Velocity-resolved bidirectional flow imaging was validated and compared with 

conventional DOCT on a flow phantom. Two glass micro-capillary tubes (1.5 mm outer 

diameter, 0.6 mm inner diameter) were connected using silastic tubing to a syringe 

pump (Harvard Apparatus) and pumped with 1% liposyn at 10 μL/min, 20 μL/min, 30 

μL/min, and 40 μL/min. The micro-capillaries were then positioned adjacent to each 
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other on an angled stage such that fluid in the tubes flowed in opposite directions in a B-

scan cross-section [Figure 4.1.3(a)], simulating bidirectional flow. B-scans of the 

phantom were acquired across a 2 mm scan range with 2500 A-scans/frame for SPFI and 

1000 A-scans/frame with 4 sequential A-scans at each lateral position for DOCT. The 

SPFI dataset was laterally oversampled compared to DOCT because velocity resolution 

increases as a function of spot-size overlap on the sample [Equation 4.1.3]. Both datasets 

were acquired with an integration time of 50 μs. At these sampling parameters, the total 

imaging time for SPFI is a factor of 1.6 times faster than that of DOCT. SPFI parameters 

were chosen to demonstrate velocity resolution at the lower limit of the detection range 

for a given integration time as a comparison with DOCT. Since the velocity resolution of 

DOCT is limited by the phase noise of the system instead of spatial sampling 

parameters, as is the case with SPFI, an appropriate lateral spacing used to minimize 

scanner jitter. The number of sequential A-scans used is indicative of common DOCT 

sampling parameters. 

A threshold frequency was determined which filtered out all spatial frequencies 

of non-moving scatterers. A Gaussian window was then moved across the remaining 

spatial frequencies to velocity-resolve the B-scan for flow rate measurements. The 

shifted window was set such that the velocity-range resolved had a FWHM and shifted 

at increments of 24.3 μm/s. Given the oversampling parameters and threshold frequency 

window used, the magnitude of the total detectable velocity range for the axial  
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Validation of SPFI measured flow velocities. (a) Two 

capillaries were connected and oriented such that 1% liposyn

flowed in opposite directions in a B-scan cross-section. (b),(c)

profiles measured using DOCT and fit to laminar flow curves

was acquired with 1000 A-scans/frame with 4 sequential A-

each lateral position with 50 μs integration time. (d),(e) 

profiles measured using SPFI and fit to laminar flow curves. Data was 

acquired with 2500 A-scans/frame with 50 μs integration time.

Flow measured using both Doppler and SPFI were compared for both 

negative and positive flow, solid line represents theoretical flow rate
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μs integration time. (f),(g) 

Flow measured using both Doppler and SPFI were compared for both 

negative and positive flow, solid line represents theoretical flow rate. 
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components of positive and negative velocities was 0.61 - 11.53 mm/s. Velocity-resolved 

scatterer information was then overlaid onto structural B-scans for visualization [Figure 

4.1.3(a)]. DOCT volumes were processed using standard phase-difference methods 

[100]. Velocity profiles for both SPFI and DOCT were fit to laminar flow curves, and 

measured capillary cross-section and flow rate were calculated for both imaging 

methods and compared. 

In vivo microvessel imaging was demonstrated in normal human retina. First, a 

10 x 10 mm OCT volume of the subject was acquired, allowing for the reconstruction of 

a standard OCT summed voxel projection (SVP) to use as an atlas to locate smaller 

volumes imaged using SPFI [Figure 4.1.4]. Several 2 x 2 mm volumes were then densely-

sampled using SPFI parameters (2500 A-scans/frame, 100 frames/volume, 100 μs 

integration time – 25 s total imaging time) at several locations across the macula [Figure 

4.1.4(a),(b),(d)], including landmarks such as the fovea [Figure 4.1.4(c)] and optic nerve 

[Figure 4.1.4(e)]. Given the sampling parameters, threshold frequency, and assuming a 

20 μm scanning beam spot-size on the retina, the detectable velocity range for axially 

moving scatterers was 0.45 - 8.64 mm/s. Parameters were set for a lower velocity range, 

compared to flow phantoms, to adequately detect slow flow in small foveal vessels (< 30 

mm/s) [164]. The frequency window was set such that the velocity-range had a FWHM 

of 18.4 μm/s and was shifted at increments of 82.8 μm/s. Bulk motion correction using 

the algorithm described in [158] was implemented prior to SPFI windowing. Velocity- 
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 10 mm volume of in vivo human retina. (a)-(e) 

volumes sampled with 1024 x 2500 x 100 pixels at 100 μs integration 

(25 s total imaging time) were acquired at several locations across 

the macula (a),(b),(d), including landmarks such as (c) fovea

Volumes were processed using SPFI, and structure, vessels, 

and representative B-scans (across dotted lines) with flow overlaid are 

Detectable vessel diameters ranged from 14 μm (fovea) to 120

. 

scans were used to determine vascular size by fitting velocity profiles to 

parabolic flow curves and then calculating the zero-velocity crossing positions. Finally, 

 

) 2 x 2mm 

μs integration 

locations across 

fovea and (e) 

and structure, vessels, 

with flow overlaid are 

μm (fovea) to 120 

vascular size by fitting velocity profiles to 

velocity crossing positions. Finally, 
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blood flow rates and total retinal flow were calculated for a 2 x 2 mm velocity-resolved 

volume of human fovea.  

SPFI acquisition of the entire macula in a single volume dataset would be 

impractical. Since velocity resolution and lateral sampling density are coupled in SPFI 

by Equation 4.1.3, an order of magnitude increase in the lateral sampling density, A-

scans/frame, would be required. This requirement limits the SPFI sampling volume size 

by both the available memory in the acquisition software and total imaging time. 

Velocity-resolved bidirectional flow imaging was demonstrated in a liposyn-

pumped flow phantom and compared with measurements taken with conventional 

DOCT [Figure 4.1.3]. Velocity profiles for both positive and negative flow were plotted 

for both SPFI and DOCT datasets and fit to second-order polynomials, characteristic of 

laminar flow, to determine the tube diameter and maximum flow velocities [Figure 

4.1.3(b)-(d)]. The DOCT measured velocity profiles correlated stronger with the 

parabolic flow fit (mean R2 = 0.96) than those calculated with SPFI (mean R2 = 0.81). Since 

laminar flow velocities across the tube decrease continuously towards zero, all 

components below the SPFI velocity threshold contribute to velocity noise, which 

becomes more significant for low flow velocities. The velocities measured using SPFI 

shows a poor parabolic fit and a correlation of R2 < 0.7 for the lowest pump speed [Figure 

4.1.3(d)-(e) – dark blue], demonstrating the lower detection limit of the modality. This is 

a result of the spatial frequency overlap of the slow moving scatterers near the edge of 
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the capillary tubes, which is filtered out in SPFI processing. As scatterer velocity 

increases, the fit improves and is comparable with that of DOCT [Figure 4.1.3(f)-(g)]. 

Figure 4.1.3(d) also shows a velocity dip across all pump velocities calculated using 

SPFI. This is a result of a shadowing artifact as seen in Figure 4.1.3(a), which is more 

pronounced in SPFI and in DOCT [Figure 4.1.3(b)] since SPFI is an intensity sensitive 

modality, as opposed to phase sensitive DOCT. For each flow rate, velocity profiles were 

measured three times for both SPFI and DOCT, and the averaged velocity and standard 

deviation were calculated [Figure 4.1.3(b)-(g)]. Flow rates measured using SPFI and 

DOCT were plotted as functions of pump flow rates [Figure 4.1.3(f)-(g)], showing strong 

correlations of both SPFI (mean R2 = 0.99) and DOCT (mean R2 = 0.99) with theoretical 

values. 

Depth-resolved vessel maps for each volume were first reconstructed and 

overlaid onto structural OCT data to distinguish macular vasculature [Figure 4.1.4(a)-

(e)]. Total blood flow measurements were then calculated for a single 2 x 2 mm volume 

of the fovea [Figure 4.1.4(c)]. The structural OCT data shows the foveal pit and the 

associated SPFI vascular map confirmed its location by resolving a circular avascular  

zone surrounded by a set of terminal capillaries [166]. First, the resolved vessels in the 

volume were identified as arteries and veins using the flow directionality information 

calculated by SPFI [Figure 4.1.5(a)]. Vessel orientation and Doppler angle were then 

measured for all 17 resolved vessels, and velocity profiles were measured at a single  



 

Figure 4.1.5: Velocity

human fovea. (a) Fovea vessel map 

resolved using SPFI. Arrows denote arteries and veins, and dots 

represent locations where velocity profiles were measured. (b) 
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Velocity-resolved 2 x 2 mm volumetric flow map of 

human fovea. (a) Fovea vessel map with vessels and flow direction 

resolved using SPFI. Arrows denote arteries and veins, and dots 

represent locations where velocity profiles were measured. (b) 

 

resolved 2 x 2 mm volumetric flow map of in vivo 

vessels and flow direction 

resolved using SPFI. Arrows denote arteries and veins, and dots 

represent locations where velocity profiles were measured. (b) 
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Representative B-scan depth-slice across the foveal volume (dotted 

line) with velocity-resolved vessels overlaid onto structural data. 

Arteries (red) and veins (blue) are labeled for clarity. (c)-(i) Velocity 

profiles of vessels 11 - 17, respectively, are fit to laminar flow to 

determine peak velocities. Individual vessel diameters are measured at 

the zero-velocity crossings of their respective velocity profiles. 

point for each vessel [Figure 4.1.5(a) – dots]. Doppler angles were measured by 

calculating the vessel cross-section displacement across sequential B-scans in the 3D 

datasets [98]. The velocity profiles were then fit to laminar flow curves to determine 

both the peak velocity and diameter of each vessel. Finally, the vessel size, orientation, 

and velocity information was used to calculated the total foveal blood flow [98]. A 

representative B-scan [Figure 4.1.5(b)] taken across the foveal volume (dotted line) is 

shown with velocity-resolved flow content overlaid on top of the structural image. The 

velocity profiles and parabolic fits for each of the vessels are included [Figure 4.1.5(c)-(i)] 

to show the strong correlation between velocities measured using SPFI and their 

respective laminar flow velocity profiles (mean R2 = 0.95). Closer inspection of vessel 17 

[Figure 4.1.5(i)] shows a blunted parabolic velocity profile, characteristic of red blood 

cell aggregation in microvasculature, consistent with rheological observations [167-169]. 

A summary of the size, peak velocity, and flow measurements for all vessels 

identified in the 2 x 2 mm foveal volume are shown in Table 4.1.1. The smallest 

resolvable vessel was 13.64 μm, which is at the resolution limit of the retinal SDOCT 

system. The average measured foveal vessel diameter was ~22 μm, and average arterial 

flow velocity was greater than average venous flow velocity [Table 4.1.2], which is  
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Table 4.1.1: Size, velocity, and flow measurements across a 2 x 2 mm 

volumetric flow map of in vivo human fovea calculated using SPFI. 

Arteries and veins (*) are numbered according to those identified in 

Figure 4.1.5(a). Flow was calculated using vessel sizes and peak 

velocities measured using the parabolic fits of velocity profiles. 

 

supported by similar measurements made using LDV [164]. The detected velocities 

ranged from 5.97 - 30.22 mm/s, concurrent with human retinal vessels in the 

corresponding size range, also measured using LDV [164]. Finally, the total arterial and 

venous flow showed a net inflow of blood into the fovea. This is a result of the presence 

of unresolved veins in the volume and expected errors from measurements of vessel 

Vessel 
Number

Diameter 
(µm)

Peak Velocity 
(mm/s)

Flow 
(µL/min)

1 28.81 23.51 0.460
2* 20.86 -17.07 -0.175
3* 18.25 -16.45 -0.129
4 23.41 16.35 0.211
5* 21.33 -5.97 -0.064
6* 22.24 -10.66 -0.124
7 22.81 24.99 0.306
8 22.92 13.65 0.169
9 14.49 16.76 0.083
10 21.84 13.55 0.152
11* 21.52 -10.62 -0.116
12 28.64 11.34 0.219
13* 20.36 -24.41 -0.239
14* 27.05 -18.87 -0.325
15* 26.93 -7.88 -0.135
16 13.64 30.22 0.133
17 24.85 10.87 0.158
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orientation angle and calculation of diameter, which would significantly impact blood 

flow calculations.  

Table 4.1.2: Retinal flow statistics in a 2 x 2 mm volumetric flow map of 

in vivo human fovea calculated using SPFI-SDOCT. 

 

While SPFI allows for velocity-resolved volumetric blood flow imaging with 

velocity resolution comparable to that of DOCT, there are several advantages and 

drawbacks to the modality that must be noted. Since velocity resolution and spatial 

oversampling are coupled, this allows for the flexibility to set sampling parameters to a 

desired velocity range. This would allow for improved data acquisition speeds over 

DOCT for imaging of small spatial volumes of moderately high flow velocities, but 

could potentially require longer scanning times for large scan areas with low flow. As 

discussed previously, the velocity resolving power of SPFI falls off at the lower limits of 

velocity detection, as compared to DOCT, but is comparable for high flow velocities. 

Artery Vein
Maximum Velocity 
(mm/s)

30.22 -24.41

Minimum Velocity 
(mm/s)

10.87 -5.97

Average Vessel 
Diameter (µm)

22.38 22.32

Total Flow 
(µL/min)

1.89 -1.31
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Since velocity-resolved SPFI requires a sliding spatial frequency window, this increases 

the number of Fourier transforms required by the number of velocity increments 

desired. However, this increase in computational complexity is essentially trivial since 

FFT algorithms can be optimized and the transforms can be parallelized. Finally, it has 

been shown that spatial frequency filtering results in a sensitivity improvement [107], 

which gives SPFI a detection advantage over DOCT for small vessels at the resolution 

limit of the imaging system. The overall advantage of SPFI over DOCT is in its improved 

sensitivity and customizability over velocity resolution, velocity range, and acquisition 

time in exchange for small increases in computational complexity. 

We have demonstrated velocity-resolved in vivo volumetric bidirectional flow imaging 

for the measurements of human retinal blood flow. Velocity-resolved SPFI-SDOCT 

builds on previously described SPFI imaging techniques, which provide three-

dimensional flow imaging without acquiring multiple A-scans at a single lateral 

position. SPFI measured velocities were validated with velocities measured using 

conventional DOCT on flow phantoms. Velocity-resolved SPFI was then used for in vivo 

imaging of several volumes across the macula of healthy human retina. SPFI processing 

allowed for volumetric visualization of flow without the need for manual segmentation. 

SPFI also provided flow directionality and velocity, demonstrating the measurement of 

vessel size, peak velocity, and total foveal blood flow with OCT, consistent with 

characteristics observed in LDV and rheology.  
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4.2. INTERLACED SPECTRALLY ENCODED CONFOCAL SCANNING LASER 

OPHTHALMOSCOPY AND SPECTRAL DOMAIN OPTICAL COHERENCE 

TOMOGRAPHY 

Summary 

Scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (SLO) and spectral domain optical coherence 

tomography (SDOCT) have become essential clinical diagnostic tools in ophthalmology 

by allowing for video-rate noninvasive en face and depth-resolved visualization of 

retinal structure. Current generation multimodal imaging systems that combine both 

SLO and OCT as a means of image tracking remain complex in their hardware 

implementations. Here, we combine a spectrally encoded confocal scanning laser 

ophthalmoscope (SECSLO) with an ophthalmic SDOCT system. This novel 

implementation of an interlaced SECSLO-SDOCT system allows for video-rate SLO 

fundus images to be acquired alternately with high-resolution SDOCT B-scans as a 

means of image aiming, guidance, and registration as well as motion tracking. The 

system shares the illumination source, detection system, and scanning optics between 

both SLO and OCT as a method of providing a simple multimodal ophthalmic imaging 

system that can readily be implemented as a table-top or hand-held device. 

 

Scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (SLO) has become an essential clinical diagnostic 

tool in ophthalmology by allowing for video-rate noninvasive en face visualization of 

retinal structure [66,67,170].  Scanning laser ophthalmoscopes are most commonly 
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implemented as either a fully confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope (CSLO) [66] or 

quasi-confocal line-scanning laser ophthalmoscope (LSLO) [171]. CSLO raster scans a 

focused illumination spot in two-dimensions across the sample, apertures the back-

scattered light through a confocal pinhole, and detects it on a single pixel detector such 

as an APD or PMT. LSLO replaces one of the scanning mirrors in CSLO with a 

cylindrical lens and scans a focused illumination line across the sample; the back-

reflected light is then detected on a linear detector array. The tradeoff for the simplicity 

of using a single scanning mirror in LSLO is a loss of confocality along the axis of 

illumination. However, both of these techniques offer a clear advantage over 

conventional fundus photography and indirect ophthalmoscopy in terms of light 

efficiency and image contrast. Furthermore, these systems offer the versatility to 

accommodate a variety of illumination wavelengths, allowing for imaging of both 

endogenous and exogenous fluorescent contrast agents as a method of characterizing 

and diagnosing retinal pathologies. Finally, these systems may be combined with other 

optical diagnostic tools such as optical coherence tomography (OCT) to create 

multimodal imaging techniques that combine the benefits of high-resolution, high-speed 

en face imaging of SLO with the depth-resolution inherent in OCT [172-176]. While these 

systems have successfully demonstrated SLO as an effective method of image tracking 

for the acquisition of OCT datasets, they all require dedicated illumination sources, 

scanning optics, and/or detectors for both imaging modalities.  
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Spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SDOCT) has demonstrated 

strong clinical success in retinal imaging, enabling high-resolution, motion-artifact-free 

cross-sectional imaging and rapid accumulation of volumetric macular datasets 

[177,178]. Current generation SDOCT systems achieve < 5 μm axial resolutions in tissue, 

and have been used to obtain high resolution datasets from patients with neovascular 

AMD, high risk drusen, and geographic atrophy [179].  However, current generation 

SDOCT systems require several seconds to acquire an entire volumetric dataset and are 

thus highly susceptible to patient motion. While post-processing algorithms have been 

developed to register sequential B-scans as a means of motion compensation [180], these 

methods are computationally expensive and have demonstrated only moderate success. 

The practical limitation to computational registration of OCT B-scans is the ability to 

determine lateral motion from a series of depth cross-sections; the mean square error of 

these algorithms increases with decreasing scan field-of-view (FOV), as a result of 

torsional motion that cannot be compensated using transverse shifts, and in regions of 

tissue that lack high-contrast, global structural anchors [181,182]. Finally, the FOV and 

resolution of ophthalmic implementations of SDOCT rely completely on the ability of 

the patient eye as a focusing objective. For patients with grossly irregular anatomy, such 

as in retinopathy of prematurity [183], a method of image aiming and guidance is 

necessary for successful acquisition of SDOCT datasets.  
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While current generation SDOCT and SLO imaging systems have demonstrated 

robust clinical utility, most commercially available systems have been implemented as 

table-top slit-lamp adapted ophthalmoscopes. The physical size and complexity of these 

systems have restricted imaging to primarily cooperative patients who are able to sit and 

fixate in an upright position. However, the clinical relevance of noncontact SDOCT 

systems that are able to image supine subjects have been demonstrated [183,184] and 

there is currently an unmet demand for hand-held SDOCT systems that will allow for 

the imaging of non-anesthetized and anesthetized infants. These devices can be used as 

an effective method for providing comprehensive macular examination in a pediatric 

setting.  

Spectral encoding of spatial information has been shown to be an effective 

alternative to scanning confocal imaging systems in microscopy and endoscopy 

[185,186]. This method laterally disperses the illumination beam using a diffractive 

element, spectrally encodes each spatial position, recombines the back-scattered light 

and confocally apertures out-of-focus light using a single-mode fiber, and decodes the 

information either interferometrically or spectroscopically. These methods have recently 

been used to demonstrate a fiber-based spectrally encoded confocal scanning laser 

ophthalmoscope (SECSLO) [151], which combines the full-confocality of conventional 

CSLO with a simple fiber-based design. Here, we demonstrate a multimodal 

combination of SECSLO and SDOCT. Since the illumination source and detection 
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systems for the SECSLO is identical to those of SDOCT, simple modifications to the 

scanning sample-arm of a conventional ophthalmic SDOCT system are all that is needed 

to accommodate both imaging modalities. The system described acquires en face images 

using the SECSLO and depth-resolved B-scans from the SDOCT in a sequential manner 

to provide interlaced SECSLO-SDOCT imaging of in vivo human fundus. The shared 

optical components between the two modalities allows for inherent co-registration of 

SLO and OCT data, which can be used as a means of image aiming, guidance, and 

registration as well as motion tracking. Finally, the design of the combined system could 

readily be miniaturized to function as a hand-held ophthalmic imaging device. 

The theoretical basis for SECSLO [151], and similar techniques [154-156,185-190], 

have previously been described. Briefly, SECSLO is a fully confocal imaging system, 

with a confocal aperture determined by the mode-field diameter of the single-mode 

illumination and collection fiber. The full confocal nature of SECSLO has been 

experimentally verified to be well matched with theoretical axial and lateral point 

spread functions (PSF) for confocal systems [151], described by  ( ) ( ) =  
4

sinc / 4I u u  

and ( ) ( ) =  
4

12J /I v v v , respectively [149]. Here, ( ) ( )π λ α= 28 / sin / 2u z  and

( ) ( )π λ α= 2 / sinv r , where z  is the axial position, r  is the radial position, and α  is the 

half-angle subtended by the objective. Any optical aberrations in the system will distort 

the PSF as it propagates through the imaging system, resulting in loss of confocality and 
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resolution. In SECSLO, the sampling resolution in the spectrally encoded dimension is 

solely determined by the number of resolvable points, rN . This value is calculated as 

( )λ λ θ= ∆ 0/ cosr dN fD , where λ∆  is the source bandwidth, f  is the grating frequency, 

D  is the spot-size, λ0  is the center wavelength, and θd  is the diffraction angle. Finally, 

the SECSLO signal is detected using a spectrometer, similar to that used in SDOCT. A 

single-mode fiber output is spectrally dispersed and focused onto a linearly detector 

array. The spectral resolution in the detection arm is ideally matched to that of the 

sample arm, and the system effectively images a single spectral channel, with spatial 

extent matching that of the single-mode fiber core, onto each pixel of the detector. It has 

been demonstrated that this detection method results in negligible loss of resolution 

from spectral cross-talk [151]. 

Interlaced SECSLO-SDOCT was implemented on a modified slip lamp base for 

human fundus imaging [Figure 4.2.1]. A superluminescent diode, with a center 

wavelength of 840 nm and bandwidth of 49 nm, was used as the illumination source. 

The source was input into a single-mode fiber-optic circulator and unbalanced coupler 

(90:10 splitting ratio), and 90% of the source out was collimated and relayed through the 

slip lamp-mounted sample-arm optics. The slow-axis OCT galvanometer scanner in the 

sample-arm acted as an optical switch between the SECSLO (red) and OCT (blue) optical 

paths, allowing for a shared optical path (green) between the SECSLO and OCT that 

consisted of scanners and relay lenses [Figure 4.2.1(a)]. This mirror (Gy, S) was driven  
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Figure 4.2.1: Optical schematic and timing diagram of the interlaced 

SECSLO-SDOCT. (a) Fiber-based combined SECSLO-SDOCT system 

with SECSLO (red), SDOCT (blue), and shared (green) optical paths. 

CCD, linear CCD array; f, focal length of collimating, relay, and 

focusing elements; G, galvanometer; PC, polarization controller; M, 

mirror; VPHG, grating. (b) Galvanometer timing diagram showing 

driving signals for the fast-axis SECSLO-SDOCT scanner (Gx) and 

slow-axis scanner and SECSLO-SDOCT switch (Gy, S) with frame 

trigger. Driving waveforms shown corresponds to interlaced 

acquisition of a single SECSLO fundus image with a SDOCT B-scan. 

with a standard step waveform when in OCT mode, with an angular position that 

corresponded to the C-scan position of each B-scan. In SECSLO mode, a signal was 

applied such that the mirror flipped to its maximum angular position and relayed the 

illumination source across a sequence of mirrors, through a diffraction grating, and then 

back along the optical axis of the OCT. The driving signals of both galvanometer 

scanners in the SECSLO-SDOCT system may be varied such that an entire SECSLO 
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fundus image is collected interlaced with an entire OCT B-scan [Figure 4.2.1(b)]. 

However, the constraints on the driving signals are flexible enough to accommodate 

arbitrary acquisition of fundus images and B-scans, which may be catered for different 

imaging paradigms. Since most of the optics in the sample-arm were shared, this acted 

as a hardware constraint such that both SECSLO and OCT images were inherently co-

registered, thus obviating the need for computationally intensive registration algorithms 

in post-processing. Furthermore, the shared sample-arm path allows for a reduction in 

the number of physical optical elements and can facilitate miniaturization of the sample-

arm to a size and weight appropriate for hand-held operation. 

The SECSLO optical path consisted of a galvanometer switch scanner, 80% 

diffraction efficiency volume phase grating (Wasatch Photonics, 1200 lines/mm), optical 

telescope, fast-axis galvanometer scanner arranged orthogonal to the dispersion axis, 

relay lens, and 40D aspheric ophthalmic lens. The OCT optical path consisted of slow- 

and fast-axis galvanometer scanners, separated by an optical telescope, and relay optics 

that imaged the scanning pivot of the galvanometers onto the pupil plane of the subject 

for maximized FOV and reduced vignetting artifacts. The OCT reference arm was 

optically relayed such that it ran parallel to the back face of the switch galvanometer so 

that in SECSLO mode, the reference arm was blocked by the switch. This reduced the 

deleterious effects of shot noise from a highly reflective reference arm mirror on the SLO 
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signal since SECSLO is a direct detection system that does not benefit from the 

advantages of interferometric gain.  

The back-reflected signal, after de-scanning and transmission back through the 

single-mode fiber-optic coupler and circulator, was detected on a custom spectrometer 

consisting of a collimating lens, 80% diffraction efficiency transmission grating (Wasatch 

Photonics, 1800 lines/mm), focusing objective, and 1024 pixel line-scan CCD array (e2v, 

Ltd.) operating at 20 kHz line-rate. Custom software (Bioptigen, Inc.) performed real-

time data acquisition, processing, archiving, and display. The SECSLO was optimized 

for transmission efficiency through the grating, resolvable points in the spectral 

dimension, FOV, and spatial resolution [151]. The resulting system allowed for 1131 

resolvable points in the spectral dimension over a 3 mm FOV, which could be optically 

expanded or reduced by modifying the magnification of the telescope in the sample arm. 

The FOV and sampling frequency in the laterally scanned dimension for the SECSLO 

and in both lateral dimensions for the OCT was arbitrarily determined by the driving 

waveforms input into either the fast-axis or both fast- and slow-axis scanners, 

respectively. The spatial resolution of both the SECSLO and SDOCT, as determined by 

the magnification of the relay optics in the slit lamp, was theoretically limited to 6.62 

μm, but was ultimately dominated by the confocal focused spot size and aberrations 

present in the eye. Using a 700 μW sample beam, the shared detection spectrometer 

allowed for an SDOCT SNR measured near DC of 112 dB with an axial resolution of 4.56  
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μm and 6 dB falloff at 1.25 mm. De-interlacing of SECSLO and SDOCT frames, co-

registration and averaging of SECSLO data, and DC removal and k-space resampling of 

OCT data were computed during post-processing using Matlab (MathWorks, Inc.) and 

ImageJ (National Institutes of Health). OCT volumetric datasets were visualized in 3D 

using Amira (Visage Imaging, Inc.). 

In vivo interlaced SECSLO-SDOCT imaging was demonstrated on normal human 

fundus. Human images were acquired in accordance with a protocol approved by the 

Duke University Institutional Review Board. The optical power at the pupil for both 

SECSLO and SDOCT was limited to 700 μW and all images were acquired with 1024 x 

1024 pixels at 20 kHz line-rate for continuous imaging at 20 Hz frame-rate. The FOV in 

the spectrally encoded dimension in the following experiments was limited to 3 mm by 

the sample-arm optics, but could easily be enlarged or reduced by adjusting the period 

of the grating or magnification of the relay telescope. As a result of using shared sample-

arm optics between the SECSLO and SDOCT, the laterally scanned dimension of the 

SECSLO was inherently co-registered with that in the SDOCT; the optics were aligned 

such that the spectrally encoded dimension of the SLO image was centered on the C-

scan FOV of the SDOCT. Finally, since each spatial position in the SECSLO is essentially 

monochromatic, individual fundus images suffered from speckle noise [151,186]. While 

various methods have been developed to address this problem in hardware for  
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Figure 4.2.2: Interlaced SECSLO-SDOCT of in vivo human retina. (a) 5 x 

3 mm (lateral x spectral) raw SECSLO fundus image acquired interlaced 

with (b) 5 x 5 x 1.8 mm (lateral x lateral x axial) raw SDOCT B-scan. (c) 

Co-registered and averaged 20 raw SECSLO frames demonstrating 

improved SNR and reduced speckle noise. (d) SVP of OCT volume 

acquired interlaced with SECSLO frames illustrating inherent co-

registration between SECSLO and OCT images as a result of shared 

sample arm optical paths. Red line in SVP indicates position 

corresponding to B-scan shown in (b). All images were acquired  with 

1024 x 1024 pixels at 20 kHz line-rate. SECSLO-SDOCT volume was 

acquired with 200 frames, 100 fundus images interlaced with 100 B-

scans. Illumination power = 700 μW. 

spectrally encoded endoscopy systems [152,153]; here, we co-registered and averaged 

sequentially acquired SECSLO fundus images for improved SNR and reduced speckle. 

Volumetric datasets of in vivo human fundus were acquired using SDOCT over a 

FOV of 5 x 5 mm with 1024 pixels per A-scan and 1024 A-scans per B-scan. The SECSLO, 

with a FOV of 5 x 3 mm, was centered on the SDOCT FOV and acquired with 1024 x 

1024 pixels (lateral x spectral). The galvanometers were driven such that 200 interlaced 

frames were acquired over the entire SDOCT volume, 100 SECSLO fundus images  
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Figure 4.2.3: Excerpt from movie of post-processed interlaced SECSLO-

SDOCT data of in vivo human retina showing running average of 5 co-

registered SECSLO fundus images displayed at an effective frame-rate 

of 2 Hz and rendering of a volumetric SDOCT dataset acquired at 20 

kHz line-rate. 

interlaced with 100 SDOCT B-scans, with an overall imaging time of 10 seconds [Figure 

4.2.2]. The raw data was then de-interlaced and the OCT B-scan spectral data were 

processed to show multimodal imaging of human fundus using SECSLO [Figure 

4.2.2(a)] and SDOCT [Figure 4.2.2(b)]. Since both SECSLO fundus images and SDOCT B-

scans were acquired using a shared optical path and interlaced frames were acquired at 

a frame-rate of 20 Hz, the de-interlaced raw images illustrate co-registered detection of 

patient motion between the SECSLO and SDOCT images. Twenty sequentially acquired 

fundus images were co-registered and averaged for improved SNR and reduced speckle 

[Figure 4.2.2(c)], showing improved visibility of detailed structures and vasculature as a 

result of reduced noise. Sequential B-scans in the 5 x 5 mm volumetric SDOCT dataset 

were also co-registered and summed axially to create a summed-voxel-projection (SVP) 
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fundus image [Figure 4.2.2(d)]. A comparison of the averaged SECSLO [Figure 4.2.2(c)] 

and SVP [Figure 4.2.2(d)] fundus images confirms co-registration of the SECSLO over 

the center 5 x 3 mm FOV of the SDOCT volume. Finally, the raw SECSLO and SDOCT 

data were post-processed to display a running average of 5 co-registered and averaged 

SECSLO fundus images displayed at an effective frame-rate of 2 Hz, and a 3D 

volumetric representation of the SDOCT dataset [Figure 4.2.3]. 

 

Figure 4.2.4: Excerpt from movie demonstrating motion tracking of 

interlaced SECSLO-SDOCT of in vivo human retina. Sequential 

SECSLO fundus images (acquired at an effective frame rate of 10 Hz) 

were co-registered using an affine transformation algorithm in post-

processing and the resulting lateral motion is plotted (blue line). This 

motion can be tracked as a function of time in both lateral position (red 

dot) and angular rotation (red line). 

Since the SECSLO fundus images can be acquired at a much faster rate (10 Hz) 

and with higher resolution (1024 x 1024 pixels) as compared to the SDOCT SVP (0.1 Hz 

and 1024 x 100 pixels, respectively), the SECSLO fundus images are better suited for 

motion estimation and lateral co-registration in post-processing. While the SECSLO 
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fundus images provide no depth-resolved information, implying that sequential SDOCT 

B-scans will still need to be co-registered in depth, the shared optical path between the 

SECSLO and SDOCT have been demonstrated to provide inherently co-registered en face 

and depth-resolved fundus images, making this interlaced multimodal system uniquely 

appropriate for lateral motion tracking [Figure 4.2.4]. Sequential SECSLO fundus images 

(acquired at an effective frame rate of 10 Hz) were co-registered using an affine 

transformation algorithm in post-processing [180] and the resulting lateral motion of 

each frame is plotted (blue line). This motion can be tracked as a function of time in both 

lateral position (red dot) and angular rotation (red line). Similarly, these motion tracking 

methods were applied for motion compensation of interlaced SECSLO-SDOCT data 

[Figure 4.2.5]. A region-of-interest (red box) in a series of 100 5 x 3 mm (lateral x spectral) 

raw SECSLO fundus images were co-registered [Figure 4.2.5(a)], and the resulting 

transformation matrices were used to compensate for bulk motion in an SDOCT volume 

acquired interlaced with the SECSLO fundus images. A 5 x 5 mm SDOCT SVP of motion 

compensated data showing registration artifacts [Figure 4.2.5(c)] was interpolated for 

artifact reduction [Figure 4.2.5(d)] and compared with an SVP generated without motion 

compensation [Figure 4.2.5(b)], demonstrating the utility of real-time SECSLO fundus 

imaging as a method for motion tracking and image registration of SDOCT B-scans. In 

these datasets, discrete lateral discontinuities, as a result of saccades, were compensated 

using motion tracking (red arrow). Furthermore, accumulated lateral drifts during  
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Figure 4.2.5: Motion compensated interlaced SECSLO-SDOCT of in 

vivo human retina. (a) A region-of-interest (red box) in a series of 100 5 

x 3 mm (lateral x spectral) raw SECSLO fundus images were co-

registered using an affine transformation. The resulting transformation 

matrices were used to compensate for bulk motion in an SDOCT 

volume acquired interlaced with the SECSLO fundus images. (b) 5 x 5 

mm SDOCT SVP without motion compensation. (c) Maximum 

intensity projection of SDOCT SVP data following correction for bulk 

motion (black areas represent regions of data never acquired due to 

patient motion), and (d) interpolated motion compensated SVP 

demonstrating the utility of real-time SECSLO fundus imaging as a 

method for motion tracking and image registration of SDOCT B-scans. 

In these datasets, discrete lateral discontinuities, as a result of saccades, 

were compensated using motion tracking (red arrow). Furthermore, 

accumulated lateral drifts during imaging, with total displacements of 

several hundred microns [Figure 4.2.4], resulted in misrepresentations 

of the structural morphology in the raw SDOCT volume (blue arrow), 
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which were also compensated using the co-registered SECSLO fundus 

images. 

imaging, with total displacements of several hundred microns [Figure 4.2.4], resulted in 

misrepresentations of the structural morphology in the raw SDOCT volume (blue 

arrow), which were also compensated using the co-registered SECSLO fundus images. 

Finally, the driving signals of the galvanometers in the system may be adjusted 

for arbitrary scanning protocols. For example, real-time updated “smart” sampling 

waveforms could be used and uniquely catered for a specific range of lateral motion to 

provide faster acquisition of volumetric datasets that are less susceptible to motion 

artifacts. However, complex scanning protocols may be limited by the response time of 

the switch galvanometer in the present setup. Every time the sample-arm is switched 

between the SECSLO and SDOCT optical paths, the switch galvanometer rotates to its 

maximum angular position, which resulted in some ringing artifacts at the edges of the 

sequential frames [Figure 4.2.2(a)-(d)]. These response time delay artifacts may be 

mitigated by using a smaller galvanometer mirror or acousto-optic device, which have 

better large angular step response times. Since the shared optical paths in the sample-

arm allows for a reduced number of physical optical elements, this system may be 

miniaturized to accommodate hand-held operation. This could have benefits for hand-

held SDOCT imaging of uncooperative subjects, such as neonates [183], by using the 

video-rate fundus images provided by the SECSLO as a method of aiming and guiding 

SDOCT imaging. Lastly, since the interlaced SECSLO-SDOCT system utilizes the same 
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illumination source and detection spectrometer as conventional SDOCT systems, it may 

be easily adapted into existing systems and used as a less expensive alternative to some 

of the commercially available multimodal SLO-OCT systems. 

We have demonstrated a combined SECSLO-SDOCT system for in vivo human 

imaging that allows for interlaced multimodal acquisition of both en face and depth-

resolved fundus images. Interlaced SECSLO-SDOCT allows for high-speed, inherently 

co-registered imaging through the use of a shared SDOCT illumination source and 

spectrometer, along with a mostly shared sample-arm optical path. This system allows 

for a reduction in the overall complexity of the multimodal imaging system, thus 

allowing for the possibility of miniaturization of the device into a hand-held system. The 

inherent co-registration of both SECSLO and SDOCT also makes the system unique 

suited as a method of image aiming, guidance, and registration as well as motion 

tracking. 
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4.3. REAL-TIME INTRAOPERATIVE SPECTRAL DOMAIN OPTICAL 

COHERENCE TOMOGRAPHY FOR VITREORETINAL SURGERY 

Summary 

We demonstrate in vivo human retinal imaging using an intraoperative 

microscope-mounted optical coherence tomography system (MMOCT). Our opto-

mechanical design adapts an Oculus Binocular Indirect Ophthalmo Microscope 

(BIOM3), suspended from a Leica ophthalmic surgical microscope, with spectral domain 

optical coherence tomography (SDOCT) scanning and relay optics. The MMOCT enables 

wide-field non-contact real-time cross-sectional imaging of retinal structure, allowing for 

SDOCT augmented intrasurgical microscopy for intraocular visualization. We 

experimentally quantify the axial and lateral resolution of the MMOCT and demonstrate 

fundus imaging at 20 Hz frame rate. 

 

Surgical visualization has changed drastically since its inception, incorporating 

larger, more advanced optics toward increasing illumination and field-of-view (FOV). 

However, the limiting factor in vitreoretinal surgery remains the ability to distinguish 

between tissues with subtle contrast, and to judge the location of an object relative to 

other retinal substructures [191,192]. Furthermore, increased illumination to supplement 

poor visualization is also limited by the risks of photochemical toxicity at the retina 

[193,194]. Finally, inherent issues in visualizing thin translucent tissues, in contrast to 
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underlying semitransparent ones, require the use of stains such as indocyanine green, 

which is toxic to the retinal pigment epithelium [195-197].  

Spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SDOCT) has demonstrated 

strong clinical success in retinal imaging, enabling high-resolution, motion-artifact-free 

cross-sectional imaging and rapid accumulation of volumetric macular datasets [3,177]. 

Current generation SDOCT systems achieve < 5 μm axial resolutions in tissue, and have 

been used to obtain high resolution datasets from patients with neovascular AMD, high 

risk drusen, and geographic atrophy [179].  

Preoperative diagnostic imaging using current generation SDOCT systems have 

demonstrated the ability to provide volumetric datasets of pathologic areas that are 

otherwise barely visible. While OCT imaging has been considered for various non-

ophthalmic intrasurgical applications, it is uniquely suited for vitreoretinal surgery 

where multiple layers of the retinal structure are readily accessible, and where high 

resolution cross-sectional viewing would immediately have an impact on surgery as it is 

performed today. This improvement in surgical visualization would impact the 

treatment of a wide range of ocular diseases including diabetic retinopathy with 

membranes in the macula, macular holes, epiretinal membranes, and retinal 

detachments. Real-time cross-sectional OCT imaging would also provide critical 

information relevant to the location and deformation of structures that may shift during 

surgery. Here, we demonstrate in vivo human fundus imaging using an intraoperative 



 

microscope-mounted optical coherence tomography system (MMOCT). Our opto

mechanical design adapts an Oculus Binocular Indirect Oph

(BIOM3), suspended from a Leica ophthalmic surgical microscope, with SDOCT 

scanning and relay optics. The MMOCT enables wide

sectional imaging of retinal structure, allowing for SDOCT augmented intrasurgi

microscopy for intraocular visualization. 

Figure 4.3.1: Optical schematic and photograph of the MMOCT 

showing surgical microscope (green), SDOCT (red), and shared (blue) 

optical paths. The sample

consists of galvanometer scanners, a relay telescope, a dichroic 

beamsplitter, and focusing optics from the surgical microscope 

including a microscope objective (orange box), and 

field ophthalmic lenses (b

mirror; f, focal length of collimating, relay, and focusing elements; G, 

galvanometer; M, mirror; PC, polarization controller; VPHG, grating

The MMOCT was optically designed to work in conjunction with the opt

of an Oculus BIOM3 suspended from a Leica ophthalmic surgical microscope. The 
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mounted optical coherence tomography system (MMOCT). Our opto

mechanical design adapts an Oculus Binocular Indirect Ophthalmo Microscope 

(BIOM3), suspended from a Leica ophthalmic surgical microscope, with SDOCT 

scanning and relay optics. The MMOCT enables wide-field non-contact real

sectional imaging of retinal structure, allowing for SDOCT augmented intrasurgi

microscopy for intraocular visualization.  

Optical schematic and photograph of the MMOCT 

showing surgical microscope (green), SDOCT (red), and shared (blue) 

optical paths. The sample-arm optics of the MMOCT (purple box) 

consists of galvanometer scanners, a relay telescope, a dichroic 

beamsplitter, and focusing optics from the surgical microscope 

including a microscope objective (orange box), and reduction and wide

field ophthalmic lenses (black box). CCD, linear CCD array; D, dichroic 

mirror; f, focal length of collimating, relay, and focusing elements; G, 

galvanometer; M, mirror; PC, polarization controller; VPHG, grating

The MMOCT was optically designed to work in conjunction with the opt

of an Oculus BIOM3 suspended from a Leica ophthalmic surgical microscope. The 

mounted optical coherence tomography system (MMOCT). Our opto-

thalmo Microscope 

(BIOM3), suspended from a Leica ophthalmic surgical microscope, with SDOCT 

contact real-time cross-

sectional imaging of retinal structure, allowing for SDOCT augmented intrasurgical 

 

Optical schematic and photograph of the MMOCT 

showing surgical microscope (green), SDOCT (red), and shared (blue) 

ptics of the MMOCT (purple box) 

consists of galvanometer scanners, a relay telescope, a dichroic 

beamsplitter, and focusing optics from the surgical microscope 

reduction and wide-

lack box). CCD, linear CCD array; D, dichroic 

mirror; f, focal length of collimating, relay, and focusing elements; G, 

galvanometer; M, mirror; PC, polarization controller; VPHG, grating. 

The MMOCT was optically designed to work in conjunction with the optical path 

of an Oculus BIOM3 suspended from a Leica ophthalmic surgical microscope. The 
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surgical microscope is designed to image through a BIOM3 adapter for wide-field 

indirect ophthalmoscopy during vitreoretinal surgery. The BIOM3 optically delivers an 

inverted wide-angle (120 deg.) view of the retina to the image plane of the surgical 

microscope by the use of a high-power non-contact lens (90D) and low-power reduction 

lens (F/200). When positioned adjacent to the objective lens of the surgical microscope, 

the BIOM3 creates a high magnification optical telescope which relays a large FOV 

image of the fundus to the viewport of the surgical microscope.  

The intraoperative MMOCT was implemented as an attachment to a Leica M841 

ophthalmic surgical microscope with a BIOM3 attachment [Figure 4.3.1]. A 

superluminescent diode, with a center wavelength of 840 nm and a bandwidth of 49 nm, 

was used as the illumination source. The MMOCT sample arm included two-axis 

galvanometer scanners, a 12.5x beam expander, and relay optics to scan the SDOCT 

beam, through the BIOM3 non-contact wide-field lens, across a 12 mm FOV on the retina 

of the patient. The system was designed to magnify the scanning SDOCT beam to 

accommodate for the demagnification introduced by the BIOM3 to preserve lateral 

resolution, and the scan pivot was optically relayed to the iris plane of the patient to 

ensure maximum FOV. The SDOCT beam was designed to be folded into the optical 

path of the surgical microscope by using a dichroic mirror positioned in the infinity 

space of the surgical microscope, between the objective lens [Figure 4.3.1 – orange box] 

and beamsplitter and imaging optics of the microscope viewports [Figure 4.3.1 – green 
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path]. The position of this fold mirror was chosen to minimize the optical foot-print 

under the BIOM3 adapter to avoid contact with the patient, thus setting physical 

constraints dictating the optical demagnification of the SDOCT beam onto the patient 

pupil. Here, sharing the objective, reduction, and wide-field non-contact lenses [Figure 

4.3.1 – orange and black boxes] between the OCT and microscope optical paths allowed 

for a common focal plane between the two modalities [Figure 4.3.1 – blue path], which 

could be adjusted together by changing the axial position of the wide-field lens. This 

particular MMOCT design offers advantages over imaging using a hand-held OCT 

system during surgery by providing a stable imaging arm; however, since the OCT is 

relayed through the microscope objective, reduction, and high-powered (90D) wide-field 

non-contact lenses, the lateral resolution and FOV of the OCT are limited by the 

performance of these optics at 840 nm. Interferometric signals were captured using a 

1024 pixel subset of a 2048 pixel line-scan camera (e2v, Ltd.). Custom software 

(Bioptigen, Inc.) performed real-time data acquisition, processing, archiving, and 

display. Using 700 μW of illumination power at the sample, the SNR measured near DC 

was 112 dB with an axial resolution of 6.51 μm in air and a 6 dB falloff at 1.45 mm. 

Optical design simulations (ZEMAX) of the MMOCT, using a Pomerantzef 

model eye as the sample, vendor-provided lens models for the MMOCT relay optics 

[Figure 4.3.1 – purple box], and paraxial approximations for the microscope objective 

[Figure 4.3.1 – orange box] and BIOM3 lenses [Figure 4.3.1 – black box], yielded 



 

theoretical FWHM spot-

then evaluated experimentally by measuring the optical transfer function (OTF) and 

subsequently calculating the point spread function (PSF) at the focal plane [

4.3.2(a)-(c)]. The OTF was measured experimentally by acquiring a serie

Figure 4.3.2: Resolution of MMOCT. Focal plane cross

lateral (a) OTF and (b) PSF, calculated from the Fourier transform of the 

OTF. (c) Lateral PSF cross

confocal and wide

Ten co-registered and averaged image excerpt from a video of 8 x 1.75 

mm (lateral x depth) B

acquired with 1024 x 1024

Hz. Illumination power = 700 μW, scale bar = 2 deg
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-sizes of 10 μm over a 12 mm FOV. The lateral resolution was 

then evaluated experimentally by measuring the optical transfer function (OTF) and 

equently calculating the point spread function (PSF) at the focal plane [

(c)]. The OTF was measured experimentally by acquiring a serie

Resolution of MMOCT. Focal plane cross-sections of the 

lateral (a) OTF and (b) PSF, calculated from the Fourier transform of the 

OTF. (c) Lateral PSF cross-section compared with theoretical values for 

confocal and wide-field imaging systems, and Zemax simulations. (d) 

registered and averaged image excerpt from a video of 8 x 1.75 

mm (lateral x depth) B-scans of in vivo human macula. Images were 

acquired with 1024 x 1024 pixels (lateral x spectral) at a frame-

Hz. Illumination power = 700 μW, scale bar = 2 deg. 

sizes of 10 μm over a 12 mm FOV. The lateral resolution was 

then evaluated experimentally by measuring the optical transfer function (OTF) and 

equently calculating the point spread function (PSF) at the focal plane [Figure 

(c)]. The OTF was measured experimentally by acquiring a series of images of a  

 

sections of the 

lateral (a) OTF and (b) PSF, calculated from the Fourier transform of the 

al values for 

field imaging systems, and Zemax simulations. (d) 

registered and averaged image excerpt from a video of 8 x 1.75 

human macula. Images were 

rate of 20 
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USAF 1951 test chart, positioned at the focal plane of a model eye. The lateral OTF cross-

section was then calculated using the normalized contrast of each group of elements 

[Figure 4.3.2(a)], and the respective PSF cross-section was calculated from the Fourier 

transform of the OTF [Figure 4.3.2(b)]. Finally, lateral cross-sections of the measured 

lateral PSF function was compared with theoretical values for confocal and wide-field 

imaging systems, as well as values simulated using ZEMAX [Figure 4.3.2(c)]. For an 

illumination spot-size of 2.5 mm at the pupil, these PSFs showed FWHM resolutions of 

16, 12, 34, and 16 μm for the measured, theoretical confocal, theoretical wide-field, and 

ZEMAX simulated values, respectively. The theoretical lateral PSF at the focal plane of a 

confocal system is described by ( ) ( )
4

12J /I v v v=    [149]. Here, ( ) ( )2 / sinv rπ λ α= , 

where r  is the radial position and α  is the half-angle subtended by the objective. The 

measured lateral PSF cross-sections were well correlated with theoretical and simulated 

values, and demonstrated a confocal resolution improvement when compared with the 

theoretical PSF cross-section for wide-field imaging. These theoretical lateral resolution 

limits, however, will ultimately be dominated by the confocal focused spot size and 

aberrations present in the eye. 

In vivo human fundus was imaged using the MMOCT with 700 μW illumination 

power at the pupil to demonstrate image quality over an 8 mm FOV [Figure 4.3.2(d)]. 

Degradation of lateral resolution at the edges of the image may be attributed to beam 

quality nonuniformity associated with scanning across the aspheric high-powered (90D) 
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wide-field non-contact ophthalmic lens. Human images were acquired in accordance 

with a protocol approved by the Duke University Institutional Review Board. All 

subjects were imaged in the supine position, simulating conditions during vitreoretinal 

surgery, and all images were acquired with 1024 x 1024 pixels (lateral x spectral) at 20 

kHz line-rate for continuous imaging at 20 Hz frame-rate. Ten of these frames were then 

co-registered and averaged for improved SNR and speckle reduction in post-processing. 

Densely sampled images of both healthy human fovea [Figure 4.3.3(a)] and optic nerve  

[Figure 4.3.3(b)] were acquired in vivo with 1024 x 1024 pixels (lateral x spectral) over a 

4.7 mm lateral FOV at 20 kHz line-rate. Ten of these frames were co-registered and 

averaged for improved SNR and speckle reduction to demonstrate the lateral and axial 

resolution of the MMOCT. Here, the structure and vasculature at the foveal pit and optic 

nerve were visualized with high contrast, showing both retinal tissue layers and 

chorodial structure. Finally, a large 8 x 8 mm FOV volumetric dataset of the macula was 

acquired with 200 B-scans of which, each B-scan was sampled at 1024 x 1024 pixels 

(lateral x spectral) [Figure 4.3.3(c)]. 

MMOCT images of surgical manipulations, performed in cadaveric porcine eyes, 

were acquired over a 6 x 6 mm FOV with 500 B-scans, sampled with 1024 x 500 pixels 

(spectral x lateral) at 20 kHz line-rate [Figure 4.3.4].The surgical procedure was 

performed by viewing through the surgical microscope, simulating vitreoretinal surgery 

conditions, with concurrent acquisition of MMOCT volumes. The porcine retina was  



 

Figure 4.3.3: MMOCT of 

averaged image excerpt from videos of 4.7 x 1.5 mm B

human (a) fovea 

of an 8 x 8 volumetric dataset of human macula. B

with 1024 x 1024 pixels (lateral x spectral) at a line

volumes were acquired with 200 B

scale bar = 2 deg. 
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MMOCT of in vivo human macula. Ten co-registered and 

averaged image excerpt from videos of 4.7 x 1.5 mm B-scans of healthy 

 and (b) optic nerve. (c) Video of volumetric rendering 

of an 8 x 8 volumetric dataset of human macula. B-scans were acquired 

with 1024 x 1024 pixels (lateral x spectral) at a line-rate of 20 kHz, and 

volumes were acquired with 200 B-scans. Illumination power = 700 μW, 

 

 

registered and 

scans of healthy 

. (c) Video of volumetric rendering 

scans were acquired 

rate of 20 kHz, and 

scans. Illumination power = 700 μW, 
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illuminated using a fiber-optic light pipe and manipulated using vitreoretinal end 

gripping forceps. The volumetric rendering [Figure 4.3.4(a)] and summed-voxel-

projection (SVP) [Figure 4.3.4(b)] allow for the visualization of both the instrument (red 

arrow) and a piece of glial tissue extruding from the optic nerve (green arrow). The 

volume rendering shows that the tissue below the forceps is obscured by shadows 

[Figure 4.3.4(a)], and most of the instrument is not visible because the polished metal 

edges of the forceps specularly reflect the OCT light outside of the collection aperture of 

the MMOCT. However, the structure and orientation of the forceps can clearly be 

visualized on the SVP [Figure 4.3.4(b)]. MMOCT visualization of surgical tools may be 

enhanced by artificially creating scattering surfaces, such as by roughening the flat faces 

of instruments. Sequential B-scans were co-registered to remove interframe bulk motion 

artifacts and the dataset was displayed as a volumetric rendering using Amira (Visage 

Imaging, Inc.) in post-processing. 

We have demonstrated MMOCT as a method for combining SDOCT with a Leica 

ophthalmic surgical microscope. The opto-mechanical design of the system allowed for a 

combination of both SDOCT and microscope optical paths that maintained both the 

large FOV of the surgical microscope and high lateral and axial resolution of standard 

ophthalmic SDOCT. Furthermore, the MMOCT provides a stable imaging platform over 

handheld implementations of ophthalmic SDOCT, and a system that shares a common 

focus with the surgical microscope, which allows for simple multimodal imaging of  



 

 

Figure 4.3.4: MMOCT of surgical manipulation in cadaveric porcine 

eye. The surgical procedure was performed by viewing through the 

surgical microscope, simulating vitreoretinal 

concurrent acquisition of MMOCT volumes. The porcine retina was 

illuminated using a fiber

6 x 6 mm volumetric dataset was acquired with 500 B

with 1024 x 500 pixels (spec

Volumetric rendering and (b) summed

instrument (red arrow) and a piece of glial tissue extruding from the 

optic nerve (green arrow). Illumination power = 700 μW, scale bar = 3 

deg. 

supine patients. Finally, we presented real

retinal structure, demonstrating the potential for SDOCT augmented intrasurgical 

microscopy for intraocular visualization. 
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MMOCT of surgical manipulation in cadaveric porcine 

eye. The surgical procedure was performed by viewing through the 

surgical microscope, simulating vitreoretinal surgical conditions, with 

concurrent acquisition of MMOCT volumes. The porcine retina was 

illuminated using a fiber-optic light and manipulated using forceps. A 

6 x 6 mm volumetric dataset was acquired with 500 B-scans, sampled 

with 1024 x 500 pixels (spectral x lateral) at 20 kHz line

Volumetric rendering and (b) summed-voxel-projection show both the 

instrument (red arrow) and a piece of glial tissue extruding from the 

optic nerve (green arrow). Illumination power = 700 μW, scale bar = 3 

ine patients. Finally, we presented real-time acquisition of cross-sectional images of 

retinal structure, demonstrating the potential for SDOCT augmented intrasurgical 

microscopy for intraocular visualization.  
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eye. The surgical procedure was performed by viewing through the 

surgical conditions, with 

concurrent acquisition of MMOCT volumes. The porcine retina was 

optic light and manipulated using forceps. A 

scans, sampled 
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projection show both the 
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optic nerve (green arrow). Illumination power = 700 μW, scale bar = 3 
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4.4. VISUALIZATION OF VITREORETINAL SURGICAL MANIPULATIONS USING 

INTRAOPERATIVE SPECTRAL DOMAIN OPTICAL COHERENCE 

TOMOGRAPHY 

Summary 

Vitreoretinal surgical visualization by ophthalmic microscopy is limited in its 

ability to distinguish thin translucent tissues from other retinal substructures. 

Conventional methods for supplementing poor contrast, such as with increased 

illumination and application of exogenous contrast agents, have been limited by the 

risks of toxicity at the retina. Spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SDOCT) 

has demonstrated strong clinical success in retinal imaging, enabling high-resolution, 

motion-artifact-free cross-sectional imaging and rapid accumulation of volumetric 

macular datasets. Current generation SDOCT systems achieve < 5 μm axial resolutions 

in tissue, and have been used to obtain high resolution datasets from patients with 

neovascular AMD, high risk drusen, and geographic atrophy. Recently, an 

intraoperative microscope-mounted OCT system (MMOCT) was presented as a method 

of augmenting a surgical microscope to concurrently acquire high-resolution, high-

contrast SDOCT volumetric datasets. Here, we demonstrated the utility of intraoperative 

MMOCT for the visualization of vitreoretinal surgical procedures. Vitreoretinal surgery 

was simulated by performing procedures, through an ophthalmic surgical microscope, 

on cadaveric porcine eyes. The datasets acquired with the MMOCT show both 

instrument-tissue interaction as well as the ability of OCT to image certain surgical tools, 
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which would directly translate to better surgical visualization and impact the treatment 

of ocular diseases. 

 

Vitreoretinal surgical visualization by ophthalmic microscopy is limited in the 

ability to distinguish thin translucent tissues from other retinal substructures [191,192]. 

Conventional methods for supplementing poor contrast, such as with increased 

illumination and application of exogenous contrast agents, have been limited by the 

risks of toxicity at the retina [193-197]. Spectral domain optical coherence tomography 

(SDOCT) has demonstrated strong clinical success in retinal imaging, enabling high-

resolution, motion-artifact-free cross-sectional imaging and rapid accumulation of 

volumetric macular datasets [2,3]. Current generation SDOCT systems achieve < 5 μm 

axial resolutions in tissue, and have been used to obtain high resolution datasets from 

patients with neovascular AMD, high risk drusen, and geographic atrophy [179].  

 Recently, an intraoperative microscope-mounted OCT system (MMOCT) was 

presented as a method of augmenting a surgical microscope to concurrently acquire 

high-resolution, high-contrast SDOCT volumetric datasets [198,199]. Here, we present 

intraoperative imaging of vitreoretinal surgical procedures on cadaveric porcine eyes 

using the MMOCT. The system allows for depth-resolved, volumetric imaging of 

instrument-tissue interactions and demonstrates the ability of OCT to image certain 
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surgical tools. This improvement to intraoperative imaging would directly translate to 

better surgical visualization and impact the treatment of ocular diseases. 

 

Figure 4.4.1: MMOCT of surgical manipulations in cadaveric porcine 

eyes. (a) Vitreoretinal surgery was simulated by performing procedures 

through an ophthalmic surgical microscope. (b) 6 x 6 mm volumetric 

datasets were acquired using the MMOCT (red box), concurrently with 

surgical manipulations. The SVP shows the forceps pinching retinal 

membrane. Illumination power 700 μW, scale bar = 3 deg. 

The MMOCT was implemented as an attachment to a Leica M841 ophthalmic 

surgical microscope with an Oculus BIOM3 adapter for wide-field indirect 

ophthalmoscopy [198,199]. The MMOCT has a simulated FWHM spot-size of 10 μm 

over a 12 mm FOV and an experimentally measured lateral resolution of 16 μm. A 

superluminescent diode, centered at 840 nm with a 49 nm bandwidth, was used as the 

illumination source. Interferometric signals were captured using a 1024 pixel subset of a 

2048 pixel line-scan camera (e2v, Ltd.). Custom software (Bioptigen, Inc.) performed 
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real-time data acquisition, processing, archiving, and display. Using 700 μW of 

illumination power on the sample, the measured SNR near DC was 112 dB with an axial 

resolution of 6.51 μm in air and a 6 dB falloff at 1.45 mm. 

Vitreoretinal surgery was simulated by performing procedures, through an 

ophthalmic surgical microscope, on cadaveric porcine eyes. A fiber-optic light pipe was 

used as the illumination source and the porcine retina was manipulated using standard 

vitreoretinal surgical instruments. MMOCT volumes over a 6 x 6 mm FOV were 

acquired, concurrently with surgical procedures, to demonstrate visualization of 

instrument-tissue interactions [Figure 4.4.1]. All volumetric datasets were acquired with 

500 B-scans, sampled with 1024 x 500 pixels (spectral x lateral) at 20 kHz line-rate and an 

illumination power of 700 μW at the pupil. Wetting drops were applied to the pupil 

during imaging to maintain the optical transparency of the cadaveric eye. Summed-

voxel-projections (SVP) and volumetric renderings were created in post-processing 

using Amira (Visage Imaging, Inc.). 

Retinal vessel cannulation in the cadaveric porcine eye was performed through 

the surgical microscope and imaged concurrently using the MMOCT. A series of three 

volumetric datasets were acquired with a subretinal (SR) needle above the retina prior to 

cannulation [Figure 4.4.2 - blue box], penetrating the subretinal space [Figure 4.4.2 - 

green box], and successfully cannulating a retinal vessel [Figure 4.4.2 - red box]. Two B-

scans, corresponding to locations indicated by the white line on the SVP, are shown  



 

Figure 4.4.2: Retinal vessel cannulation in cadaveric porcine eye. Three 

volumetric datasets were acquired using the MMOCT with a SR needle 

(a),(b) above the retina prior to cannulation (blue box), (c),(d) 

penetrating the subretinal space (green box), (e),(f) and successfully 

cannulating a retinal vessel (red box). Two B

locations indicated by the white line on the SVP, are shown from each 

volumetric dataset to demonstrate instrument

different positions of the needle.  SR needle, blue arrow; retinal vessel, 

red arrow. 

from each volumetric dataset to demonstrate instrument
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B-scan [Figure 4.4.2(a)] showed shadowing of the underlying tissue along the length of 

the needle (blue arrow). Furthermore, in the nonvitrectom

showed retinal tissue compression by the vitreous near the tip of the instrument [

4.4.2(b)]. The MMOCT B

the needle (blue arrow) as it penetrated the subretinal space [

cannulation of a retinal vessel was confirmed by the MMOCT as B
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Retinal vessel cannulation in cadaveric porcine eye. Three 

volumetric datasets were acquired using the MMOCT with a SR needle 

(a),(b) above the retina prior to cannulation (blue box), (c),(d) 

penetrating the subretinal space (green box), (e),(f) and successfully 

cannulating a retinal vessel (red box). Two B-scans, corresponding to 

locations indicated by the white line on the SVP, are shown from each 

volumetric dataset to demonstrate instrument-tissue interactions along 

different positions of the needle.  SR needle, blue arrow; retinal vessel, 

from each volumetric dataset to demonstrate instrument-tissue interactions along 

different positions of the needle. When the SR needle was above the retina, the MMOCT 

(a)] showed shadowing of the underlying tissue along the length of 

the needle (blue arrow). Furthermore, in the nonvitrectomized porcine eye, the B

showed retinal tissue compression by the vitreous near the tip of the instrument [

(b)]. The MMOCT B-scans also allowed for visualization of depth cross

the needle (blue arrow) as it penetrated the subretinal space [Figure 4.4.

cannulation of a retinal vessel was confirmed by the MMOCT as B-scans, perpendicular 

 

Retinal vessel cannulation in cadaveric porcine eye. Three 

volumetric datasets were acquired using the MMOCT with a SR needle 

(a),(b) above the retina prior to cannulation (blue box), (c),(d) 

penetrating the subretinal space (green box), (e),(f) and successfully 

scans, corresponding to 

locations indicated by the white line on the SVP, are shown from each 

tissue interactions along 

different positions of the needle.  SR needle, blue arrow; retinal vessel, 

tissue interactions along 

the retina, the MMOCT 

(a)] showed shadowing of the underlying tissue along the length of 
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showed retinal tissue compression by the vitreous near the tip of the instrument [Figure 

scans also allowed for visualization of depth cross-sections of 
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Figure 4.4.3: Membrane scraping in the cadaveri

volumetric dataset was acquired using the MMOCT with a DDMS 

compressing the retina. (a) Volume rendering of the instrument

interaction of the DDMS near the optic nerve. (b) B

corresponding to the location indicated by the whit

of the dataset shown in (a). (d) Ten co

of DDMS compression of retinal tissue. Diamond dusted instrument 

tip, red arrow; clear silicone body, blue arrow; opaque instrument 

holder; green arrow.
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Membrane scraping in the cadaveric porcine eye. A 

volumetric dataset was acquired using the MMOCT with a DDMS 

compressing the retina. (a) Volume rendering of the instrument

interaction of the DDMS near the optic nerve. (b) B

corresponding to the location indicated by the white line in (c) the SVP 

of the dataset shown in (a). (d) Ten co-registered and averaged B

of DDMS compression of retinal tissue. Diamond dusted instrument 

tip, red arrow; clear silicone body, blue arrow; opaque instrument 

holder; green arrow. 

 

c porcine eye. A 
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compressing the retina. (a) Volume rendering of the instrument-tissue 

interaction of the DDMS near the optic nerve. (b) B-scan, 

e line in (c) the SVP 

registered and averaged B-scans 

of DDMS compression of retinal tissue. Diamond dusted instrument 

tip, red arrow; clear silicone body, blue arrow; opaque instrument 
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the axis of the needle, showed cross-sections of the instrument tip (blue arrow) enter the 

lumen of the vessel (red arrow) [Figure 4.4.2(e),(f)]. 

Membrane scraping in the cadaveric porcine eye was imaged using MMOCT. A 

volumetric dataset was acquired using the MMOCT with a Tano Diamond Dusted 

Membrane Scraper (DDMS) compressing the retina. The volume rendering of the 

instrument-tissue interaction [Figure 4.4.3(a)] shows the brightly scattering diamond 

dusted tip (red arrow) and opaque holder (green arrow) of the DDMS near the optic 

nerve. The B-scan [Figure 4.4.3(b)], corresponding to the location indicated by the white 

line in the SVP of the dataset [Figure 4.4.3(c)], shows compression of the top retinal layer 

by the tip of the DDMS. Also, the soft silicone body of the DDMS (blue arrow) is shown, 

attached to the opaque holder (green arrow – conjugate image folding over), and is 

partially optically clear. Ten co-registered and averaged B-scans of retinal tissue 

compression using the DDMS [Figure 4.4.3(d)] confirms that the soft silicone body of the 

instrument (blue arrow) is partially optically transparent at MMOCT wavelengths. We 

have demonstrated the utility of intraoperative MMOCT for the visualization of 

vitreoretinal surgical procedures. These datasets show both instrument-tissue 

interaction as well as the ability of OCT to image certain surgical tools, which would 

directly translate to better surgical visualization and impact the treatment of ocular 

diseases. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

The development of OCT technology has traditionally been focused on three 

primary areas of interest: high-speed imaging, increased imaging depth, and the 

detection of biological function and dynamics. An overview of current and ongoing 

research in these areas has been presented in previous chapters. Recently, advances in 

high-speed swept-sources for OCT, such as the Fourier Domain Mode Locked (FDML) 

laser, have led to orders of magnitude increases in imaging speeds, with state-of-the-art 

systems reaching 20 MHz A-scan rates [200-206]. Despite ever increasing imaging rates, 

the practical limitations of ultra-high-speed OCT is ultimately constrained by photo-

toxicity considerations at high illumination powers, reduced detection sensitivity at 

short integration periods, and the computational complexity of real-time processing and 

visualization of OCT datasets.  

The imaging depth in OCT is fundamentally limited by tissue absorption and 

scattering. Methods, like those described in Chapter 2.1, have been developed as a 

means of increasing the total imaging range in OCT, which is advantageous for imaging 

optically semi-transparent samples over an extend-range, such as structures in the 

anterior segment of the eye [8,207-209]. However, in the past year, commercially 

available high-speed micro-cavity swept lasers for OCT (Axsun Technologies Ltd.) have 

been shown to provide exquisite line-widths, thus extending the 6 dB falloff range to 

nearly twice that of conventional OCT systems. The availability of high performance, 
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commercially available swept-sources, along with the record-breaking speeds of 

research FDML lasers, and simple multiplexed detection schemes of swept-source OCT 

will likely lead to a paradigm shift away from spectrometer-based systems. 

There is, however, still an unmet demand for technology development in 

functional imaging and application-based OCT. This includes reliable, simple 

implementations of Doppler OCT, portable handheld systems, and multimodal imaging 

devices that complements the capabilities of OCT with the advantages of another 

modality. Potential research topics that satisfy these needs are described in the following 

chapter. Hardware and algorithmic advances in these areas would have an immediate 

impact on clinical care, including the diagnosis of disease, monitoring of treatment, and 

image-guide therapy.  
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5.1. COHERENCE-GATED IMAGING SYSTEMS 

5.1.1. DUAL-SPOT SPATIALLY HETERODYNED DOPPLER OCT 

The application of OCT for measuring physiological dynamics, such as blood 

flow, has been limited as a result imaging speed and detection sensitivity. An overview 

of the current research and commercially available OCT systems for flow imaging was 

presented in Chapters 2.3 and 4.1. Here, a technique is presented that allows for Doppler 

OCT (DOCT) flow imaging with no loss of imaging speed, making the system less 

susceptible to phase noise and bulk motion, and allowing for improved detection 

sensitivity. Dual-spot spatially heterodyned Doppler OCT (DSSH-DOCT) utilizes the 

imaging bandwidth doubling associated with spatial heterodyning [210-213] for 

simultaneous acquisition of OCT at multiple positions across the sample. While spatial 

multiplexing may easily be applied as a method of increasing the total imaging speed of 

OCT, multi-spot imaging has already been demonstrated in swept-source systems [206] 

and there is a fundamental tradeoff between spatial multiplexing and lateral 

oversampling [214-216] that prevents any significant improvements in total acquisition 

time. However, simultaneous acquisition of multiple spatial positions can have a 

dramatic impact on DOCT, which relies on multiple data acquisitions at a single spatial 

position to detect the Doppler phase-shift associated with flow. DOCT acquisition 

necessarily increases total imaging time, and since velocity resolution is directly 

proportional to the phase decorrelation between sequential A-scans, increased imaging 
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speeds adversely affects the ability to volumetrically image microvascular in vivo. 

Conversely, increasing the velocity resolution of DOCT by increasing the time delay 

between sequential A-scans makes the system more vulnerable to phase noise and bulk 

motion artifacts, which also impair the ability to image vasculature. DSSH-DOCT allows 

for volumetric DOCT imaging without loss of temporal resolution by scanning two 

spatially displaced points in parallel. The technique simultaneously acquires two 

temporally displaced datasets, separated either in the slow- or fast- scanning axis 

depending on the desired velocity range, which can then be processed using 

conventional DOCT algorithms [24,217,218]. 

DSSH-DOCT may be implemented in any conventional SDOCT system, with 

minor modifications to the sample arm optics, for applications in velocity-resolved 

endoscopy, microscopy, and ophthalmoscopy. Here, the optical design of a DSSH-

DOCT microscope is described [Figure 5.1.1]. The sample arm illumination of a 

conventional SDOCT microscope is first divided into two optical paths using a balanced 

fiber-optic coupler (blue and green optical paths). The resulting illumination fiber cores 

are then optically imaged onto a beamsplitter cube where they are combined for 

simultaneous interrogation of the sample using a shared scanning arm. Here, the spatial 

displacement between the two scanning beams can be adjusted arbitrarily at the 

beamsplitter to control the temporal decorrelation between sequential Doppler A-scans,  



 

Figure 5.1.1: Optical schematic 

Doppler OCT microscope
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Optical schematic of the dual spot spatially heterodyned 

Doppler OCT microscope. The sample arm illumination is split across a 

balanced coupler and recombined at a beamsplitter to create a lateral 

position offset between the dual spots (blue and green paths). The dual 

spots are then optically relayed to a shared pivot on a scanning mirror, 

. The spots are then optically relayed to a second scanning mirror, G

both offset from the scanning pivot by an equal and opposite lateral 

displacement. Finally, the dual spots are focused onto the sample at 

two separate lateral locations and scanned in parallel in two

BS, beamsplitter; CCD, linear CCD array; f, focal length of 

collimating, relay, and focusing elements; G, galvanometer; M, mirror;

VPHG, volume phase holographic grating. 

allowing the system to be sensitive over variable velocity windows. The dual spots are 

then optically relayed across two single-axis galvanometer scanners for two

scanning and volumetric data acquisition. The beams are positioned at the scanning 

pivot of the first galvanometer for telecentric scanning at the sample, but are laterally 

displaced from the pivot at the second scanner for spatial heterodyne modulation. Here, 

the dual spots are positioned at equal and opposite displacements from the pivot to 

ensure positive and negative heterodyning of each path, respectively, and the carrier 
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frequency is determined by the displacement of each beam from the pivot. Finally, the 

dual scanning beams are focused onto the sample plane for simultaneous acquisition of 

two temporally displaced DOCT images.  

In post-processing, the positive and negative heterodyned images can be 

separated by calculating the Hilbert transform along the axis of displacement between 

the dual scanning spots. Conventional SDOCT processing of the Hilbert transformed 

data yields a depth-resolved image where the positive and negative heterodyned images 

exist on opposite depth half-planes [215,216]. By spatially co-registering the 

simultaneously acquired images to remove any lateral displacements associated with the 

spatial separation of the dual spots and applying conventional Doppler processing onto 

the corresponding phase maps, a velocity-resolved image can be calculated. Hilbert 

demodulation of the heterodyned images assumes bandlimited lateral spatial 

frequencies, which requires spatially oversampling by a factor of 2 over the Nyquist rate. 

However, spatial oversampling is often required to offset any jitter that results from the 

small angle response time of the galvanometer scanners, and therefore DSSH-DOCT 

does not significantly reduce overall imaging speeds. Finally, the ability to vary the 

effective temporal delay between the dual spots allows for dynamic adjustments to the 

detectable velocity bandwidth, which can be used to avoid problems associated with 

phase wrapping and detection sensitivity. 
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5.1.2. ITERATIVE HILBERT DEMODULATION DOPPLER OCT 

Hilbert transform demodulation of Doppler frequency shifts for volumetric OCT 

of flow dynamics has been described extensively in Chapters 2.3 and 4.1, and in the 

literature [36,215,216,219-231]. While able to provide detailed three-dimensional 

volumetric datasets of blood perfusion, down to the microcapillary level, these imaging 

schemes are ultimately limited in their detection sensitivity by the tradeoff between flow 

velocity and imaging speed. Current Hilbert demodulation techniques all require that 

the Doppler frequency shift associated with flow be large enough, or conversely that the 

spatial frequency bandwidth of non-moving structural components be narrow enough, 

that the moving and non-moving spatial frequency components are non-aliased. To 

satisfy these conditions, convention methods have been limited to only detecting high 

velocity flow, relying on extensive spatial oversampling, or the use of novel scanning 

patterns. Here, an iterative post-processing technique is presented that allows for 

Hilbert demodulation of flow components in OCT, with velocity-resolution down to the 

phase noise of the system, for spatially Nyquist sampled datasets. 

Iterative Hilbert demodulation [Figure 5.1.2] uses the principle that negative and 

positive spatial frequency shifted components are resolved on opposite depth half-

planes after Hilbert demodulation. Similar to the ambiguity that is associated with the 

depth-resolved complex conjugate artifacts in SDOCT, in the spatial frequency domain, 

the negative and positive frequency spaces contain components of both negative and 
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positive conjugate, and positive and negative conjugate frequencies, respectively. When 

depth-resolved, and real and conjugate components of these spatial frequencies also 

exist on opposite depth half-planes, identical to what is observed in conventional 

SDOCT. Here, if we assume that the only positive or negative modulated components 

are those associated with flow (i.e. no bulk motion), then the structural scatterers will be 

DC coupled, with some bandwidth associated with the sampling period [Section 2.3]. 

However, since the non-moving structural scatterers are DC coupled, their structural 

bandwidths are necessarily mirrored on both the negative and positive frequency 

planes, which also means that their power is evenly split between the positive and 

negative depth half-planes. This is not the case with moving scatterers, which are 

Doppler shifted so that they exist in either one spatial frequency/depth half-plane at a 

time. Thus, by spatial Hilbert transforming the SDOCT dataset, spectrally Fourier 

transforming the result, and taking the difference of the two depth half-planes, any 

resulting information will only be those that are associated with Doppler shifted (i.e. 

moving) scatterers. This method removes any dependence on spatial oversampling and 

bandlimited structural spatial frequencies because moving and non-moving scatterers 

are no longer required to be separated by the use of an arbitrarily determined spatial 

frequency window. Another benefit of this technique is that it allows access to the 

spatial frequency components near DC, which is associated with the minimal flow 

velocities that exist in the system. Finally, the true advantage of this post-processing 
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technique is that it requires no modifications to the hardware or scanning protocol, and 

may be applied to any existing OCT data given that the raw spectral dataset is 

accessible. 

The ideal iterative Hilbert demodulation condition that was previously described 

assumes a condition in which the data is not corrupted by any bulk motion artifacts. 

Any bulk motion in the system will necessarily offset all spatial frequencies, both 

moving and non-moving, by a Doppler frequency associated with the bulk motion, 

effectively AC coupling all spatial frequencies. To demodulate this noisy system, a 

compensating polynomial phase term, approximating the bulk motion phase in the data, 

must be calculated iteratively, as described in the flowchart in Figure 5.1.2. Here, the 

interferometric data [Figure 5.1.2(a)] is spectrally Fourier transformed [Figure 5.1.2(b)], 

and its phase is modified by a polynomial function associated with bulk motion [Figure 

5.1.2(c)]. This phase term, ( )φ k , is iteratively determined by modifying the phase map 

associated with the depth-resolved data with an odd polynomial phase function. An odd 

phase is chosen because, similar to iterative phase modulations used for computational 

dispersion compensation [178], any phase-shifts in SDOCT is necessarily inverted across 

the zero pathlength delay by the property of the Fourier transform of real signals. This a 

priori condition also alleviates any uncertainty principle  
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Flowchart describing iterative Hilbert demodulation 

(a) 2D interferometric data is (b) spectrally Fourier 

transformed, and (c) its phase is iteratively modified by a polynomial 

function associated with bulk motion. (d) The data is then spatially 

Fourier transformed, and (e) a Hilbert window, (((( ))))uΠΠΠΠ , is applied to 

remove any negative spatial frequency content. The resulting 

frequency content is then (f) inverse transformed back into a spectral 

interferogram frame and (g) spectrally Fourier transformed to arrive at a 

resolved SDOCT B-scan. (h) The resulting depth-solved Hilbert 

scan is directionally-resolved across the zero pathlength 

 

Flowchart describing iterative Hilbert demodulation 

(a) 2D interferometric data is (b) spectrally Fourier 

transformed, and (c) its phase is iteratively modified by a polynomial 

on. (d) The data is then spatially 

, is applied to 

remove any negative spatial frequency content. The resulting 

frequency content is then (f) inverse transformed back into a spectral 

interferogram frame and (g) spectrally Fourier transformed to arrive at a 

solved Hilbert 

resolved across the zero pathlength 
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delay (i.e. positive flow on one side and negative flow on the other – 

red and blue arrows). (i) A flow map can be calculated by subtracting 

the two half-frames and is iteratively minimized to determine the 

phase associated with the bulk motion in the image, yielding (j) the 

final flow map. Here, (b) and (h), and (d) and (g) are Hilbert transform 

pairs and (a) and (b), and (g) and (h) are Fourier transform pairs. 

concerns associated with resolving arbitrarily small motion from a bandlimited dataset. 

The data is then spatially Fourier transformed [Figure 5.1.2(d)], and a Hilbert window, 

( )Π u  , is applied to remove any negative spatial frequencies [Figure 5.1.2(e)]. The 

resulting frequency content is then inverse transformed back into a spectral 

interferogram [Figure 5.1.2(f)], which is equivalent to calculating the spatial Hilbert 

transform of the phase modulated signal.  The resulting data is then spectrally Fourier 

transformed to arrive at a depth-resolved SDOCT B-scan [Figure 5.1.2(g)]. The depth-

solved Hilbert transformed B-scan is directionally-resolved across the zero pathlength 

delay (i.e. positive flow on one side and negative flow on the other – red and blue 

arrows) [Figure 5.1.2(h)], and a flow map can be calculated by subtracting the two half-

frames [Figure 5.1.2(i)]. To iteratively calculate the polynomial phase function associated 

with bulk motion, this flow map is minimized, which corresponds to a condition in 

which all components of non-moving scatterers are cancelled out between the 

subtraction of the two depth half-planes and all that remains are the components of both 

negative and positive flow. This bulk motion phase map can be calculated to an 

arbitrarily high order, but the detection minimum in the system will ultimately be 

limited by its phase noise. Applying the bulk motion compensation results in a final 
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flow map [Figure 5.1.2(j)], which may be velocity-resolved by using the short-time 

spatial Fourier transform technique discussed in Section 4.1. Furthermore, the resulting 

polynomial ( )φ k  is also a complete description of the bulk motion in the system, which 

may be also be useful for isolating sources of phase noise when constructing ultra-stable 

OCT phase microscopes. 
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5.1.3. STRUCTURED ILLUMINATION FULL-FIELD SWEPT-SOURCE OCT 

One practical limitation to OCT, and more importantly to optical coherence 

microscope (OCM), is the lateral resolution associated with using relatively low NA 

objectives. Unlike confocal microscopy, in which a high NA objective is scanned axially 

for depth-resolution, OCT utilizes coherence-gating to achieve high axial resolution, but 

requires a low NA illumination objective so that backscattered light from the entire 

imaging depth is evenly collected. This constraint, however, limits the lateral resolution 

of OCT and OCM to size scales that can barely resolve cell nuclei [232,233]. Recently, 

variously spatial heterodyning techniques have been introduced as a means of 

improving the lateral resolution of conventional microscopes [45,46,56]. These 

techniques were discussed in detail in Chapters 1.2 and 3.1 as a method of achieving a 

factor of 2 improvement in lateral resolution in wide-field microscopy without the use of 

fluorophores. The following optical system utilizes structured illumination as a means of 

doubling the lateral resolution of full-field swept-source OCT and OCM. 

A full-field swept-source OCT microscope is described because it allows for 

simple implementation of structured illumination [Figure 5.1.3]. The sample arm 

illumination light is separated into +1 and -1 diffraction orders using a low frequency 

grating. The two orders are then optically imaged onto the sample plane, where they are 

overlapped and spatially interfered, creating a sinusoidal illumination pattern along the 

axis of diffraction. The back-scattered light is then interfered with a reference arm, and  



 

Figure 5.1.3: Optical 
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Optical schematic of the structured illumination full

SSOCT microscope. The illumination source is separated into two 

diffraction orders by using a low frequency grating (DG). The two 

diffracted paths are optically relayed onto the sample plane, 

and spatially interfered, creating a sinusoidal structured 

illumination pattern. The low frequency grating (DG) can be rotated 

mechanically to rotate the axis of the sinusoidal illumination pattern. A 

shifter may be inserted into one of the two diffracted paths to 

shift the illumination pattern. Alternatively, the illumination 

source may be spectrally windowed to yield several phase

illumination patterns. The backscattered light from the sample is then 

interfered with a reference arm and detected on a 2D detector.

block; BS, beamsplitter; f, focal length of collimating, relay, and 

focusing elements. 
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acted paths to 
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source may be spectrally windowed to yield several phase-shifted 
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the interferometric signal is collected on a two-dimensional detector across the entire 

FOV. The structured illumination orientation and phase can be adjusted by rotating and 

translating the grating, respectively, allowing for demodulation and reconstruction of 

the super-resolved wide-field image by the use of conventional algorithms described in 

Section 3.1. A swept-source system was chosen because the narrow line-width of the 

swept-laser essentially simulates a nearly monochromatic illumination source, thus 

improving the fringe visibility of the structured illumination along the entire focal depth 

of the microscope. Another benefit of implementing structured illumination in concert 

with OCT is the exquisite sensitivity of OCT, which will allow for ultra-high sensitive 

measurements of both the fringe frequency and phase of the illumination pattern and 

result in less reconstruction artifacts when applying conventional structured 

illumination algorithms. Finally, for an ultra-broadband illumination source, such as a 

supercontinuum or Ti:Sapph laser, both rotation and phase-shifts of the structured 

illumination pattern can be multiplex spectrally. This would necessarily tradeoff with 

the axial resolution of the OCT image, but would improve the stability of structured 

illumination by replacing any mechanically moving components. Here, the entire 

spectral bandwidth would have to be divided using dichroic filters or alternatively, the 

phase-delay associated with different wavelengths can be used to calculate an arbitrary 

number of phase-shifts. The detected spectral data can then be windowed in post-

processing to reconstruct each multiplexed image. 
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5.2. RESOLUTION-MULTIPLEXED  IMAGING SYSTEMS 

5.2.1. RADIALLY SYMMETRIC STRUCTURED ILLUMINATION MICROSCOPY 

As discussed in Sections 1.2, 3.1, and 5.1.3, the resolution improvement and 

imaging rate of structured illumination imaging is dependent on the illumination 

pattern. The conventional method for down-shifting high spatial frequencies is by using 

a sinusoidal intensity pattern [45,46,55,56,234,235]. However, since this pattern is 

oriented in a single spatial direction, several images must be acquired, with the pattern 

rotated at different angles, to sequentially sample all of the down-shifted frequencies 

evenly. The inefficiency of this sequential approach directly reduces acquisition speed 

and prohibits time-sensitive measurements, such as dynamics or in vivo imaging. 

Methods for multiplexing both the rotation and phase-shift of the illumination pattern 

would potentially allow for dramatic improvements in imaging speed. 

Alternatives to the standard grating illumination pattern with potentially 

superior qualities for robust imaging will be described. One promising alternative is the 

radially symmetric Bessel function intensity pattern illustrated in Figure 5.2.1(a). With 

this illumination pattern, high spatial frequencies are convolved with a ring in Fourier 

space [Figure 5.2.1(c)] rather than a pair of delta functions. Phase-shifting is still required 

for image reconstruction, but is performed radially instead of laterally. While standard 

structured illumination imaging uses a 2D inverse Fourier transform for image 
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reconstruction, this proposed method uses the Hankel transform, the radially symmetric 

form of the Fourier transform.  

 

Figure 5.2.1: (a) Proposed radially symmetric sinusoidal Bessel 

structured illumination pattern and (b) its radial cross section. (c) The 

Fourier transform of the illumination pattern is a single ring, 

comprised of an angularly symmetric set of (d) delta function pairs. The 

frequency content of this illumination pattern is analogous to that in 

conventional structured illumination, but the radial symmetry is 

potentially better suited to sampling the circular OTF of optical 

systems. 

Writing both sample and illumination patterns in polar coordinates, the sample 

structure illuminated by the Bessel illumination may be written as:  
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The nth-order Hankel transform defined by  
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is equivalent to the 2D Fourier transform of a radially symmetric dataset for n=0. The 

Hankel transform of the Bessel illuminated sample can be written as,  
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We can express the Bessel-illuminated images acquired as a function of the radial phase-

shift φ  and Bessel function oscillation frequency k  in a system of linear equations, 

similar to conventional structured illumination:  
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Here, the inverse matrix is a function of both φ  and k , and the frequency components 

are represented as 0th
 order Hankel transforms. As was the case with sinusoidal 

illumination, the demodulated spatial frequency components may be numerically  
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Figure 5.2.2: Simulation of Bessel illumination pattern for high spatial 

frequency downshifting. (a) USAF 1951 test chart illuminated with the 

Bessel pattern. (b) Fourier space representation of the illumination 

pattern and (c) spatial frequency of the test chart under uniform 

illumination. (d) Frequency content of the Bessel-illuminated test chart 

showing the overlap of (c) and the radially down-shifted components. 

shifted back out radially to reconstruct an extended frequency space, out to twice the 

OTF [Figure 5.2.2]. However, since the illumination pattern is radially symmetric, the 

frequency-shifted information is no longer limited to an up-shifted disc of information, 

with bandwidth corresponding to the resolution limit of the system, but rather an 

annulus with a width that corresponds to the NA of the imaging system [Figure 

5.2.2(d)]. This approach potentially allows for the same resolution improvement of 
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sinusoidal illumination, while eliminating the need for rotating the illumination pattern, 

making the system better suited for in vivo human retinal imaging.   
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5.2.2. RESOLUTION-ENHANCED SPECTRALLY ENCODED CONFOCAL SCANNING LASER 

OPHTHALMOSCOPY USING STRUCTURED ILLUMINATION 

Structured illumination, as a means of resolution enhancement in scanning laser 

ophthalmoscopy, was described in Section 3.1. While the method demonstrated 

resolution improvements in phantoms, the technique had limited success in in vivo 

human retinal imaging. The major drawbacks of the previously described 

implementation were an illumination pattern with fringe frequencies that were set in 

hardware by the magnification of the relay and scanning optics, and that the line-

scanning laser ophthalmoscope is an astigmatic imaging system. A fixed fringe 

frequency impaired the ability to change illumination patterns to maximize the 

resolution improvement in different subjects, and an astigmatic imaging system made 

isotropic structured illumination resolution improvement impossible because an image 

rotator, placed in the scanning path to evenly sample the entire spatial frequency space, 

also changed the focal length of the ophthalmoscope, thus degrading both the contrast 

and resolution of the system. Here, these problems are addressed by implementing 

structured illumination on a spectrally encoded ophthalmoscope. The advantages of this 

system are that it allows for real-time modification of the illumination fringe frequency, 

the system is no longer astigmatic and can be used in conjunction with an image rotator, 

and the SECSLO is fully confocal, which has an inherent resolution improvement over 

the quasi-confocal LSLO described in Section 3.1. 



 

Figure 5.2.3: Optical schematic 

A conventional SECSLO sample arm is illuminated by the 

interferometric signal from a Michelson interferometer, which 

produces a spectrally encoded sinu

prism (DP) is also added into the sample arm optics to allow for 

rotation of the scanning axis, and corresponding structured 

illumination pattern, for even sampling of all spatial frequencies.
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elements; G, galvanometer; M, mirror; 
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Structured illumination can be implemented on a SECSLO with very few 

modifications to the sample arm 

source is input into a Michelson interferometer and a fringe pattern is spectrally 

encoded, similar to the inte

translator can be placed on one of the mirrors in the interferometer for precise control of 

the illumination fringe phase
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Optical schematic of the structured illumination SECSLO. 

A conventional SECSLO sample arm is illuminated by the 

interferometric signal from a Michelson interferometer, which 

produces a spectrally encoded sinusoidal illumination pattern. A dove 

prism (DP) is also added into the sample arm optics to allow for 

rotation of the scanning axis, and corresponding structured 

illumination pattern, for even sampling of all spatial frequencies.

linear CCD array; f, focal length of collimating, relay, and focusing 

elements; G, galvanometer; M, mirror; PZT, piezoelectric stack; 

volume phase holographic grating. 

Structured illumination can be implemented on a SECSLO with very few 

modifications to the sample arm scanning optics [Figure 5.2.3]. First, the illumination 

source is input into a Michelson interferometer and a fringe pattern is spectrally 

encoded, similar to the interferometric signal detected in OCT. Here, a piezoelectric 

translator can be placed on one of the mirrors in the interferometer for precise control of 

the illumination fringe phase-shifts. The resulting interference pattern is optically 
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relayed into the scanning arm of a conventional SECSLO. In the scanning arm, an image 

rotator, such as a dove prism, can be added into an intermediate plane that is conjugate 

to the pupil plane. Here, since each spectrally encoded ray that corresponds to a 

different lateral position is collimated going into the image rotator, any rotationally 

dependent optical pathlength change will not affect the overall focus of the device. The 

resulting structured illumination SECSLO images may be reconstructed using 

conventional processing algorithms described in Section 3.1. Since the SECSLO is fully 

confocal, any spurious corneal reflections are apertured out, thus obviating the need to 

create a dark-field imaging system such as the LSLO. Furthermore, since the SECSLO is 

implemented using an optical circulator, the system has a detection sensitivity 

advantage over the LSLO.  
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5.2.3. DOUBLE CLAD FIBER SPECTRALLY ENCODED CONFOCAL SCANNING LASER 

OPHTHALMOSCOPY 

One critical disadvantage of spectrally encoded imaging, as discussed in Sections 

3.2, 3.3, and 4.2, is its susceptibility to speckle noise. Since lateral position is encoded 

spectrally, each position along the sample is essentially illuminated monochromatically. 

Therefore, any coherent addition of back-scattered light results in a random speckle 

realization, which reduces the overall contrast of the image and impairs the resolving 

power of the imaging system. Sequential image averaging [151] and angular 

compounding [236] have been demonstrated as  methods for speckle reduction; 

however, these methods require increased overall imaging time and access to large NA 

imaging objectives. Alternatively, increasing the bandwidth of the illumination source 

can also be used to reduce speckle in spectrally encoded imaging by reducing the 

coherence length of each lateral resolution spot. However, for ophthalmic imaging, 

reduced acquisition speeds necessarily result in more motion artifacts, the NA of the 

imaging objective is fixed by the NA of the eye, and ultra-broadband sources operating 

at wavelength ranges outside of the water absorption window have increased loss. Here, 

a method for speckle reduction in SECSLO is presented that uses double clad fiber 

(DCF) [152,153]. The sample is illuminated using the single-mode core of the DCF and 

collected using the multi-mode cladding. Here, different speckle realizations for each of 

the modes supported by the multi-mode cladding are averaged at the detector 

simultaneously as a means of reducing the overall speckle contrast 



 

Figure 5.2.4: Optical schematic 

fiber SECSLO. The illumination source is coupled into th

core of the DCF and scanned across the retina using a conventional 

SECSLO. The back

mode cladding of the DCF, which is then optically relayed and imaged 

onto the detector face of a custom

array; f, focal length of collimating, relay, and focusing elements; G, 

galvanometer; M, mirror; VPHG, volume phase holographic grating.

DCF-SECSLO is implemented using single

preserving lateral resolution because the SECSLO sample arm essentially scans an 

optically relayed image of the single

Here, multi-mode collection not only has benefits for speckle reduction, but also acts to 

increase the overall collection NA of the SECSLO, thus improving the light efficiency of 

the system. First, a single
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Optical schematic of a spectrometer-based double clad 

The illumination source is coupled into the single

core of the DCF and scanned across the retina using a conventional 

SECSLO. The back-scattered signal is then coupled into the multi

mode cladding of the DCF, which is then optically relayed and imaged 

onto the detector face of a custom-built spectrometer. CCD, linear CCD 

array; f, focal length of collimating, relay, and focusing elements; G, 

galvanometer; M, mirror; VPHG, volume phase holographic grating.

SECSLO is implemented using single-mode illumination as a means of 

preserving lateral resolution because the SECSLO sample arm essentially scans an 

optically relayed image of the single-mode illumination core across the sample plane. 

ollection not only has benefits for speckle reduction, but also acts to 

increase the overall collection NA of the SECSLO, thus improving the light efficiency of 

the system. First, a single-mode illumination source is coupled into the single
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of the DCF. This can either be accomplished by using a fused fiber-optic DCF coupler 

with a single-mode input, or by using a pair of objectives, matched to the NA of the 

respective fibers, as shown in Figure 5.2.4. The resulting illumination light is then 

relayed to the scanning arm of a conventional SECSLO, and the back-scattered light is 

collected by the multi-mode cladding of the DCF and imaged onto the detector plane of 

a custom-built spectrometer. Given the relatively small pixel size of commercially 

available linear detector arrays, the cladding diameter and NA of the DCF, and the 

limited NA of a spectrometer objective that is optimally designed to provide a flat, 

achromatic focus over a broad spectral bandwidth, spectrometer-based detection of 

DCF-SECSLO is ultimately limited by constant radiance considerations [237]. While the 

back-scattered signal collected by the multi-mode cladding supports a large number of 

spatial modes, the detection spectrometer images the cladding of the DCF onto the 

detector plane and overfills each pixel, resulting in spectral overlap and loss of lateral 

resolution. Unfortunately, any reduction in either the size or NA of the DCF cladding 

also reduces the number of spatial modes supported, and thus directly affects the 

speckle reduction efficiency of the system. This limitation may be overcome by using 

detectors with larger pixels; however, this may not be practical considering the number 

of pixels required and the cladding diameter in DCFs.  

An alternative to spectrometer-based DCF-SECSLO is swept-source DCF-

SECSLO [Figure 5.2.5]. Here, the broadband superluminescent diode is replaced with a 



 

swept-laser, and the spectrometer is replaced with a single pixel detector. The benefit of 

this system is that the detector objective is no longer limited to a low NA by any 
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laser, and the spectrometer is replaced with a single pixel detector. The benefit of 

this system is that the detector objective is no longer limited to a low NA by any 

Optical schematic of a swept-source double clad fiber 

The illumination source is coupled into the single-mode core 

of the DCF and scanned across the retina using a conventional 

SECSLO. The back-scattered signal is then coupled into the multi

mode cladding of the DCF, which is optically relayed and imaged onto 

pixel detector where spectral channel is detected temporally as 

the source sweeps across its bandwidth. APD, avalanche photodiode; 

focal length of collimating, relay, and focusing elements; G

galvanometer; M, mirror; VPHG, volume phase holographic grating.

spectrometer constraints. Furthermore, single pixel detectors generally have larger 

active regions than linear and two-dimensional arrays, giving the swept

lection efficiency. Furthermore, since each spectrally encoded 

channel is detected temporally, the spectral cross-talk of the system is completely 

governed by the spectral resolution in the sample arm and line-width of the swept

source, both of which can be optimized to ensure no loss of lateral resolution.
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5.2.4. DUAL FIBER COUPLER SPECTRALLY ENCODED CONFOCAL SCANNING LASER 

OPHTHALMOSCOPY 

While DCF provides a method for speckle reduction in spectrally encoded 

imaging modalities, practical implementations of the system are nontrivial. The 

difficulty in building a DCF-SECSLO remains in coupling the illumination source into 

the single-mode core of a DCF. Any optical power leakage into the surrounding 

cladding, when illuminating the sample, results in spectral cross-talk and loss of lateral 

resolution in SECSLO. Alternative methods have been demonstrated in both spectrally 

encoded and two-photon microscopy by creating custom DCF couplers [152,238,239]. 

These devices include a single-mode input and multi-mode output that are fused to 

respective DCFs, making single-mode coupling easy and efficient. However, 

manufacturing of these devices are difficult and require specialized equipment [240], 

and since these devices are implemented as fiber-optic couplers, there is necessarily a 

loss of collection efficiency. An alternative method for single-mode illumination and 

multi-mode collection is the use of a dual fiber coupler (DFC), which provides the 

benefits of a DCF coupler with reduced loss and complexity. 

A DFC is an angle-polished GRIN collimating lens that is optically coupled to the 

ends of two fibers, separated by their claddings. These collimators can be made with a 

single-mode fiber and a multi-mode fiber and is easily combined with a SECSLO system 

as a method for speckle reduction [Figure 5.2.6]. The illumination source is first  fiber-

coupled  



 

Figure 5.2.6: Optical schematic 

coupler SECSLO

mode input fiber of the DFC and scanned across the retina using a 

conventional SECSLO. The back

the multi-mode output fiber of the DFC, which is then imaged on the 

detector face of a custo

focal length of collimating, relay, and focusing elements; G, 

galvanometer; M, mirror; VPHG, volume phase holographic grating.

into the single-mode illumination fiber of the DFC. The collimated output is then 

expanded using a telescope to a beam diameter appropriate for SECSLO and relayed 

into the sample arm of a conventional SECSLO. The back

by the GRIN collimating lens and part of the light is coupled into the multi

fiber of the DFC. The multi

spectrometer, and each of the spatial modes supported by the fiber is averaged 

simultaneously at the  
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Optical schematic of a spectrometer-based dual fiber 

coupler SECSLO. The illumination source is coupled into the single

mode input fiber of the DFC and scanned across the retina using a 

conventional SECSLO. The back-scattered signal is then coupled into 

mode output fiber of the DFC, which is then imaged on the 

detector face of a custom-built spectrometer. CCD, linear CCD array; f, 

focal length of collimating, relay, and focusing elements; G, 

galvanometer; M, mirror; VPHG, volume phase holographic grating.

mode illumination fiber of the DFC. The collimated output is then 

expanded using a telescope to a beam diameter appropriate for SECSLO and relayed 

into the sample arm of a conventional SECSLO. The back-scattered light is then collected 

he GRIN collimating lens and part of the light is coupled into the multi

fiber of the DFC. The multi-mode fiber is then optically relayed onto a custom

spectrometer, and each of the spatial modes supported by the fiber is averaged 
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Figure 5.2.7: Speckle reduction using DFC
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Speckle reduction using DFC-SECSLO. (a) Image acquired 

using conventional SECSLO with high speckle contrast and (b) an 

image acquired using DFC-SECSLO showing reduction of speckle. The 

index card was positioned at the focal plane of a model eye and imaged 

with 1024 x 1024 pixels (spectral x lateral) at a line-rate of 20 kHz.

detector face for reduce speckle contrast, similar to in DCF-SECSLO [Figure 

mode illumination and multi-mode collection fibers are separated by their 

cladding diameters, the detected light is no longer the directly back

component, but rather some angularly scattering portion of the back-scattering profile. 

However, assuming that the sample is isotropically scattering, the detected signals 

 

(a) Image acquired 

using conventional SECSLO with high speckle contrast and (b) an 

SECSLO showing reduction of speckle. The 

index card was positioned at the focal plane of a model eye and imaged 

rate of 20 kHz. 

Figure 5.2.7]. Since 

de collection fibers are separated by their 

cladding diameters, the detected light is no longer the directly back-scattered 

scattering profile. 

ically scattering, the detected signals 
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should be theoretically identical to that of the directly back-scattered condition. 

Furthermore, as with the DCF-SECSLO case, the increased collection NA and core 

diameter of the multi-mode fiber increases the collection efficiency of the DFC-SECSLO, 

thus improving the contrast and brightness of the acquired images. 
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5.2.5. COMBINED SPECTRALLY ENCODED CONFOCAL SCANNING LASER 

OPHTHALMOSCOPY AND SWEPT-SOURCE OCT  

Simultaneous multimodal acquisition of en face SLO and depth-resolved OCT 

images can have an immediate impact on ophthalmic imaging. As described in Section 

4.2, a multimodal approach combines the benefits of depth-resolution and high-speed en 

face imaging to potentially allow for motion artifact free volumetric imaging, which can 

be combined with sophisticated processing algorithms for real-time motion tracking and 

multi-volume stitching. However, the interlaced SECSLO-SDOCT approached described 

in Section 4.2 was not a true, simultaneous multimodal imaging system because 

sequential frames of the SLO and OCT were acquired in an interlaced fashion. The 

primary constraint of the system was the limited detection bandwidth inherent to 

spectrometer-based systems. However, swept-source technology allows for much 

simpler implementations of multiplexed multimodality imaging systems because these 

systems have potentially much larger detection bandwidths. Here, a method for a 

combined SECSLO-SSOCT system is presented that demonstrates the multiplexing 

advantage of swept-source systems. 

The optical schematic for a combined SECSLO-SSOCT is illustrated in Figure 

5.2.8. Here, the swept-source is first divided across a balanced coupler into two 

illumination paths, one for the SECSLO (blue) and the other for the SSOCT (green). The 

SECSLO arm consists of a grating, which spectrally disperses the illumination beam. The  



 

Figure 5.2.8: Optical schematic 

illumination source is evenly split between the OCT and SECSLO 

sample arms. The SECSLO light is first spectrally dispersed while the 

OCT light is scanned across the slow

silvered scanning mirror. The SLO and OCT paths are then recombined 

at the slow-axis scanner, 

scanning. Finally, the back

is detected on their respective single

photodiode; BS, beamsplitter; 

focusing elements; G, galvanometer; M, mirror; VPHG, volume phase 

holographic grating.

combined optical path, red.

SSOCT sample arm is initially scanned across the slow

and then recombined with the spectrally dispersed SECSLO light at the fast

scanner, Gy. Here, a half

facilitates the combining of the SLO and OCT optical paths. The resulting combined path 
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Optical schematic of a combined SECSLO-SSOCT
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Again, since the complexity of swept-source systems are limited to the source, multiple 

detector systems can easily be implemented for multiplexed detection. Alternatively, a 

single detector can be used for simultaneous detection of both SLO and OCT signals by 

modulating each signal at a different carrier frequency, similar to heterodyned detection 

of SSOCT for complex conjugate rejection [241]. Since commercially available single 

pixel detectors have up to several gigahertz of available detection bandwidth, 

multimodal imaging systems can easily be multiplexed with OCT interferograms by 

trading off for available OCT imaging range. 
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5.2.6. COMBINED SPECTRALLY ENCODED CONFOCAL SCANNING LASER 

OPHTHALMOSCOPY AND SDOCT USING A DUAL FIBER COUPLER 

While swept-source systems may allow for simple multiplexing of multimodal 

imaging technologies, simultaneous multimodal detection using spectrometer-based 

systems is also possible. The advantage of these spectrometer-based systems is the 

availability of ultra-broadband sources at 840 nm. No research or commercial swept-

source systems operating at these wavelengths currently exist with the bandwidths 

comparable to those of multiple SLD sources and Ti:Sapph lasers. At these ultra-high 

bandwidths and operating wavelengths, spectrometer-based systems are particularly 

well-suited for ultra-high resolution ophthalmic imaging or, alternatively, spectrally 

multiplexed detection of multimodal imaging systems. Here, a method for spectrally 

multiplexed imaging of SECSLO and SDOCT using a dual fiber coupler is presented as a 

method for simultaneous en face and depth-resolved imaging. 

The optical schematic of SECSLO-SDOCT using DFC is illustrated in Figure 5.2.9. 

Here, the ~200 nm bandwidth of a Ti:Sapph illumination source is spectrally divided 

between the SLO and OCT sample arms via a dichroic mirror. The SECSLO illumination 

light is coupled into the single-mode input fiber of a DFC, spectrally dispersed, and 

recombined with the SDOCT sample arm path at a dichroic mirror that also acts as the 

slow-axis scanner of the OCT, Gx. The SDOCT source is first scanned across the slow-

axis scanner, and then recombined with the spectrally dispersed  



 

Figure 5.2.9: Optical schematic 
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Optical schematic of a combined SECSLO-SDOCT using a 
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mode output fiber of the DFC. As with conventional SDOCT, the back-scattered sample 

light is interfered with a reference reflector using a single-mode fiber-optic coupler. A 

DFC is used for SECSLO illumination and collection for improved collection efficiency 

and speckle reduction, as discussed in Section 5.2.4. Finally, both SECSLO and SDOCT 

signals are spectrally recombined using a dichroic mirror at the input of the detection 

spectrometer, where the SECSLO and SDOCT signals are acquired in a spectrally 

concatenated fashion on the linear detector array. Here, the ultra-broadband Ti:Sapph 

spectrum is used to spectrally multiplex the two imaging modalities. In this particular 

design, the SDOCT signal trades off spectral bandwidth, and thus axial resolution, for 

multimodal imaging. However, the remaining ~100 nm bandwidth available for SDOCT 

imaging is comparable to conventional source bandwidths for ophthalmic OCT at these 

wavelengths, and thus results in no appreciable loss of resolution from an engineering 

standpoint. Furthermore, the advantage of spectral multiplexing over the power-

division multiplexing method described in Section 5.2.5, is that the SECSLO-SDOCT 

using a DFC is essentially lossless, whereas the SECSLO-SSOCT using a DCF 

experiences a 3 dB loss in SNR with every pass through the beamsplitter optic.  
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5.2.7. OPTICAL ANGIOGRAPHY USING SPECKLE VARIANCE SPECTRALLY ENCODED 

CONFOCAL SCANNING LASER OPHTHALMOSCOPY 

Optical angiography has proven to be a valuable clinical diagnostic tool; 

particularly in ophthalmology, where fundus photography or confocal ophthalmoscopy 

combined with contrast agents is the standard of care for vascular mapping in the retina. 

However, recently there has been a rapid influx of functional imaging technologies, 

particularly variants of Doppler OCT, that have been aimed at contrast agent free 

vascular mapping. As described in Sections 2.3 and 4.1, while these techniques can 

provide depth-resolved volumetric vascular maps down to microcapillary networks, 

they require long imaging times and intricate scanning protocols. Here, a method for 

non-depth resolved vascular mapping is described that allows for simple en face imaging 

of microvessels. This method combines the speckle tracking technique utilized in the 

commercially available retinal functional imager (RFI – Optical Imaging, Rehovot, Israel) 

with the versatile design of the SECSLO to provide functional information regarding the 

vascular health of the retina. 

Sequential en face SECSLO frames can be processed to visualize speckle 

decorrelation associated with blood flow in retinal vasculature. Since each spectrally 

encoded lateral position is essentially monochromatically illuminated, the contrast of the 

resulting fundus image is degraded by speckle noise. However, this speckle noise also 

provides a deterministic representation of the roughness of the underlying tissue. Since 

any coherent adding of the back-scattered light within each monochromatic focal region 
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affects the speckle realization, the speckle pattern is a representation of the scattering 

properties of the tissue. For bulk tissue, this speckle pattern is essentially static over 

several imaging frames because macroscopic tissue fluctuations occur on a much slower 

time scale as compared to SECSLO image acquisition. However, any blood flow in the 

tissue necessarily causes a change in the speckle pattern, which can be resolved in post-

processing by calculating the speckle decorrelation between sequential SLO frames. 

Several decorrelation maps can then be averaged for noise reduction, yielding a vascular 

map of all the vessels with blood flow within the detectable range of the system. 

Nominally, the lowest detectable flow is limited by the intensity noise in the SLO image, 

and may be improved by increasing the acquisition time, or speckle decorrelation time, 

between sequential frames. Furthermore, speckle decorrelation can be calculated over 

small moving windows, or speckle kernels, within a single frame to determine the 

direction of speckle decorrelation, or the flow vector. 
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5.2.8. FULL COLOR SPECTRALLY ENCODED CONFOCAL SCANNING LASER 

OPHTHALMOSCOPY 

While the utility of confocal scanning ophthalmoscopy has expanded since its 

inception, and it does provide advantages in detection efficiency, resolution, and 

contrast over standard fundus photography, full color fundus photographs are still 

considered the gold standard for ophthalmic diagnosis. Color fundus photos allow for 

visualization of spectroscopic contrast which, from a clinical perspective, has a distinct 

diagnostic advantage over grayscale SLO images. To supplement the need for a full 

color, high-speed, high-resolution, high-contrast fundus imaging tool, a full color 

SECSLO is presented that acquires SLO images simultaneously over three distinct color 

channels that span the entire visible spectrum.  

Full color SECSLO is implemented using several hardware modifications to the 

conventional SECSLO described in Section 3.2 [Figure 5.2.10]. Here, a high-power 

supercontinuum laser (Fianium Ltd.) is used as the illumination source. First, the NIR 

components of the source are spectrally filtered using a cold mirror. The remaining 

visible light is coupled into a single-mode optical fiber and relayed to the sample arm. 

The source light is folded into the optical path of the color SECSLO scanning arm using 

the 4% air-glass reflection from a coverslip. This particular configuration is used as a 

means of reducing the power of the supercontinuum source (2 mW/nm) to levels that 

are eye-safe, and as a means of maximizing the collection efficiency of the back-scattered 

light,  



 

Figure 5.2.10: Optical schematic 
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Optical schematic of a full color SECSLO. The NIR 
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the sample. The back-scattered light is then recombined into a single white-light channel 

and detected on a linear detector array. Here, the detector is spectrally divided so that 

each color channel is sampled evenly. The three resulting images can then be co-

registered and combined to create a single full color en face image. 

Since each color channel is spectrally encoded along a lateral dimension, the 

reconstructed color SECSLO image needs to be calibrated for color at each lateral 

position. This can be accomplished by using a series of color calibration cards and 

measuring an inversion spectrum between each color and lateral position. Since each 

color channel is acquired simultaneously and over a large bandwidth, the full color 

SECSLO may also be applied for spectroscopic imaging, and thus provide information 

about tissue metabolism and oxygenation in real-time. 
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5.2.9. WIDE-FIELD HUMAN CORNEAL IMAGING USING SPECTRALLY ENCODED CONFOCAL 

SCANNING LASER MICROSCOPY 

Optical interrogation of the eye has primarily been focused on the posterior 

segment. However, recent application of OCT to the anterior chamber has demonstrated 

the utility of optical imaging for the visualization of corneal structures, diagnosis of 

disease, and treatment tracking. However, anterior chamber OCT has been limited as a 

result of the difficulty in raster scanning over the large, curved corneal surface [207-

209,242]. These difficulties include dramatic SNR drop-off away from the center of the 

cornea, bright saturation reflections at the central cornea, complex conjugate artifacts 

over the entire depth range of the anterior chamber, and slow imaging speeds associated 

with Nyquist sampling of the entire corneal surface.  

The clinically relevant region of the cornea is a single layer of endothelial cells on 

the inner surface. The ability to determine the nuclear density of these cells over the 

entire endothelium of the cornea would have an immediate impact on disease diagnosis 

and treatment. OCT, however, is not well-suited for high-speed large FOV imaging at 

cellular resolution, and is particularly inefficient when the region of interest is only a 

single cell layer thick. Alternatively, a method for video-rate microscopy is presented 

that is ideally-suited for corneal endothelial imaging. The technique utilizes spectrally 

encoded confocal microscopy (SECM) to provide high-speed, high-resolution images of 

a single focal layer across the entire cornea. 



 

Figure 5.2.11: Optical schematic 
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Optical schematic of a wide-field corneal SECM
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in other modalities because each lateral position of the SECM is monochromatic, and 

thus there are no chromatic considerations that need to be taken into account.  
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5.3. CLINICAL APPLICATIONS 

5.3.1. HANDHELD COMBINED SPECTRALLY ENCODED CONFOCAL SCANNING LASER 

OPHTHALMOSCOPY AND SPECTRAL DOMAIN OPTICAL COHERENCE TOMOGRAPHY 

The utility of handheld OCT systems for imaging infants and supine patients has 

been previously discussed in the literature [183,184]. However, the tradeoff for a 

portable imaging system is the ability to accurately aim the OCT and stably acquire a 

volumetric dataset over a region of interest. These tradeoffs become particularly 

apparent when imaging uncooperative patients and infants, in which normal anatomical 

markings that may help guide the clinician, are no longer visible. These considerations 

were discussed in Section 4.2, when presenting the advantages of a combined SECSLO-

SDOCT system. However, the optical system presented there was simply a proof-of-

concept, and further hardware development is required to make the combined system 

into a functional handheld device. 

One major source of complexity in the combined SECSLO-SDOCT system was 

the combination of the reference arm with the scanning arm of the device. The particular 

design was chosen so that the galvanometer mirror that switched between the optical 

paths of the SECSLO and SDOCT also blocked the reference light when in SECSLO 

mode, thus reducing any excess noise associated with a bright reference reflector. The 

reference arm can be separated from the scanning sample arm, and the galvanometer 

switch can easily be replaced with an optical shutter, synchronized to the driving signal 

of the SECSLO-SDOCT switch mirror. Furthermore, custom optics may be used to 
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reduce the overall optic footprint of the system improve imaging quality. Finally, optical 

models may be used to optimize the layout of the sample arm. 
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5.3.2. IMAGING OF TISSUE METABOLISM USING COMBINED SPECTROSCOPIC FULL COLOR 

SPECTRALLY ENCODED CONFOCAL SCANNING LASER OPHTHALMOSCOPY AND 

DOPPLER OPTICAL COHERENCE TOMOGRAPHY 

Spectroscopic analysis of tissue in both transmission and reflection microscopy 

has been demonstrated as a precise method of measuring tissue metabolism and 

oxygenation [243-246]. Doppler OCT has been demonstrated as a method of providing 

blood perfusion information in both in vivo animal models and humans 

[13,22,33,225,247-249]. A combination of spectroscopy and Doppler OCT would, 

therefore, provide a complete diagnostic picture of tissue health. Advanced Doppler 

techniques were discussed in Sections 2.3, 4.1, 5.1.1, and 5.1.2; a imaging system that 

allows for en face spectroscopy of tissue based on the SECSLO was presented in Section 

5.2.8; and combined SLO-OCT systems were presented in Sections 4.2, 5.2.5, and 5.2.6. 

Therefore, further hardware developments towards combining a full color SECSLO with 

a SDOCT system can be implemented for imaging of tissue metabolic demand. 

The combined system would require the same high-power supercontinuum 

source described in Section 5.2.8. The source output can be spectrally divided into a 

visible spectrum component, used for the color SECSLO, and a NIR component for OCT 

imaging. Simultaneous acquisition of the SLO and OCT signals can be accomplished 

using a single spectrometer by trading off spectral bandwidth for multimodal detection 

or, alternatively, the signals may be detected sequentially, in an interlaced fashion. 
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The measured spectroscopic data can be calibrated using a series of hemoglobin 

oxygenation phantoms, and the oxygenation at each lateral position can be calculated 

using well-established equations for oxygen saturation [243,246]. Complementary 

Doppler OCT data can be used to measure blood flow velocities corresponding to the 

spectroscopically detected vessels. The resulting data can be used to determine the 

relationship between oxygen supply and demand over a time-lapsed series in animal 

models, or as a diagnostic predictor of disease in humans. 
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5.3.3. DYNAMICALLY REGISTERED OPTICAL ANGIOGRAPHY USING COMBINED 

SPECTRALLY ENCODED CONFOCAL SCANNING LASER OPHTHALMOSCOPY AND 

DOPPLER OPTICAL COHERENCE TOMOGRAPHY 

The major obstacle in using Doppler OCT (DOCT) as a means of providing 

velocity-resolved contrast agent free optical angiography in ophthalmology is the 

tradeoff between imaging speed and detection sensitivity. As described in Sections 2.3, 

4.1, 5.1.1, 5.1.2, and 5.2.7, the velocity sensitivity of Doppler OCT is directly proportional 

to the phase decorrelation time between sequential A-scans. However, increasing the 

temporal delay between scans also increases the phase noise and makes the system more 

susceptible to bulk motion artifacts. Therefore, current generation Doppler acquisition 

algorithms limit vascular mapping either to only include a range of high flow velocity 

vessels, or to only imaging a small FOV.  In Section 4.2, a combined SECSLO-SDOCT 

system was described that could potentially measure bulk motion during an OCT 

volume acquisition by correlating en face SLO images acquired at video-rates. Here, 

another application of the combined system is proposed that would allow for acquisition 

of volumetric vascular flow maps by dynamically registering DOCT data using the en 

face SECSLO images. 

The proposed combined SECSLO-DOCT system can be used in conjunction with 

any Doppler technique. The processed Doppler maps, either in real-time or post-

processing, can be co-registered to each other by the bulk motion displacements 

measured using the simultaneously measured SECSLO images. This dynamic co-
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registration removes any total imaging time constraints, which is particularly useful 

when measuring the extremely slow velocities associated with microcapillaries in the 

retina. Real-time eye tracking using the SECSLO image could also allow vascular 

mapping to span several short imaging sessions, allowing the subject to rest between 

scans. Furthermore, if co-registration and Doppler processing algorithms can be 

optimized to provide real-time bulk motion compensation and flow maps, a large FOV 

vascular map can be dynamically stitched together as a fixation target is panned across 

the visual field of the subject. 

This technique, however, cannot be used to compensate for any bulk motion that 

occurs within a single A-scan. Any motion during this period is perceived as a bulk 

Doppler shift in both the vessel and surrounding tissue, which is then represented as 

noise in the flow map. Bulk motion subtraction algorithms, which generally compensate 

for mean Doppler shifts over an entire A-scan, have been demonstrated in the literature 

[17], and can be used in conjunction with the lateral registration described here to 

calculate a completely bulk motion compensated Doppler map. 
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5.3.4. REAL-TIME INTRASURGICAL INSTRUMENT TRACKING USING COMBINED 

SPECTRALLY ENCODED CONFOCAL SCANNING LASER OPHTHALMOSCOPY AND 

INTRAOPERATIVE SPECTRAL DOMAIN OPTICAL COHERENCE TOMOGRAPHY 

Intraoperative visualization of surgical manipulations using a microscope-

mounted OCT system (MMOCT) has been described in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. These 

proof-of-concept and preliminary results show high-speed, high-resolution imaging of 

tissue layers in normal human retina. However, when manipulating retina tissue using 

standard surgical instruments in cadaveric porcine eyes, image quality was generally 

degraded as global changes to the eye dislodged the regions of interest from the focal 

plane and depth range of the OCT. Furthermore, real-time imaging of surgical 

manipulations is difficult to capture using standard OCT because of the several seconds 

required to acquire a single volumetric dataset. Lastly, visualization of an entire 

volumetric dataset, as a three-dimensional rendering or series of B-scans, can be 

extremely computationally expensive and confusing, and does not necessarily aid the 

clinician during surgeries in a straightforward way. 

The optimal imaging scheme, from a clinical point of view, is a small FOV at the 

point of contact between the surgical instrument and retinal tissue. These depth-

resolved scans can aid the surgeon in visualizing how deep their instruments are in the 

retina tissue and which layers they are about to penetrate. To this end, a real-time 

instrument tracking method for intrasurgical visualization of instruments is proposed. 

The system combines a SECSLO with MMOCT to allow for en face instrument tracking 
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using the SLO image. By optimizing image registration, edge detection, and motion 

tracking algorithms, real-time positional tracking of the instrument tip is possible. Since 

the combined SLO-OCT imaging systems described in Sections 4.2, 5.2.5, and 5.2.6 all 

allow for arbitrary positioning of OCT scanning beams by the use of two-axis 

galvanometer scanners, real-time OCT acquisition can be programmed to follow the 

instrument tips. This will allow for depth-resolved imaging of a small FOV at the 

instrument tip at, effectively, video-rates, providing the surgeon with vital information 

regarding the lateral, and more importantly, axial positions of their instruments. Lastly, 

complex conjugate resolved acquisition schemes can also be implemented on the 

MMOCT to double the total imaging depth, making the system less susceptible to the 

global tissue deformations that can occur during surgical procedures. 
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